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With this issue PolyLetter is back on 
schedule. The JAN/FEB 1987 issue is 
actually being published within the JAN/FEB 
1987 time slot! 

Readers have expressed interest 1n a 
variety of subjects _ A number of readers 
have responded to say that they are using a 
clone along with their Poly, but still like 
the Poly better_ I know the feeling . I am 
using an XT clone but still prefer the 
Poly . I know how to make the Poly do what 
I want to; with the clone it's a fight. 
Readers have asked for more information 
about communicating between the Poly and 
clones and between the Poly and a Mac . At 
least one reader has told me on the phone 
that the one computer that finally measures 
up to the Poly is an AT. Unfortunately, 
t h e r e 1 s s t i 1 1 n o t a g o o d s e t o f s y s t e m· 
s o f t w a r e c o m p a r a b 1 e t o P o 1 y ' s _ I m a.g i n e 
that! The Poly's ten year old System 88 
software design is so good that it takes an 
AT with an 8 MHz 80286 cpu with ten times 
the memory to equal a lowly 8080 cpu 
running at 1 . 8432 MHz _ Just imagine what 
could be done if the software engineering 
and inovation that went into the Poly over 
10 years ago were put into the computing 
power available today! 

Oh well, back to reality _ How many of 
our beloved Poly users would like 
P o 1 y Le t t e r t o 1 n c 1 u d e s om e i t em s a b o·u t 
clones in our sacred pages? I got a call 
from one reader who practically begged me 
to move in that direction. In a past 
editorial I urged Poly to assemble and sell 
clones to Poly Users who needed more sheer 
computing power. We must face the fact 
that there is a limit to Poly's computing 
power. 

In education there is a distinction 
between potential and achievement. A 
person's achievement is compared to their 
potential, such as is measured by IQ and 
other tests_ The normal result is to have 
achievement roughly match potential. 
However, there are two groups which do not 
follow this pattern . Those whose 
achievments seem far ahead of their 
potential are called over-achievers_ Those 
whose achievements seem far behind their 
potential are called learning-disabled . 

I f w e a p p 1 y t h 1 s d i s t ·i n c t i o n t o 
c om p u t e r s , w e s e e t h a t Z - 8 o- C P I M sys t em s 
are about normal, but the Poly is clearly 
an over-achiever it gets a LOT out of its 
11m1ted 8080 potential. The clones are 
probably functioning below their potential 
and could be classified as 
learning-disabled. The point of this 
dtscuss1on is that Poly has achieved a near 
maximum realization of its potential. It 
just doesn't have the hardware to go much 
further, while the clones, with their 
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cludgy software has enough hardware to 
support a great deal of potential growth . 
That doesn't mean that there 1s no room for 
Poly to grow, and it doesn't mean that the 
Poly is no good. On the contrary, the Poly 
can continue to do what it has done just as 
well as it has _ Why, I have even written 
two MS-DOS software look-alike programs for 
the Poly _ One is VOL.GO, which reads and 
displays the disk Cvolume) name just like 
MS-DOS's internal VOL command . I usually 
leave my disks in the drive when I shut off 
my system and tired of listing each drive 
to see what I have in it when I boot up . I 
added VOL 1, VOL 2, and VOL 3 to my INITIAL 
file and it shows me the names the disks on 
line when I boot up_ The other program is 
SORT.GO which reads an input file of lines 
into memory sorts them, and writes out the 
sorted list to the output file . As in 
MS-DOS, you can specify switches to reverse 
the order f/Rl or to select the column to 
sort by (!+ nL SORT . GO was written to 
produce the annual index publ ishe d in the 
last issue of PL, but it could be used to 
alphabetize any file. (Someone once wanted 
to alphabetize a list of quotations, but I 
don't remember who _) 

Poly Problems 
by Bob Bybee 

Ever had one of those months when your 
system just wouldn't behave? A few weeks 
ago I started seeing a "glitch" 1n the 
video from my Poly _ Thinking i t was the 
video board's fault, I opened up the 
system_ I wiggled the video cable, checked 
for loose connections, and so on . While I 
was doing this, the Poly's power was off, 
but I had left my video monitor turned on. 
And a short time later, smoke was roll1na 
out of my trusty Leedex Cnow Amdek) 12;' 
Video-100 monitor ! 

Well, good . At least it's not the Poly _ 
I went to the closet to find the 9" mon i tor 
that came with the system . Haven't used it 
in a while, but it always served 1n a 
pinch . Oops_ __ all the video is smashed 
into one vertical line! Scratch two 
monitors . --

So I found a cheap Samsung green-screen 
monitor, mail-order, for about $65 . Rushed 
1t here by UPS Blue _ Hooked 1t up, and 1t 
worked fine, except that the cha racter s 
were too wide for the screen _ A little 
adjustment of the monitor's controls, and 
the two controls on the Poly v1de o board, 
solved that problem _ So the Pol y's back 1n 
operation. 

But then, disk drive problems struck _ l 
started getting more and more errors from 
my ltl floppy drive . Replaced drive 1, and 
it's no better. Exchanged drives 1 and 2, 
and still drive 1 doesn't work reliably _ 
So I started suspecting the power supply _ 
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Measured the voltages feeding the drives __ _ 
aha! The +S suppl{ is low feeding both 
drives, and drive is the lower of the 
two_ 

So I spent a couple of days locating 
parts, removing the power regulators from 
the system, and replacing them. After al 1 
this, the +S volt supplies measured 4 . 85 
and 4 . 95 on the two drives, well within 
tolerances _ Run the confidence disks, and 
now the drives both read with no errors. 

Whew 1 Glad that's over. Button up the 
system, replace the cover, put the brand 
new Samsung monitor back on top of the 
Poly, and ___ holy bits, Batman, the disk 
drives are producing errors again! 

Now I'm ready to kick myself. The disk 
drive problems started just after I bought 
the new Samsung video monitor. I didn't 
make the connection before, but now it 
makes sense . The new monitor must be 
generating a stronger magnetic field than 
the old one, and it's interfering with the 
data being read from the magnetic 
diskettes_ Sure enough, moving the monitor 
o ff to the side of the Poly corrects the 
problem . 

I'm going to keep the Samsung monitor, 
but plan to put it on a stand that keeps it 
away from the disk drives . And if the 
field is that strong, I need to keep my 
diskettes away from the monitor as well. 
But I've always tried to do that anyway _ 

Is there a moral to the story? No, 
unless "phooey" counts as a moral _ 

Letters 

Dear Ralph, 
First, I would 

good news _ I have 
the t ime you get 
up.) 

January 13, 1987 
like to give you some 

one of my Polys up_ CBy 
this I should have two 

I have several things that I would like 
to do to make my Poly more efficient. When 
I power up my computer does not always give 
me FFFF _ This 1s because of old memory 
c hips that do not always make contact. As 
my machine gets hot [when itl is on for 
s everal hours the problem seems to get 
worse _ For this reason I would llke to 
co nvert a 16K memory board to a 64K board. 
Is there a way a person can get their hands 
on the information without paying S125 . 00? 

Since I have more than one Poly, I would 
l ike to find out how to make a Twin system . 
It 1s my assumption that you can get more 
th an 64K with a Poly _ CAm I right or 
wrong?) Do you or anybody know how I can 
d o this? --- Chris Bagley, Tuscon, AZ . 

(Glad t o hear you have a Poly working_ 
In regard to the sporadic TOP of RAM: 

Tr y r ocking each chip in its socket (press 
down on one end and then press down on the 
oth er end); the old anti-static foam was 
co rrosive and tended to make the chip legs 
fo rm a fi l m . Also, I suggest cleaning the 
S-100 fingers of the memory card . with a 
s oft p i n k e r a s e r C g e n t 1 y ! ) to r u-b o ff a n y 
fil m . Do not touch the cleaned fingers 
with your hands, as the skin oil and acids 
s tarts the corrosion process again . 

In regard to the heat problem: I covered 
all the o penings on the back of the 
com puter so as to force the air to be drawn 
bet ween the boards . The flow is from side 
to side instead of from the back to the 
sid e _ Space the boards so that any SK 
static RAM cards are not all together. I 

also ran the machine with the cover off _ 
CI had one Poly that worked fine until I 
bolted the cover on -- then it went 
flakey!l As a matter of fact, the 16K 
memory board is dynamic RAM and doesn't 
generate near as much heat as one of the SK 
static RAM cards . 

Making a Twin system is a hellofa lot of 
work . - There are 20-30 modifications on 
each CPU and Video card. Each Twin system 
requires 2 modified Poly 4SK memory cards 
Cone for each user) and one SK memory card . 
Besides, a twin works slower and requires 
special system disks_ CThe CPU runs at the 
same speed, but is now working for two 
users, each about 112 the time, and the 
system software must all be written to use 
that time-sharing_) 

You can't get more than 64K (actually 
56Kl in a Poly because the SOSO has only a 
64K address space . If you put in 
bank-selectable memory, you could have part 
of the user memory area set to exchange 
with banks . This is of no use to any 
existing software that I know of. You 
could put in a RAM-disk, but it would need 
a driver program to interface it and it 
would look like either a disk drive, or a 
peripheral device, rather than more memory _ 

As for the 16K to 64K modification . One 
reader has phoned in to say his son, who is 
studying EE converted a board for him . I 
have three boards which have been modified, 
each 1n a different way! The S125 you 
quote is Poly's charge for the labor to do 
the work . I do not know if Poly has 
released t.heir version of the modification 
to their dealers . Next time I talk to 
Poly, I'll ask if they will release their 
version _ --- Ed . l 

Dear Mr _ Kenyon 5 Nov 19S6 
I was very pleased to receive your 

letter and the copies of PolyLetter that 
you sent me _ . _ . I appreciate the 
problems of editorial handover that ha s 
occurred . 

The contents of the 19S4 issues looks 
very good, and if any of the copies with 
data on Arise, the spares kit, diagnostics , 
etc _, are available they would be very 
welcome. 

As far as the disk of mine that you have 
is concerned, I sent it in as an exchange 
because Charles lthe previous edit o rl said 
that he had a printer driver that would 
solve a problem that I have when using my 
Epsom RXSO printer Cbit S is set h ig h on 
some of the characters so that they come 
out in italics - copy enclosed - do you 
know the answer to this one?) Howev er, 1f 
you would like to put the programs in the 
public domain please do so _ I wlll send 
the documentation to anyone who is 
interested. The disk has a suite of 
programs that are used for stereologica l 
analysis of light and electron micrographs, 
useful for any 
biologist/geologist/materials s cie nt i st 
wanting to get quantatative data from 
pictures Cnot image analysisL We are 
using these constantly in our research 
work . If the disk 1s suit able for 
inclusion I would like to receive a copy of 
PolyGlot Volume 6 in exchange _ I a l so have 
a bitpad input/saving routine whi c h r uns 
ser1al ports at both 1 and 0 Cbefore Poly 
did itl which you might find useful too . 

The latest PolyLetter contains s o me very 
interesting points and I was parti cularly 
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glad to read the articles on CP/M; I have 
two CP/M machines here in the department 
and use them a lot of the time . It would 
be a great advance to run Poly disks on an 
IBM clone . If a board becomes available I 
would be very interested in knowing about 
it. 

I originally got my 8813 in 1979 (after 
starting with a Poly 88), but the 
distributor soon folded and I've been on my 
own ever since . I think that I have the 
only one i n the U.K. CUnited Kingdom] I 
had the original Poly 88 construction 
manuals and w i th these and a good deal of 
self-help I've been able to get over the 
(few) breakdowns that I have had so far. 
Does Poly produce any field service data or 
repair manuals (apart from Confidence 
disks . I have these)? 

My main problem is in getting 
documentation . When Poly sold me the 
Exec/96 they only sent me update notes from 
the previous version; my manual is for 
Exec/72 so there is a b i g gap on which I 
have no data ; I have nothing on WordMaster, 
and Arise i s just a name in the directory 
to me! While Poly was very helpful at 
first, they didn't answer any more and so 
it was a tremendous th i ng for me to find 
that PolyLetter ex i sted . I gather that 
Poly is still in bus i ness, but what do they 
se l l? I never see a single ad or reference 
to them ; it's a shame that the 8813 was 5 
years ahead of i ts time . 

I wish you every success with PL; it 
really 1s a lifeline and I read and re-read 
e,very word of the copies that I have. I 
will try to let you have a contnbution 
s oon . Could you please let know the 
contents of the various d i sk of the month 
series volumes so that I can order some? 

Thanks again for your response to my 
letter, I look forward to hearing from you 
aga i n soon . Dr. L . G . Br i arty, 
Nott i ngham, Great Bri t i an 

(Some o f the items i n this letter have been 
c overed i n recent issues of PL . The rest I 
w i l l address here , as there may be some 
other readers w i th similar concerns . 

Th e P ol y ' s printer driver routine only 
sends 7 data bits for each character. The 
8 0 H high bit 1s reset by the software 
before it is put into the 8251. Also, the 
825 1 i s programmed for ODD parity . This 
means that 8 bits are sent, and the 8th bit 
is the parity bit. If you look at the 
letters i n the words "Disk SYSPROG" you 
w ill not i ce that the letters are italic on 
exa c tly those characters which have the 
pa ri ty bit set. 

! ti! i c Ch.ar Rex bi I Bi nary Pu i ty lece i ved 
y !l 44 100 0100 l 11 00 010 0 
y 59 110 1001 1 l 11 0 !O Oi 
n s 72 !Ii 00!! 0 01 !1 0011 
n k 6B ! 10 1011 0 0! 10 l 0 I I 
1 s 53 ! 01 0011 I I! 01 001 ! 
y y 59 I 0 I I 00 I I · 1I 0 I I 0 0 l 
y p 50 ! 01 00 00 1 - !101 0000 
n R 52 l 0 ! 001 0 0 0101 00 10 
n 0 H 100 I! 11 0 0 I 00 I I! I 
y G 47 100 0 I! 1 I 11 00 0I1 I 

When your printer i s set to 8 data bi ts , no 
parity, tt interprets the Parity bit as an 
80H bit, and does italics. 

When your pr i nter is set to 7 data bits' no 
parity , there is a definite framing problem 

and you get garbage printed . To solve the 
problem, you need to set your printer to 7 
data bits, odd parity, 2 stop b i ts . 
Actually , the stop bits won ' t matter, 
since, in asynchronous mode, it will just 
be waiting for the next start bit anyway 
and will ignore extra stop bits . If you 
cannot set the parity arangement on your 
printer, then you can change the Poly's 
printer driver setup routine . I am 
discussing the setup for your printer 
driver, but it appl i es to other drivers as 
well, but the addresses may be different. 

Printer/30 makes a call to SETUP in the 
Proms. SETUP takes immediate data . The 
first byte i s the device select bit and the 
baud rate nibble . The remain i ng bytes are 
for setting up the USART and are outputted 
t o t h e u s a r t c o n t r o 1 p o r t . b i t 4 C = 1· 0 H ) 
selects dev i ce 1 or 0 as i s strapped on the 
serial mini-card . Bits 0 thru 3 select the 
baud rate . 

Baud Rate Table 
CMultiplier set at X16l 
0 (0000) = INVALID 
1 (0001) = 50 
2 (0010) = 75 
3 (0011) "' 110 
4 (0100) = 134.5 
5 (0101) = 150 
6 (0110) = 300 
7 ( 0 1 1 1 ) = 6 0 0 
8 (1000) = 900 
9 (1001) = 1200 
A C1010) = 1800 
B C1011l = 2400 
c (1100) = 3600 
D C1101l = 4800 
E C 1 1 1 0 ) = 7 2 0 0 
F C 1 1 1 1 l = 9 6 0 0 

The code in Printer/30 on Exec/76 look s 
like this: 

3018 
30 1 !:: 
30 21 
3024 
30Z5 
3026 
3027 

30 28 

SE!'UP 

1003 

EQU 002ADH 
LO A Pspeed 
STA 1003 
CALL SE!UP 
DS I 
DB QAAH 
DB HR 
DB ODAH 

DB 0 

;G' t the Printer ; p~ed by te 
;Store i t her e !or S ~!UP 
;Setup the 8251 USAR! chip 
;Ba ud r i t e t d e v 1 c~ ; elect 
;Dum11y control :ns t ructicn 
;iese l t o prog ramm: ng mod e 
;DA = !! 0 l !O :o 
;Pro gram= 2 stop bi:s 
;Odd pa r i ty enab l ed 
;Word l en a1h 7 d1t i ~ its 
;Multiplie r = X! 6 
;End of progr a ?:llll 1 ~g ~ i·a 

The programming instruction h a s t he fo rma t 
SSPpLLFF . 

SS= 
1 1 2 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 
00 

Stop b i t s 
stop bits 
1/2 stop bi t s 
stop bit 

i nval i d 

P Parity se l ect 
1 EVEN 
0 ODD 

p Parity control 
1 ENABLE 
0 NO PARITY 

LL WORD LENGTH 
00 5 bits 
01 6 bits 
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10 7 bits 
11 8 bits 
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FF Mu 1 t i p 1 i er 
00 SYNC MODE 
0 1 t i mes 1 
1 O t 1 mes 1 6 
1 1 t 1 mes 6 4 

To prevent trouble you must set up your 
printer to agree with the Poly . If the 
printer cannot be changed, then we must 
change the programming byte in Poly's call 
to SETUP so that it programs the USART with 
something the printer likes. 

You can use Szap to change the byte, or 
you can GET Printer, use the front panel to 
change the byte, and then SAVE a new copy 
of printer with the changes made. 

Many people have added a disk controler 
and external drives to convert an 88 into a 
'home brew' 8813 system . I can sell you a 
set of ASROM proms (better than Poly's) for 
S35 (+SS shipping). You would need to get 
an extra Disk Controler card and an 
external enclosure and power supply for 
drives . You can probably get the enclosure 
and drives cheaper in England, but you will 
probably have to buy the disk controler 
board. PolyMorphic Systems has had them 
for $149 . 00, but I don't know what their 
current stock level is. May I suggest that 
you look through the ads for used Polys in 
future issues of PolyLetter with the eye to 
buy1 ng another 8813, and save the boards in 
your .88 as spare parts for the other 
systemCsl. It may be cheaper than 
upgrading the 88, and you'd have spare 
parts that way. 

ARISE . GO undeletes a single file. If 
there 1s more than one deleted file with 
the same name, specify the desired copy 
after the name of the file, for example 
'' A R l S E F I L E . TX 3 " u n d e 1 e t e s t h e t h i r d 
deleted copy of FILE . TX . DLIST . GO lists 
t he deleted files . CSee HELP PROGRAM ARISE 
in PL 8605). 

Pl ease send a copy of the documentation 
f or the programs you submitted to 
Po lyLetter . A copy of the documentation on 
disk would be appreciated if available . 

See the adds in the PolyLetter for 
d ocumentation on the Poly Manuals from 
P ol yMorph1c Systems. Note their new 
address . 

can also supply the information 
n ecessary to modify the later printer 
versions (such as is on Exec/83 with 
PGL-V o l-6) 1f you cannot set the parity on 
your printer. --- Ed . J 

Po lyLetter, January 14, 1986 
Received my copy of 8605 a couple. of 

days ago . When I got around to reading it 
l r e ally got interested in the article on 
Device Driver Direct Access. As soon as I 
could get to my Poly, l tried it · out. 

I have my 8813 driving a TRS-80 DWP-II. 
The Radio-Shack DWP-II adds an automatic 
li ne-feed to each carriage return . I had 
r ecently purchased the latest Cat that 
t1meJ version of System Discs CExec95 
Bas1cC03 - WrdmstrJ from Polymorphic . 
S i n c e I could not find o ut from Radio-Shack 
h ow to disable the AutoLF in the printer 
( the ESC sequence from the printer manual 
d idn't workJ I called PolySystems. This 
wa s about 1980-81 . 

I don't remember which technician I 

wound up with but he gave me the address to 
poke in order to disable Poly's auto LF 
from the printer driver. 

In Enabled mode, CTRL-Z gives me the 
front panel disflay . L2F4A gives me the 
12106 (decimal address which shows C2 . 
Changing that to C3 disables the autoLF . 

From BASIC I always add \POKE 12106,195\ 
to disable the autoLF . If I want to PRINT 
to the screen Cto test a printout) I have 
to \POKE 12106,194\ changing the C3 back to 
a C2 . 

I compared my front panel display to the 
sectors shown on page 7 . Each byte is 
identical in sequence to the ones shown . 
Where the article shows to change the •co• 
byte, I am changing the C2 byte - the 
fourth byte? I don't have Szap . GO so I 
can't permanently change that byte . Also I 
am not programmer enough to do i t with 
Assembly Language or anything else. 

I would prefer changing the DWP- I I 
printer . I have tried to find the DIP 
switches which some have told me would be 
there someplace . Did not have the guts to 
disassemble any more than I had, so I 
backed off. 

My ONLY other preference would be to fix 
things so that when I invoke "Printer 
DWP-II" the AutoLF is disabled and when I 
invoke "Printer Screen" it is enabled . I 
also have "Printer 3510" which feeds text 
with "typesetting codes" directly into my 
AIM Comp/Set 3510 typesetter through a 
special interface modem I purchased . 

Now that I have responded to the a rt i c l e 
in 8605, a little about me . I'm an 
artist/adman/printer. Use my 3-SSSD-dr i ve 
8813 w/64K to maintain a 20,000 n a me 
address list for a client. We print out 
the addresses on envelopes with the TRS-80 
envelope feeder . Did all my o wn 
programm i ng in Poly's extended BASIC . 
Having problems merging "new" names into 
the old list which resides on about 30 5 " 
SSSD disks. . 

On THIS disk BEGIN is a list maintenance 
program I wrote . Anyone with some 
understanding of BASIC can see what t o 
change so it would handle any list w i th 
fixed length records . If you're inter e sted 
I would gladly add comments . 

The record editor section of the progr a m 
took several weekends to evolve . I was 
proud of myself. I suppose 1t wou l d h a ve 
been better if I had been able t o d o 1t in 
Assembly Lang . I got Poly's Ass e mbly 
Language Manual, but I have not done a ny 
thing with Assembly Lang . No time . S i n ce 
I now have an Equity I CMS . DOS 2 . 1J IBM-PC 
clone, and have acquired PASCAL wi t h it s 
assembler I will probably go more deep l y 
into that. I really like t he P oly 
Exec/Editor etc . Don't care for F O RMA T . 
So I wrote my own FORMAT to gi v e me 
justified columns . It's also on thi s d i sk . 
Wish I could take advantage of DWP- ! ! 
proportional spacing with Poly , but I guess 
that will come with my Volkswr it er - 3 
program in Equity-I when my even t ua l 
conversion to PC clones evolv es . 

Also is a program I call "SH U FF LE R " . 
When you only have 2 drives Cwhi c h r onc e 
had) it would sometimes help to hav e you r 
list in zip code or alpha order. Addin g 
names to a list is often most eas ily done 
in random order (names gotten from reply 
cards). Even with the "mat array s ort' ' tn 
the first part of SHUFFLER, p r inting ou t a 
sorted list from a random file 1s ~;lo w . 
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The DWP-II would wait 15 or 20 seconds 
sometimes while Poly was going to a 
"distant" record. So I wrote SHUFFLER to 
use the sorted array to move records into 
their proper position. In other words: 
take #40 to pos#1; moving #1 to pos#21; 
moving #21 to pos#33 ... etc. In effect, 
reshuffling the records into their correct 
positions . 

Some Tuesday or Wednesday evening in 
February I'll call your number to see what 
your reaction is. As far as I'm concerned 
these programs can go into the public 
domain . I doubt anyone would want to take 
the time to convert them into a non-Poly 
BASlC . You may enjoy the Cryptoquote Game 
- there are some puzzles already loaded. 
The program makes it a · little easier to 
work them and gives you your time. You can 
put in new puzzles from the newspaper, or 
make up your own puzzles . I also made a 
program to print BIG letters which you can 
run . Don't know what good that would be, 
although I made it because someone once 
said in PolyLetter that they wanted 
something like that - and that's why I did 
1 t. 

Kindest regards ... and more power to 
you. Bob Jones, Columbus, OH 

[Bob was kind enough to submit this letter 
on disk along with the programs he has 
described here . I have included those 
programs in the next PolyGlot Library 
Volume of BASIC programs. 

I had never tried to use Printer Screen 
on a disk in which the driver had been 
modified for an automatic line-feed printer 
and was surprised when I tried it. There 
weren't any carriage returns! Everything 
was run together. I spent a little more 
time with the system software and 
discovered that Poly's designers made a 
trade off when they chose not to put 
line-feeds in text files. The serial 
device driver inserts a line-feed after 
every carriage return. But, that's not 
all . The Printer Screen driver routine 
converts a line feed into a carriage return 
but ignores carriage returns. It depends 
upon the wormhole driver to insert a 
line-feed, uses that line feed to advance 
the display, but ignores the carriage 
returns. I was able to make a device 
driver which does what Bob wants. When 
selected it disables the automatic 
line-feed function; when it is not selected 
the automatic line-feed functions normally, 
permitting Printer Screen to work properly. 
The device driver is the same as Poly's 
510 . PS, but has one added initialization 
routine the automatic line-feed is 
bypassed. I have called this driver 
SIO . PS, and it is connected to the system 
using Setup . GO by selecting the .CUSTOM 
command . One answers that the driver name 
i s SIO, and then to use the standard 
dialogue. 

<A> <C> <T> RE PO RT 
By Al Levy 

Old Spanish Proverb: "The Man Who Doesn't 
Know Heaven, Doesn't Mind Hell . " 

Although the proverb is somewhat 
overstated it makes a point that is often 
overlooked when one is making comparisons . 
I suspect that many LICA members, Cor most 
computer users), do not know what S/ 100 

means. Rather than expound on this 
subject, I will come back to it, and the 
proverb, later. 

The <A><C><T> group was privileged to 
have as their guest speaker Mr . Richard 
Lomas of Lomas Data Products. Lomas Data 
Products is one of the two leading 
manufacturers of S/100 systems, support 
components and boards. 

Submitted for your approval are some of 
the specs for the projected S/100 80386 
board . 

The 80386 
Four Megabyte of Dynamic RAM with 0 

wait-state read cycles and one wait-state 
write cycles. The ram will include parity 
checking and be arranged as a 32 bit wide 
memory. The initial goal is for 8Mbytes of 
memory _ 

The board will run at 16Mhz rate and be 
suitable as either a slave in a system with 
a host processor acting as a front end 
processor or as a master doing it's own l/O 
processing. 

When accessing S/100 bus devices, the 
interface will be limited to 16 bits wide 
with a basic clock rate of 8Mhz and either 
a 3 or 4 clock bus cycle . The board will 
assume that if a 16 bit request is being 
made of a bus device that it is capable of 
a 16 bit transfer and will not break 16 bit 
transfers into two 8 bit transfers . 

SOFTWARE SUPPORT 
Use the protected mode of the 386 to 
provide a large linear address space when 
used as a slave in a standard CC-DOS 
system . 

Provide a CC-DOS capable of using the 
protected mode to provide each of many 
different users, 1 Mbyte of program space 
running standard 8086 programs . 

Initial support will be in real address 
mode, limited to 1 Mbyte of address space 
running either Concurrent-DOS, MS-DOS or 
CP/M-86 . 

A catalog of available and pro i ected 
products is available along with a price 
list from: Lomas Data Products , 182 Cedar 
Hill Street, Marlboro, MA 01752, (617) 
460-0333 . 

At one time I owned both a 1961 
VolksWagon & a 1974 Olds-98 . r preferred 
the VW and drove it for close to twenty 
years . 

I would like to state for t he rec ord 
that I truly respect and admi re Richard 
Lomas for his efforts and ac complishme nts . 
There are too few people walking th is earth 
who could boast of one quarter of what this 
man has done . It would fill my 11fet1me 
just trying to understand everything he 
takes for granted . I was prom pted to write 
this article for two reasons. 

first: I am always taken back when a 
speak er feels obi i ged to constant t'y com pa re 
hts product to that of another co mpany. 

Second: I have heard too many cl1ches 
about this business . In the pa st two year s 
I have heard "S/100 is Dead '' and "We Ar e 
Not Competing With IBM" too many ti mes . 

There is room for everyone and the re 1s 
a place for every machine . A conc ept of 
NEGATIVE COMPENSATING FACT O RS is ever 
present . 

Let's talk about S/100: S I 1 0 O i s a 
hardware standard set by the IEEE 
committee . In days gone by, 1975 an d up, 
some manufacturers built boards, compone n ts 
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for boards and even entire systems based 
upon the standards set up by the IEEE 
c ommittee. 

Starting at the top: 

HERE ARE WIRES NUMBERED 1-F 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 

Imagine these wires as being slots . The 
sl ots now form a mother board into which 
you will place computer boards . Each wire 
o r slot carries an electrical signal or 
i mpulse . Each board that is placed into 
t he mother board must recognize & act in 
a ccordance with the wiring on the mother 
bo ard . 

If we have one hundred different 
si gnals, & each of the signals has a 
specific meaning Cas defined by the IEEE), 
we are using the S/ 100 bus. 

IBM, Apple, Commodore, TI, Heath and 
Tandy Corp (for example), have propriatary 
bus structures . The intent of a proprietry 
structure is to Jock in the consumer . When 
a company owns all of the patents, 
copyrights etc., they want you to buy 
" original equipment parts" only. 

The history of Main-Frames left a trail 
of LEASED programs, $700 cables, $4000 disk 
dri ves and price lists that would have you 
pay more for support than for a fine 
suburban home . 

Until recent years, the micro companies 
trie d to emulate the MAINFRAME business, 
and with some success . The price of a new 
OS/DD 5 . 4 inch drive for an APPLE is about 
Si500. A similar drive for other machines 
l S $85 - $125 . 

Cl one makers devised methods of skooting 
aro und bus s tructures. The Tandy-1000 for 
i nstance CIBM-COMPATIBLE) uses a m i rror 
im age of the IBM mother board . In 
ad d 1t1o n, they left the OMA line out of the 
sy stem. If you want to upgrade, you must 
go to Radio Shack . Clone boards don't 
work ! 

SI 100 was an attempt at hardware 
co mpatibilty . If you owned and IMSAI, an 
ALTAIR, a Northstar or any of the boxes 
th at conformed to the S/100 standard it was 
pos sible to buy memory boards, CPU's, disk 
co ntro ller s, or any other S/100 product 
fro m a wide variety of manufacturers_ CP/M 
was th e software attempt at compatibility . 

Any member of LICA with an S/100 system 
could trade boards with any other member _ 
An y member using standard CP/M can trade 
disks. 

WHA HAPPENED? 
Big Blue i ntroduced it's PC and the 

public at large accepted computers as a way 
of life. PC-DOS and MS-DOS became .the new 
st andards . To me (personal Jeeling), 
MS-DOS 1s a nice superset of CP/M . It 
re tains many of the features that I still 
fi nd objectionable . In fact 1t lacks many 
fe atures that I have on my twelve year old 
S/10 0 system . 

THE GOOD, THE BAD, THE UGLY and the pretty 
I mentioned NEGATIVE COMPENSATING 

FACTORS earlier. Let's take a look at some 
o f the data that helps us to make 

decisions. 
It was Dr. William Godbout from whom I 

first heard the phrase "PRETTY-FACE" used 
to describe the new varieties of computers . 
CNew means 1984 and later). 

THE GOOD and BAD 
Today's computers are lightweight . You 

could develop a hernia lifting my S/100 
system (without the e i ght inch disk drive 
cabinetl . I can tuck the XT-clone under my 
arm and carry it without too much trouble . 
The clone fits on almost any desk . The 
S-100 system needs space, and more space, 
maybe even rack mounting . 

The Chinese and others have made parts 
cheap, and well within the reach of the 
mass market. Cost for 640K for an MS-DOS 
machine is now about $80 . 00 PolyMorphic 
Systems Can S/100 company) is asking $700 
for a 64K RAM BOARD . That's s i xty four not 
Six Hundred Forty! 

A complete XT-clone with a twenty meg 
hard drive can be purchased within the 
range of S1300 to $2000 depending on 
configurations . A new S/100 system has to 
cost at least $5000 . 00 and probably more 
like $7000 _00 . 

Outside companies, American and foreign, 
are now making upgrade boards for IBM-PCs 
like there is no tomorrow. For the 
consumer this means you are no longer 
locked in and in addition, competition 
drives prices down . It was this factor 
that made me considered a clone . I have 
reconfigured my MS-DOS system at least 
eight times . in the past year. 

So, the original reasons for buy i ng an 
S/100 system (compatibil it y, ava llab1!1ty 
of parts and the choice of buying from many 
sources) is no longer valid . Th is 1s 
especially true since I can buy at least 
two machines of some other type inste a d of 
one S/ 100 system . 

The decided advantages of an S/100 are 
reliability, speed, flexibility and the 
ability to upgrade ad-infinitum . Alth ough 
I. can buy boards for an XT machine , there 
is eno way I could ever change it to an AT 
type machine . With an S/100 sys te m it is 
possible to swap boards including the CPU. 
I have also omitted the most i mp o r tant 
data. Let's get to i t. 

MS-DOS and PC-DOS are decidely not 
MULTI-USER. Networks are tricky and I have 
seen and heard of more pr oblems than 
successes . S/100 to the rescue 1 Using 
concurrent DOS and/or TurboDos multi use r 
is a natural way to go . MS-DO S can be 
i mplemented Cand indeed 1t isl as a 
subsystem . Taking seven user s into 
consideration, S7000 is not a lot of m on ey . 

I am somewhat involved in bo th qraohics 
and music . I am aware of the COBS o f 
memory and the need for real-tim e speed 1n 
both endeavors . I am sure that 
professional sound studios w ould leap to 
buy a computer that would give t h em 7 
Megabyte of RAM, provided it was reliable 
and the needed software was av ailable 1 
have heard CAD-CAM people compla in about 
the speed of AT-software . 

Professional Sound S t ud ios are eaqe r ly 
awaiting good MIDI systems . T his 1s a 
brand new area and should earn estly be 
studied by all computer man ufactur ers, 
board designers and software h ouses . 

People in the medical profe ssion are no w 
using computers for more than b1ll 1ng 
What an ideal tool for X-RAY an alysts . 
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Thermograph1c analysis, and on it 
goes .. ... . 

I w i 11 not presume to teach anyone their 
business . I do know that as I am exiting 
the Poly Editor I am typing Cahead) a whole 
set of commands and when I look up, the 
machine has already executed at least three 
of them . CThis is ten year old 
technology!) 

If the people in the S/100 camp just 
look for their market in the right places, 
(where speed, reliability, gobs of memory 
and multi-user systems are sorely needed), 
they should have no reason to view Big 
Blue, Amiga, Commodore or Macintosh as 
compet1t1on . 

[The above article first appeared in the 
October 1986 issue of The Stack, the 
newsletter of the Long Island Computer 
Assoc i ation CL . I.C . A . J . PolyLetter 
gratefully acknowledges the kind permission 
of the editor to reprint this article 
here . l 

Sticking Keys 
by Ra! ph Kenyon 

Do some of your keys stick and you haven't 
spi l l e d soda on the keyboard? Believe it 
or not, the Poly Keyboard II can wear out! 
I had the opportunity to examine some 
sticking keys the other day, and I figured 
o u t wha t m a de them stick . On Keyboard II 
the keys have a cap , a hollow square post 
and a spring . Two small brass contacts 
s tick up in the center of the key. 

WARNING 
I n the last i ssue I suggested gently prying 
o ff key-caps to clean out the keys . If the 
caps are not pulled straight up the key can 
be damaged . To avoid damaging the keys I 
s uggest making a key-cap puller. I tried 
to u se and IC removal tool, but i t was too 
awkwa r d and wouldn't fit between the keys . 

To make a key-cap puller take a medium 
s i zed paper clip and straighten it out. 
Then bend 1t in half so that the two ends 
are the same length . With a pair of pliers 
make a small hook (facing inward) on each 
end about 1/8 inch wide . Separate the two 
hoo k s unti l they are about a key-width 
a part. With this device you can insert the 
h ooks between the keys and slide them 
around the key-cap to be removed . Make 
sur e the hooks are positioned in the center 
of the s i de of the key-cap before pulling 
strai g ht up. 

When the key cap comes out, it can come 
out i n two ways, with the square column 
attached or without it. The key cap fits 
i n the square column snugly and is only 
h e ld in pla c e by a friction fit . The 
square column i s thin , and can be cracked 
i f the key i s pried toward any one of the 
f o u r s i des rather than straight up . I 
fo und c racks in the corners of the square 
column on sticking keys . 

The k ey doesn't stick when I push 1t 
down without the key cap, but when I put 
t he key cap back on it sticks . The reason 
1s that the column i s pushed apart at the 
c ra ck when the c ap ts inserted . This makes 
th i s part wider and i t st i cks inside the 
base of the key-pad when pushed down . I 
would guess that, i n an emergency, one 
could cut back or file down the base of the 
key Cnot the cap) about 1/8th or 3/16th of 
an inch so that the top, cracked part of 

the square column won't get pushed all the 
way down into the base of the key-pad . 
haven't tried it. 

Improving the Puller 
The times I have used my key-cap puller , it 
took quite a bit of pull before the key cap 
let go . Some kind of leverage device would 
make the job much easier . I took piece of 
stff wire about 6 inches long and bent the 
paper clip around the wire. I also bent 
small round rings i n the end of the wire so 
there wouldn't be any sharp ends . The 
paper clip now looks like a pa i r of old 
fashioned ice tongs. I sl i p the hooks 
around the side of the key cap, slide the 
stiff wire through the bent paper-clip 
until one end is on the next key Cor the 
case) and then lift up on the other end of 
the wire . The key cap comes straight and 
smoothly up . 

Be careful when putting the key-cap back 
on, too. It must be placed on straight or 
the square column can be cracked . When it 
is oriented right , it will sl i de part way 
on by itself. Simply depressing the key 
will push the cap the rest of the way on . 

If someone has a dead Keyboard II 
perhaps they would be willing to donate it 
as a supply of replacement square posts . 

I don't know if Keyboard III has a 
sticking problem . Anyone had a problem 
with it? 

Bug Notes 

Abstract -Systeas Buglote 010 .0 

Edit 3. 3 C6/10/81J 

Deceaber I , I HZ 

Edit 3 . 3 has a bug in the exit rou t ine . If 
the output d i rectory is full, the Edit a sk s 
for a new output file name . I f t here i s no 
subd i rectory in which to ent e r t h e o u t put 
fi l e name, there i s no room for another 
s ubdirectory either. Edit will not l et t he 
output file name be on another d i s k 
Cpresumably, the data has been wr i tten t o 
the output disk . ), and will not accept a 
RETURN Cto exit the ed i tor without entering 
the file name in the directory) . Exiting 
without entering the file name would be a 
much more "user-friendly" abort that 
pushing reset Cor using the front p a nel. 1f 
enabled, to warmstart Exec). 

HELP! 

In this sect i on I share with you the 
.help system f i les I have bu i lt up o ver t h e 
' l ast few years . CThe entire sy s t e m i s 
included with Abstract Systems Exec . ) 

HEL P COJO(AND ENABLE 

HELP I i i@ fo r sy st em co11111and ' EMA3 LE" 

The ' ENABLE" colllllland activ ates th e C!R L-Z ! ront pane l, 
allows access to powe r fu l sy st em co~a nds , and inc reases 
the :n! o:matio n dis pl ayed by L!ST <n d D!gEcTogy 
ENA3 LE al so changes the fu nct i on i ng of i he S! Ag T command 

S7 n!1: · ' ENA BLE' IRE!U£N l Cse ~ D!SA BLEJ 

!he !o! l ow in g addi t i ona l co 111J1ands are ;vail abl @ in EN A 3L~ mod e 

Dtm«E ! N!T IMAGE DI SABLE Se tSys Sn t ff UnSy s 

Min imum si :e : ' EN" 
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Pub.I ic Domain 

We have a bonanza this issue. There are 
7 new disks to choose from. PGL-V-10 has 
miscellaneous BASIC programs submitted by 
various persons at various times. PGL-V-11 
has Ron Cain's SMALL-C compiler. PGL-V-12 
has a terminal program for modems and an 
absolute machine language debugger 
submitted by Stanley Reifel. The debugger 
is very much like ROB which comes on Poly's 
System Programmers Disk. The source 
listings for both these programs are 
included. PGL-V-13 & PGL-V-14 contains the 
source files for an 8048 Cross-Assembler 
submitted by Stanley Reifel. PGL-V-15 & 
PGL-V-16 contains the source files for a 
2-80 Cross-Assembler submitted by Stanley 
Reifel. These disks are all S6 each . 

ni; k ?G1-V-10 has 33 !iles on 1!, 16 free entries . 
550 sectcrs :n use , 0 secto~s deieted, 0 sectors free 
Si :e Name . 

22 2E~liED-PAY-FEDERA1 . BS 
13 hl rE- CYC1E-COS!S .BS 
17 Sorts BS 
15 CAI-BOS . BS 
4 ADD!'l'ION.BS 
4 BAS!C- USEi-2UNCT!ONS- ! .35 
a SORT- CE EAT! VE-COMPU! !NG BS 
g CO?Y-SUB-0 11- 1 .BS 
7 :'!LE30tT-O as 
3 fOWEiS-OF-HANOJ .3S 
; ~OND EROU S-NUMEERS . BS 

l 2 EEVE'iSE . BS 
9 ?OWERS- OF- HANOl- GRAPH !CS.85 
3 ?i !NTE1-COIO!ANOS .3S 

3 2 •:Ri P'!'OGRAMS OT 
9 CRYPTOGAME .BS 

20 E:G-LE~!ERS . B S 
6 SHUF FLER . BS 

! 3 FORlOT . BS 
3 ?~OO F . 35 

25 AOD RESS-L iSTS SS 
2 A~01ESS- " !SfS . DC 

15 SAUCERS .BS 
9 AS'!'Ei!.OIDS .BS 

25 LU NA- LANDEi .ES 
17 Adr~isl. 3S 
6 Month . BS 
6 !' lCILER BS 
5 ~O RTGAGE- COMPARE BS 
2 R•)£ES . 35 

; 0 SNOOP'! . BS 
2 ? O~Y GRA?H . BS 
~ FLASH . BS 

SMALL-C:: 

I have no information concerning exactly 
what subset of C the compiler supports. l 
s uspect the information is covered in the 
May and September 1980 issues of Dr. 
Dobb's Journal. If you are a C programmer, 
you should be able to find out by reading 
t.h e compiler source code . While I am not 
Cyet) a C programmer, I have managed to use 
t he originally supplied material to 
co ndense it down to one disk . However, for 
co mp 1l i ng most C programs Csmalle1' than the 
compiler), the contents of this disk are 
adequate . You will need to use Poly's 
Asmb .G O and SYSTEM . SY files to complete 
compli1ng a C program . I have taken some 
l 1bert1es with the compiler to shrink its 
disk size; I have put data areas at the end 
and chopped off those sectors of 00 bytes 
( r.utt1ng it down from 116 to 81 sectors in 
the process) . 

Disk PGL-V-11 has 16 lilts on it, 46 frtt entries . 
349 sectors in use, 0 sectors dtltttd, 1 sectors !rte . 
Siu lfaae . 

12 ecglobals .CS 
28 eel .CS 
28 ec2.CS 
17 cc3.CS 
12 ccS .CS 
12 ec6 .CS 
12 ce7 . CS 
22 ccS.CS 
l4 cc4 . CS 
5 ecio.CS 

63 CCLIB .AS 
I SETUP .AS 

a! cc . GO 
12 Introduc ti o~ . DC 
it !:CID .AS 
5 READ-THIS . TX 

Di sk PGL-V-12 has 6 files on it, 55 free entries . 
27 5 sectors in use , 0 sectors deleted, 75 se ct ors free 
Siu !lame . 

10 2 TERM!NAL-1p2 AS 
12 5 ADB-4p3 . AS 
10 TERM .GO 
14 ADS . GO 
1 TERM .DC 

JS ADS.DC 

Dis k PGL-V-13 has 7 fi les on it , 53 free entr ie s . 
274 sectors in use , 0 sectors deleted, 76 sec t ors free . 
S 1 1 e 11 ame . 

40 SYMBOL .TX 
a7 SYSTE~!O . '!'X 
19 CLOCI . fX 
75 FUNCTIONS. TI 
14 S!O!lAGE . TI 
34 PAESETABLE . '!'I 
1 8048_Cross_Assembler .TX 

Disk PGL-V-14 has 11 files on it , 49 free entries . 
290 sec t ors in use , 0 sectors de l eted , 60 sec t ors fre e . 
Si u Name . 

87 EXPRESS!ON .Tl 
25 8048-TES'!' . !X 
I 1 !ilA 114 . TI 
30 PSEUDO . '!'X 
63 PARSE . TI 
16 CASM-OOC '!'X 
4 '!'ODO . TX 
2 ASMC . TY. 
8 F!lON'l' . TX 

39 easm .GO 
1 8048_Cross Assembler . '!'! 

Dis k PGL-V- 15 has 11 files on it, 49 free en t r : es 
348 sect ors in use , 0 sectors deleted , 2 sec to rs free 

S: ie Naiue . 
40 SYMBOL . '!'X 
11 FUNC'!' IONS TX 
87 SYS!E1'110 . 'l'X 

9 )l!AJN '!'X 
7 FRONT . TY. 

1 4 STORAGE TX 
37 PARSE-FUNC .TX 
41 PARSETABLE . '!'I 
29 PSEUDO . TX 
2 ASMC TX 
I Z-SO_Cross_Assembler TX 

Oi1k PGL-V-16 has 7 fjles on i t , 53 free entri es . 
32 7 sect ors in use , 0 sec t o:s de l et ed, 21 sect ~ rs '.ree 

S!ie Name . 
96 EX?R2SS 'ON.TI 
; ~ S~OCI TI 

It 2 ?A!!SE U 
H ~ asm GO 
45 CASMZ.50 
IS CASM-DOC Tl 
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Z-80_Cross_Assembler . TI 

ADS 

From Abstract Systems, etc. 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
(413) 458-8421 

DISIS -- DIIYES -- •ODE• -- PROMS -- SOF!lllE -- SPELL 

l . MAIALL disket t es -- 113 per box of 10 . 
2. 1wo driv e externil box iDd power supply 175 . 
3. Hayes Mic roaodem 100 for on ly 140 . 

(J OO baud in bus direct connect aodem . li mited quant ity) 
4. HayesSys modem softwirt ( for the Mic roaodem 100 ) 135 . 
5 (A!Sl Sp el l, a g~od spel lin g checker for 135 . 
5. Abstr <ct Systems Exec (Enhancemen t s & bugs correct@d l 135 . 
7. Abst ract Systems Pr oms (Enhancemen ts & bugs corrected) $3 5. 
8. Po lyGJot ~i brary Volumes 1 th ru 9, 16 each . 
(Send 11. 00 for a complete catalog--Ifree with any order] . l 

(Make_ chee ks payab le to ialph lenyon . ) 

From PolyMorph1c Systems 
7334-H Hollister Avenue, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93117 
C805) 685-6238 

Manuals 
1 Field Service . 
2 Aligning 88 disk drives 
3 Printer Interface . 
4 Adding a SSSD or DSDD drive 
5 Keyboard II & JI I . 
6 Testing & Maintaining 88xx 
7 8 8 /MS user ' s man u a I 
8 Confidence 
9 Hard Disk . 

10 Exec 96 Addendum 
1 1 Twin System . . 
12 Twin System Confidence 
13 Twin System Diagnostics 
14 Plan . 
1 5 Mai 1 i st 
16 Assembler 
17 Basic 
18 WordMaster II 
19 User's Manual 
20 System Programmer's Guide 

Theory of operation manuals for the 
following boards (including schematics): 

$35 . 00 
15 . 00 
15 . 00 
15 . 00 
15 . 00 
15 . 00 
2 5 . 0 0 
2 5 . 0 0 
1 5 . 0 0 
15 . 00 
1 5 . 0 0 
25 . 00 
2 5 . 0 0 
35 . 00 
35 . 00 
25 . 00 
4 0 . 0 0 
40.00 
4 0 . 0 0 
50 . 00 

t 5 " DSDDController s20 .oo 
2 8 " Controller . 20 . 00 
3 SSSD Controller 15 . 00 
4 Video Board 20 . 00 
5 CPU Board . 20 . 00 
6 4 . 0 Monitor ROM 20 . 00 
7 48K & 16K RAM 15 . 00 

Add S5.00 for shipping and handling . 

CP/M hardware conversion: S100 plus parts . 
CCP/M license, manuals, and software: S200) 

16K to 64K memory card conversion S125 . 00 
plus parts . CThe 16K board has to be a 
Poly board and in good working condition) 

E i ght inch MAXALL 32 hard sect ored 
d i skettes for your MS . S15 . 00 per box or $ 
1 15 . 00 per ten boxes . Al Levy, Post Office 
Box 71, Hicksville, NY 11802, C516) 
293-8368 

F'or Sale: Multiple 8813 systems - each with 
3 drives, 64K, Monitor, and Keyboard - Make 
offer . Robert L. Schwartz, 906 Main 
Street. Cincinnati, OH, 45202, (513) 
241-3447 . 

For Sale: 64K 8813 with 3 drives. Make 
offer. Vince Greenen, 445 Buckeye, 
Naperville, IL, 60540, (312) 961-2511. 

For Sale: 8813 with 3 SSSD drives, 20 Meg 
hard disk . Make offer . Bruce Buckley, 
Mccorm i c Equipment Co., Inc .. 11591 Grooms 
Road, Cincinnati, OH , 45242, C513) 
489-0100 . 

For Sale: Assortment of Poly items 
including a System 88, keyboards, 
interfaces, CPU, memory, etc . List 
available on request. Rusty Callihan, 9708 
Chatham Oaks Trail, Charlotte, NC, 28210, 
(704) 541-1604 or 542-8174 . 

For Sale: 8813 'I'win system with MS, 1 5" 
drive . Best offer . Larry Isaacson, P . 0. 
Box 93887, Atlanta, GA, 30377, (404) 
351-3652 C9-5 ESTL 

For Sale: Video Board S95, 8 11 Disk 
Controler - S150, Printer Interface - $50, 
Poly CPU - S125, Priam Hard Disk with Poly 
Interface card and Power Supply - $400, 
Poly Keyboard/Screen enc losure - $175 . 
Charles 'I'rayser, 415-651-5931 

Bit: B uc:lcet: 

The computer store Clong gone now) where I 
got my Poly was giving out bumper stickers 

which read: 

BYTE MY ASC:I I 

I had one on the side of my Poly for years, 
but it's gone now . 

How much wood would a woodchuck chuck ... 
When 1s 64K 56K? In the Poly, the usable 
memory starts at 2000H and goes up to 
FFFFH; this amounts to 56K of usable RAM . 
In CP/M machines , where RAM st arts at 0000, 
it 1s common to equate the highest usable 
memory location with that amount of RAM . 
0000 to FFFF IS 64K, so FFFF 1s 64K . In 
the Poly, 0000 to 1FFFH is not usable, so 
this lower 8K must be subtra c ted . The 
standard Poly has one 48K memory card 
addressed at 2000H which give a TOP of RAM 
at DFFF. If you think that's confusing 
t hen try this . In a Poly mod ified to run 
CP/M which has memory out to FFFF there 1s 
64K, but the Poly's version o f CP/M only 
'knows about' memory up to DFFF Ca 48K 
Poly), so only operates as a 56K C P /M 
system . Poly's 48K CP/M 1s really 56K . 
Confused? I am . 

4 Bits 
Ronald Moffatt of Rochester, NY, wr i t es 
"Have you had a nibble on y our 4 bit s 
question yet? CSEP/OCTJ" Con gratul a tions, 
Ron . You got it 1 4 bits is half a byte, 
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or a nibble . CApple tried to make us spell 
1t 'nybble' at one time, but I don't think 
that caught on.) Anyway, Ron, you have 
just earned yourself a free public domain 
disk . Just let me know which one you want 
and I'll send it your way. 

K-9 
How many of you remember the 

computerized mechanical dog, K-9, from the 
British Doctor Who television series 
Ccurrently running on the PBS)? The next 
question 1s, "What do you feed K-9?" 

Readers" Responses 

Best article: Frank Stearns "Confessions". 
Impressive batch of issues you've cranked 
out 1 Re: Bagley letter CPL 8605 P3L It 
shoul d be tak in g the Parrot by the beak or 
by the feathers For Jim Purvis & 
Oth ers - I can copy from 5" SSSD to 8" 
SSDD. Russ Nobbs, Spokane, WA 

We have 2 Twin systems + 4 single users + 2 
8813 singles cannibalized for parts . All 
still running like a charm a real 
workhorse 24-hrs a day . --- Posnett Lynas, 
Newport Beach, CA 

Best article : Device Driver Direct Access . 
More articles on languages. Tell us about 
r elocatable files . I have a relocator 
program for 8080 from BYTE a few years 
back, but haven't had much use . What does 
the . RL extension do? . Allen 
Dauben~iek, Palm Bay, FL 

.Poly Letter 
191 White Oaks Road 
Willia mstown, MA 01267 
( 413) 458-8421 

A-Cd ress Correction Requested 

?olybet te: Editor and Publ ishu : ~alph [enyor.. Subse::pho ns : US i15 00 
yr , : ana da 1!3 00 yr .. Overseas I Z0.00 yr . , p ~ yable in US do]!ars to 
i. al~h I enyon . Ed : t cr iai Contributions Your cor. t r:b1:t1on s to th :s 
~ ew sl e ! ter ue •lw.iy s we lco me Arti cl es , suggesti ons , for art1c:es , or 

u; ;t:in s you ' d 11h ans wHcd are re adi l y accepted . This i s your 
ev1 ;l etler , pluse help support i\. Adnrt i semen ts bv subs~r i hu s are 
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More articles on BASIC programming. I'd 
like to see programs for sorting 
quicksort algorithm. I have written a 
program which removes the spaces and 
un-numbered remarks from a CBASICJ program 
and would be willing to put it in the 
public domain if you're interested. 
George .Mack, Fort Wayne, IN 

In This Issue 

Editor i al . 1 
Po 1 y Problems . . 1 
Letters To C& from) The Editor 2 
<A><C><T> Report CLICA) 5 
St i cking Keys 7 
BugNotes . 7 
He 1 p . . . 7 
Puhl ic Domain 8 
Ads . . 9 
Bit Bucket . . 9 
Readers' Responses 10 

Corning Soon 

Asmb .GO Housekeeping Requirements, RS-232 
Cables and Jumper Plugs, Modems and 
Communications software, More BASIC for 
Beginners, How to UNSAVEP protected 
Programs, More System Programmers Notes, 
Making your PC work like a Poly, More Help, 
BugNotes, Public Domain Software, etc . 

Quest: ions 

Can you find and answer the questions 
asked in this issue? Send your answers and 
requests in . 

FIRST CLASS HAIL 

Back volumes of PolyLetter are available at 
the same price as the current subs cr1pt1on 
rate . CUS S15.00 yr . • Canada S1 8 . 00 yr . , 
Overseas $20 . 00 yr., payable in US doll a rs 
to Ralph Kenyon . ) lnd1v1dual issues are 
also e1vailable ($3 . 00, S3 . 50, $4 . 00) . 
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Editorial 

This issue is chock full of letters. The 
response has been very gratifying. We heard from 
one of the original design team members, Glenn 
McComb! [See his letter.) CBut don't let that stop 
YOU from writing. Let's hear from everyone; the 
more we share the better off we all are.) 

The next issue is due off the press by the end of 
May, so there will be more time for responses to 
recent issues to be received. I hope the return to 
a normal schedule doesn't disappoint those who have 
gotten used to getting a fresh PolyLetter every 
month. Playing "catch up" has taken some of my time 
and energy, but it seems to have been worth it . 

Last time I tried a small change in the format. 
A couple of readers have complained that the 
condensed mode print, such as is used in the HELP 
column and in the Public Domain listings, is hard to 
read. My printer gives a little bit too much 
fill-in when in both letter quality and condensed 
mode, so I tried shifting to correspondence quality 
for those sections . The result was a bit on the 
light side, but 1t seemed more readable . 

Al Levy's complaint that the words are too spread 
out and the lines too close together pose another 
problem . I am trying out a new format to satisfy 
that complaint. With this issue I have shifted from 
10 pitch to 12 pitch for the text, and have changed 
the lines per inch from 8 to 7. This actually allows 
packing in more information. I used 43 characters 
per line at 82 lines per page which gave 7053 
characters per page in the old format. The new 
format gives 55 characters at 71 lines for 7810 
characters per page for a 10 percent increase in 
content. CAI is the editor of The Stack, the 
monthly newsletter of the Long Island Computer 
Association.) 

Since there are so many letters in this issue, 
I'll keep this short to save room for other stuff . 

Poly Letters 

I used my Poly for data aquisition and analysis. 
I still have it but use it very little. We are 
mostly using IBM PC-XT & AT's now. I would sell the 
system if there is any market for them now but have 
never actively tried to. --- C. Barkley Gilpin, 
Costa Mesa, CA CSee Ads. -- Ed.J 

love my Poly, but it's been sick for a long 
time. The last time I got it fixed they took me for 
a ride. They are out of business now . Cs 
PolyMorphic Systems still in business? Maybe they 
can fix it. --- Jose G. Lipana . Long Beach, CA. 

[Jose, Poly is still in business - see their ad 
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elsewhere in this issue. hope your Poly is soon 
well again . The few times my Poly got sick, I was 
extremely frustrated. Since then I have picked up a 
spare one from a prior owner. See the Ads . -- Ed .1 

Thanks for picking up the publication . use my 
Poly most for my Dental practice. Do you know of 
someone in the Atlanta area who can service a Poly? 
The turn-around time for shipping repairs to 
PolyMorphic Systems in California is too long for my 
needs. --- Mitchell S. Lippman, Marietta, GA . 

(Mitch, I know the feeling. You might try talking 
with Bob Bybee; he's pretty savvy about hardware . 
See his address in another letter. -- Ed.J 

Dear Ralph, January 6, 1987 
Enclosed is my renewal check for PolyLetter, 

although I'm no longer using my Poly equipment. I 
purchased a Leading Edge that 's IBM-PC compatible. 

My Poly equipment is being used by my church for 
bookkeeping and mailing list. It is the 3-dnve 
8813 with 18-megabyte Poly hard disk . I also have 
another 8813 C3-drivel and MS than are not in use 
and are available for sale if anyone is interested . 
I do think they need a little work to get going 
again. 

Someone asked about an inventory program. I have 
one with the Poly equipment back in Minnesota . CJ'm 
spending the winter in Arizona>. It is on an 8-inch 
disk for the MS. I bought it from a computer fi rm 
here in Phoenix that has since gone out of business . 
The owners were Marie and David Freeman, who were 
Poly dealers. 

I'm glad to see PolyLetter back on a regular 
basis . I Enjoyed Frank Stearns' Jetter in 
the latest issue [86051. I was very happy with his 
programs on checking account, spelling corrections 
and time billing . Also had a c1rculat1on and 
mailing program out of Idaho for newspapers . 

I'm retired now, spending about half the year in 

Minnesota and half in Arizona. Keep up the 
good work with PolyLetter. I enjoy it even if I'm 
not using my Poly equipment. Best Regards, --- Bob 
Johnson, Scottsdale, AZ CWadena, MNl 

Dear Ralph, January 7, 1987 
It is delightful to see the frequent issues of 

PolyLetter even though half of the things are 
difficult to understand. 

I am probably one of the most avid PolyMorph ic 
fans and customers . I was one of the f1rst. [ 
think, to obtain a Poly 88 and graduated with t ls 
use until I finally accumulated no less than six C6J 
such machines consisting of five (5) 88! 3' s, eac h 
with three (3) drives and 64K, and one 8810 wit h 
64K, and which by its nature has only one dr ive . 
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I have been using the old Word Processing System, 
not the new one, for perhaps ten years or more, and 
I have been so satisfied with it I would find it 
difficult to prepare a Will or a Corporation 
Agreement without its use. 

I have some specific programs that in my law 
practice I find invaluable. I programmed it myself 
so that if I enter the name of a client, the date of 
their accident and a few other items, it pops out 
letters to the police department for an accident 
report, to the doctors requesting medical reports, 
to the hospitals for records and financial 
information , and of course, writes the client and 
tells him how to make sure that he takes care of 
himself for not only the benefit of his doctors but 
for the benefit of his lawsuit. 

I don't think I will ever be able to change the 
remarkable billing system that l have aquired with 
Poly. Indeed, while Poly may have misguessed the 
trend of the market in its early stages, there were 
many guesses that it made that were right, useful, 
logical, and appropriate . While at times I wish 
that l did not have to see the short screen with 
wrap-around characters to the next line, I have 
learned to live with it 

l have finally concluded for my own purposes that 
l don't need five CS) machines . I have recently 
purchased four CU clones. I need to sell some of 
the unused Poly machines. I have got them piled in 
my conference room and with all the monitors it 
looks like Cape Iennedy . Csee Ad . ) . . . 

I have loads of disks and all the software that 
ever existed, including some that no one has ever 
heard about. Please let me know if you are 
interested . I won't ever stop using Poly, I just 
don't need so many of them anymore. Thank you for 
this opportunity and keep up the good work. Very 
Truly Yours, --- Robert L. Schwartz, Cincinnati, OH. 

!Edit 4.1, on Exec/96 has a side-ways scrolling 
feature. Edit boots up with the default set to 
wrap-around. To activate the sideways scrolling 
feature, use the sequence ESC, CTRL-N, S. To turn 
side-ways scrolling off use the sequence ESC, 
CTRL-N, W. This version of Edit also has a cursor 
centering feature. When selecting this feature, the 
cursor always stays on the center line . To activate 
this feature use the sequence ESC, CTRL-N, C. A 
variation on this is the page-centering feature. 
The cursor moves down or up away from the center 
until it hits the top or the bottom of the screen. 
It then suddenly jumps to the center of the screen . 
To activate this feature use the sequence ESC, 
CTRL-N, P. To return to the normal or free floating 
cursor mode use the sequence ESC, CTRL-N, F. The 
memnonic values of these sequences are simple. 

~ CTRL-N stands for "New" feature, 11 S11 for "Scroll", 
"W" for "Wrap", 11 C" for "Center", "P" for "Page 
floating " and "F" for "Free floating". 

I also have a clone here, and have transferred 
files back and forth from the Poly to the clone. I 
am running the public domain software package called 
Procomm on the clone. I just connected a cable 
between the Poly's printer port and the clone's 
serial port. I made an 8 conductor cable connecting 
pins 1 through 7 and ZO straight through. The Poly 
header is the same one I use for all my printers --
1-15, 2-16, 3-13 , 4-14, 5-11, 6-1Z, and 9-10. On 
the Poly I defined a printer with Setup, which I 

called "pc", in which I set the baud rate to 1ZOO, 
and set the lines per page and characters per line 
both to Z55. I tell Procomm to use 1ZOO baud, Odd 
parity, 7 data bits, 2 stop bits, and then use ASCII 
file transfer protocol. To send from the Poly, I 
just PRINT the file. To send to the Poly I run my 
DownLoad program. I used 1 ZOO baud because that's 
the fa.stest I could go without getting a lot of 
garble. -- Ed.J 

Dear Ralph, January 14, 1987 
I am enclosing the 8810, which I donate to you 

for your work with PolyLetter, It includes the basic 
unit and a keyboard, both of which I think need some 
help. There is nothing wrong in using it for parts 
if there is nothing else left to do with it. I have 
a monitor that I will be sending you as soon as I 
have a crate suitable for sending it. Thank you for 
your help . Robert L. Schwartz, Cincinnati, OH . 

!Dear Robert, - - Thanks very much for the 8810. It 
wi 11 be put to good use here at PolyLetter. The 
Keyboard has some of those sticking keys I wrote 
about in the last issue, so it can serve as a supply 
of parts for the sticking keys of our readers . 
Cieyboard II only.) Also, see my article entitled 
"Smoke Test" coming in a future issue. Now that I 
have located the basic problems in the system, I can 
convert it to a 96 tpi system which I can take with 
me when I go to visit other Poly Users. It'll be a 
lot easier to handle than an 8813 . Thanks again, 
Ralphl 

Dear Ralph, January 1Z, 1987 
I received the copy of PolyLetter in November. 

Thanks for thinking of me. I had dropped my 
subscription because of my frustration with Poly, 
the lack of software, and the overpowering sense of 
doom that I feel about my Poly system dying just 
when I need it the most -- with no one around to fix 
it, and no spares parts available. I went through 
Hell trying to get our system at work repaired . 

I thought I was going to lose my mind, being 
without "old faithful" for about six months. Well I 
did end up losing my job this past October, but not 
due to the computer. The new company president 
decided that all the work I was doing should be done 
by Engineering Cthe fact that they can't get their 
own work done notwithstanding). 

Now I am relying on my Poly to produce my 
resumes and cover letters . But I want the printout 
to be from this Royal typewriter rather than my 
Prism 80. Royal has an interface which l have 
ordered est 701 that they claim will connect any 
serial or parallel computer to the typewriter Cmodel 
7000), contains 4I of RAM as a buffer and is 
compatible with a Diablo 630 standard Cwhatever than 
lS) . 

Any way - since I won't be buying a new computer 
in the near future, I have decided to subscribe to 
PolyLetter again . Enclosed is my check for $15 . I 
enjoy every issue of this newsletter, though I know 
nothing about assembly language and have decided 
that that's the way I like it. I'm an experienced 
BASIC programmer. I do Iilce Exec, and almost dread 
having to eventually learn a new DOS . Well , I'll be 
waiting for my next issue of PolyLetter. Thanks 
again. Sincerely yours, -- Norman E. Shimmel, 
Butler , PA. 
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[Welcome back to the fold, Norm, and good luck with 
finding your next job . I'm sure the Poly will help 
there. I have picked up a second hand Poly to use 
for spare parts. But, I didn't have the heart to 
cannibalize it, so I set my nephew up with it to use 
with his school work until the day, if ever, mine 
needs parts. Since there aren't many local Poly 
repair shops, it behoves us all to acquire a 
rudimentary hardware savvy; to help this along, I 
think we should all share any hardware experiences 
we have had. I shall encourage our readers to send 
in their experiences. Also, if anyone knows of a 
service facility which handles Poly's lets share 
that info too. We do have some "hardware hackers" 
among our readers who could be called in times of 
emergency. Thanks again for rewewing your 
subscription. -- Ed. l 

Dear Ralph: 
To me you're another James 

research and write meaningful 
can read them. 

January ZO, 1987 
A. Michiner. He can 
novels faster than I 

Have been accumulating a number of items -
ACCOLADES - You're doing a really magnificent job, 
and this is especially notable with so little 
response as you appear to be getting. I think more 
than let on appreciate what you and your 
predecessors are doing . I hope this will encourage 
you to continue as you have been. 
PolyLetter ARTICLES - This is really difficult to 
address and especially on a post card/ First of all, 
let's categorize the Poly owners by: 

1.. Non-EDP type businesses using software 
'packages; 

2. . Non-EDP professionals using WORDMASTER, EDIT 
files structures for data management, and some 
limited amounts of software either contracted or 
simple user designed; 

3. . Non-EDP professionals using WORDMASTER and 
EDIT along with user-written BASIC programs; 

4 .. EDP professionals using Polys in his 
business; 

5.. EDP professionals engaged in the sale of 
Polys or Poly support soft/firm/hardware. 

I can only get a feel for this from the tone of 
your PolyLetters, but would offer a guess that the 
percentages of initial Poly owners fall into the 
categori~s of 1..50", Z .. Z5", 3 .. 10", 4..10", 5..5". 
I don't know the numbers, but at say 3,000 Polys out 
there originally, there are now fewer than 750 in 
Catagory 1, 500 in Z, ZOO in 3, 150 in 4, and 75 in 
5. Unfortunately for PolyLetter, no one in Category 
1 is interested in subscribing and not many in 2. 
The main interest would come from the category 3-5 
Users - - a potential market of some 425 maximum. 

The type of articles you're offering would seem 
to perfectly satisfy this market. Somehow, the 
Category 3 guys have got to become more involved by 
asking stupid questions. I would classify myself as 
a Category 3 even though I earned a CDP back in '76. 
1 don't understand an awful lot of what you all are 
talking about. That's OK though because it shows me 
some of what I don't but ought to know. I'll work 
on it Clike how can I have a SSDD MS when it came 
with and runs SSSD 811 disks?) 

Also, some background in missing back issues 
should help clear things up. The 86/01 issue had a 
very appropriate article on cabling printers. I'd 
like to get in touch with the author. 

OLD WUSYWESS - Haven't had a chance to hook up your 
HAYES modems, yet. Every bit of available time has 
been consumed with swapping ROUs Z6-Z8 on different 
CPU boards and with various system disks and serial 
headers and cables. I'm getting very inconsistent 
printer characteristics with different combinations. 
I'll try to prepare a report on all this after I 
work out as many of the wrinkles as possible. I'm 
getting lots of good use out of the SA-400 drives, 
though, but still haven't found anyone to re-align 
the old ones for under S35. 
FINANCIAL AND INVENTORY PROGRAMS - I've had 
frequent occasions to write special purpose, almost 
one-shot programs to compute yields and amortize 
investments and compute present worth. I'd be glad 
to mark up a listing on some of these programs, or 
perhaps put together something that would satisfy 
others' needs if they will contact - - ditto for 
inventory. I maintain a retail furniture inventory 
system that assigns a stock code to every component 
delivered, the delivery code, actual cost including 
freight, current list price, current location 
(invoice number when sold), manufacturer, 
manufacturer code, color, material, same-as codes, 
product category code, condition code for damage or 
replenishment, etc. all in 93 character 
fixed-length records. Records can be retrieved 
randomly by stock code or by any other feature with 
a sequential search. The business has limited floor 
space and tries to offer a wide range of products 
either from storage or through catalog sales. 
Current, accurate, and easily maintained inventory 
records are provided by this system on some 5,000 
components. 
FOOTBALL FORECASTING MODEL - last Fall I loaded in 
the schedules of 100 major college football teams 
and then most Sundays would enter the scores . I ran 
a regression of sorts on these each week, weighting 
more recent games and identifying home games. This 
resulted in a team rating scheme of from roughly 
70-145. If the 145 team played the 70 team on a 
neutral site the 145 team would win by 75 points . 
The rating scheme beat the Harrod's predictions, 
from mid-season on, by some 60". I plan to set it 
up again next Fall, possibly incorporating 1986 
results in the individual game predictions, and make 
it available to any who might be interested . 
There's probably a lot of potential with such a 
service, especially via telecommunications. 
TRIVIA -- My review on the OIIDATA printers is 
prompted by a recent printhead failure of my model 
193, purchased August 1985 from a Local vendor for 
some S865.9Z Cincl. sales tax). The vertical slot 
through which the pins hit the ribbon had worn wider 
and the pins were slipping about beside each other 
and making a fuzzy impression. My bumbling attempt 
to fabricate a collar resulted in half the pins 
breaking off. Even though the pin guide block 
appeared initial lly to be the only problem, the 
smallest component I could find available was the 
entire printhead unit through an OKIDATA-XEROX 
service chain for S90 plus freight. 

In the meantime, I saw an SnW Distributors ad in 
COMPUTER SHOPPER for my same Cor so I thought) 193 
printer for about S500 and a 19Z 8-112" for S289. I 
called them on December 22 and they said those 
prices in the January issue were no longer available 
and that the 19Z PLUS price was now SZ09 plus 
shipping and it would go out the same day or by the 
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next day latest. After giving them my VISA number 
and getting their assurances that they'd get it off 
as soon as my order cleared CREDIT, and then after a 
couple more phone calls in early January, it finally 
arrived January 13 . The purchase was entered 
against my VISA on December 22. 

The next unpleasant surprize was that the OIIDATA 
was marked "IBM Compatible" and lacked the serial 
RS232 interface board . The OKIDATA manual listed 
the board as an option, the distributor didn't know 
the part number, I couldn't get a call through to 
OKIDATA services, their Chicago office gave me the 
number and price at 179 but said they were just then 
out of stock, and finally SnW who had sold me the 
printer said they'd ship me the interface for 179 
plus shipping Cl84.03) COD within 3 days . It 
arrived UPS within 9 days . Despite all this, I'm 
sti 11 very pleased with everything about OK IDA TA 
except the earlier than expected printhead failure . 
I wonder if I might have better cleaned or 
lubricated it? It was poorly protected from 
household dust, I left the cover off practically all 
the time . I also wonder if the pins might have 
snagged on bi-drectional while accidentally printing 
off the edge of 8-1/2" paper. 

Again, I welcome your comments . -- Sincerely, 
Earl Gilbreadth, Savannah, GA 
p .s. C1/Z4) Had not weighed this for mailing yet , 
and just received your 8606 . I especially like 
Zits, key-bounce, Front Panel , SAVEF, Printer 
Interface Test, and "BASIC filename" Pleas do not 
feel obligated to publish any of this without severe 
editing! 

£Most SSSD disks will do ok on DD and on OS , but 
they are not 'certified ' by the manufacturer to do 
so. All are manufactured using the same process . 

See the article "The Straight Wire" elsewhere in 
this issue for more on RS-232 cabling. Thanks for 
writing. Ed.l 

PolyLetter, January 20, 1987 
I rather like the idea of no "GOTO" story jumps. 

It was frequently confusing. 
One negative comment, though, about the 

typography . If it's possible for you to have the 
same size type but without all that space between 
characters, it . would certainly be more pleasing to 
the eye and easier to read . I think you're using 
proportional type, but with all that excess space 
between characters, it's hard to tell. Were you to 
take out some of the space between characters, you 
could afford to use 7 lines per inch instead of 8, 
this would also improve readability . 

Further on the typography, the smaller typeface 
Csee page 7, Issue 8602, Mar/Apr 86) is even more 
difficult to read, especially with the fresh ribbon . 

And, finally, a blank line between paragraphs is 
a tremendous aid to readability -- even a half-line 
is a great improvement over no space at all. 

I found most interesting Bob Bybee's comments 
about his conversation with current PolyMorphic 
owner Sirous Parsei. The attitudes expressed by Mr. 
Parsei are directly descended from the attitudes 
which kept PolyMorphic, instead of IBM, from being 
the "industry standard" microcomputer. I've run 
across this attitude many times. In its early days, 
PolyMorphic was light years ahead of its competition 
on the technical side, but the inability to 

understand marketing reality kept PolyMorphic from 
success. Mr. Parsei's attitude has always been 
"PolyMorphic owns the PolyUorphic owners, and anyone 
who tries to sell anything to these people is an 
enemy of PolyMorphic" . Baloney. Had PolyMorphic 
encouraged others to adopt its operating system, 
provide peripherals, and write software, it would be 
alive today, . .. 

I made a trip to Goleta CSanta Barbara) in 1982 
to try to encourage some sort of activity on the 
part of PolyUorphic Cand Mr. Parsei) to generate 
more interest in Poly and to try to keep as many 
Polys in use as possible . He was polite, but 
obviously wanted me to go away, wh ich I did . Those 
of us who've had software to sell Cand most Poly 
owners professed to want more software availability) 
had to try to sell it w i thout any help from 
PolyMorphic. Several of us have compiled user /owner 
lists and offered the lists to PolyMorphic, but 
there apparently was no interest. 

It's ironic that Sirous is distrustful of and 
unhappy with Bob Bybee. I know of several Poly 
owners, including me, who are probably st ill using 
our machines solely because of the work of Bob 
Bybee . I'm no great computer expert, but I know 
that with my pamphlets and articles on Poly 
operation, I've helped a number of Poly owners 
understand and operate their computers, and I'm on 
Sirous's list, too . I just don't understand the 
attitude -- never have, never will. 

Keep up the good work , Ralph. We need PolyLetter 
and the input from you, Bob, and the others who are 
still trying to keep the PolyMorphic computer alive! 

Best regards. -- Chuck Thompson, Dallas, TX 

£7 lines pe.r inch was also suggested by Al Levy. 
am trying it in this very issue. I've also gone to 
12 cpi to decrease the intercharacter spac i ng. It 
looks better to me, but I'm only the editor. What 
do you think? 

It's true that PolyMorphic Systems has moved to 
smaller quarters twice in the last few years, and 
their operations are shrinking, but they are still 
operating. We can't cry over spilt milk Ceven if it 
is a damn shame). Let's share what we have left 
with whoever's left . I'll make available my mailing 
list, including the non-subscribers, to anyone who 
wants to send me a self-addressed stamped envelope. 
Cfor $5.00 you can have it on SSSD disk . ) 

There is still room for the Poly to grow. I have 
updated SD proms and an improved Exec . I also run 
96 tpi drives. I have ASROM prom versions for 40 
track drives and for drives with fast step times . 
Chuck has a set of my fast 40 track ASROMS running 
on double sided TEAC drives; he gets 800 sectors per 
drive! And, the disk access only takes one seventh 
C 1 /7th) as much time . I run fast 80 track ASROMS on 
double sided drives and get 1600 sectors per drive 
C1.2 Megabytes in a single 88131. I do have a 30 
Megabyte XT clone . It rarely gets used, but I hope 
eventually to put the Poly operating system on i t. 
It would be great if I could get it to run the Poly 
Software, then I could have the best of both worlds . 
--- Ed.l 

Dear Ralph, January ZS , 1987 
Glad you are still around . We use a Poly 8813 

with 2 .~ 8" drives every day at Sloan Brothers for 
order entry and invoicing . It's a good ol ' 
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"ork-horse . A second 8813 sets idle . We'd like to 
sell it. 

Also in the family "e have 1 apple II, 3 
Osborne's, and a new IBM convertible <Don't buy one; 
it stinksD. 

The second Poly 8813 might get used if we could 
run CP/M. We are in love with Wordstar & DBASE II 
having used them for 3-4 years in business mail 
lists, quotations, etc. 

I still use your little known booklet about 
"Little Known Poly Commands" - Keep up the good 
work. What's new by Poly? - We'll buy it. -- John 
A. Sloan, Oakmont, PA. 

[John, Poly has an upgrade which allows running 
CP/M. CSee their ad elsewhere in this issue.) 
Unfortunately, the only other disk format that the 
Poly CP/M system can read is North Star Single 
Density_ r have had my CP/M conversion running for 
years, although I seldom use it. I have purchased 
the Nevada series of FORTRAN, COBAL, and PILOT all 
on North Star Single density. Once the contents 
"ere PIPed over to the Poly drives I had no trouble 
running the software. I also bought a Lisp system 
on an Osborn format and had a friend copy the files 
over to a Poly using the serial ports and transfer 
software. It ran fine . 

Poly is limited to a 64x16 screen and many CP/M 
programs want an 80x25 screen. The person r know 
"ho has the most experience with CP/M programs on 
the Poly is Al Levy . He has copied most of the 
Public Domain programs over into Poly disk format. 
If you know how to set up Wordstar for a 6h16 
·screen, it might run on the Poly under CP/M. 

I'm afraid r don't remember the booklet you speak 
of, but I now have my own version of Exec which ads 
several commands, corrects many bugs, and has a HELP 
system with help files on every command. 

Exec/£A!SJ is available from Ralph Kenyon for 
$35 . -- Ed.J 

Dear Ralph, February 1. 1987 
I see you've about caught up on the lost issues 

of PL! Congratulations, that took a lot of effort. 
For several issues now , you've been noting that I 

have an upcoming article on "hardware problems". If 
you've been holding out because you're missing the 
article, please let me know and I'll forward you 
another copy. Otherwise, I'll hope to see it in 
print soon. I believe that's the last one I've 
written for PL, so after it appears, I'll work on 
some new ones . . . your suggestions? 

My latest version of PCALC Cthe Poly spreadsheet 
program), version 1.1 has just been released . 
Updates are being sent automatically to purchasers 
of version 1.0 who have let me know they're using 
the program. Any users who haven't contacted me, 
please do so to be sure you receive your free 
update. For new users, PCALC is available on 5" 
SSSD diskette for $150 . For more details on PCALC, 
see ads in previous issues of PL, or call me for 
more information. 

I'm slowly moving to the PC world. Got a 20 meg 
hard drive on my IBM now, and I'm using the 
shareware program "PROCOMM" for terminal emulation 
on the PC. It's fairly easy to transfer files from 
the Poly to the PC_, and I've done this for several 
Poly users . Converting BASIC programs so that they 
run on the PC is a little more time-consuming, but 

mostly possible. 
I'm still looking for Poly-related projects, both 

hardware and software, to help Poly owners keep 
their machines useful. Please encourage readers to 
get in touch with me when they have a need for such 
services. Best regards, Bob Bybee, Stone 
Mountain, GA. 

CBob, its always good to hear from a past PolyLetter 
editor. You know from first hand experience about 
the problem of getting things into the PolyLetter . 
Your hardware problems article went into the last 
issue C8701l, so you can start working on another at 
any time. I'll tell our readers that they can reach 
you at 5011 Brougham Court, Stone Mountain, GA, 
30087, or phone you at C404l 498-3556 . -- Ed.l 

Dear Ralph, March 16, 1987 
I am one of the original members of the Poly 

88/8813 development team, having been the original 
author of the Editor and Printed Driver modules, as 
well as other DOS internals . I have a 3-drive 8813 
system available for sale with 56I, keyboard, and 9" 
monitor, as well as an 8810 single-dive system. 

Although these systems appear to be not much more 
than a curiosity in this age of mega '386 machines, 
I offer these machines for sale to anyone who might 
have a use for them. 

Please mention this in your PolyLetter, and add 
my name to your mailing list. I am in contact with 
Lennie Araki and Mark MacLin, two of the 'early 
days' Poly people who stuck it out to the bitter 
end . Between us, we have full access to system 
source code to the Poly machines and can answer 
written questions, etc . 

Also, please DO NOT publish my phone number. 
Written queries are all that we are able to handle. 
-- Sincerely, Glenn Andre McComb, McComb Research 
Laboratories, Post Office Drawer 90609, Santa 
Barbara, CA, 93190-0609. 

CGlen, there are probably a half a dozen 'hackers' 
who might be interested in the source code. Sirous 
has been approached, but so far has asked too high a 
price for the few of us who may be interested. l 
would like to correct some of the bugs l have found . 
CMost of the software l use now is upgrades l have 
done myself.) There are also some minor 
enhancements I would like to make . It would also be 
useful to have the source code if 1 ever get around 
to writing an emulator for MSDOS . But mostly, I 
would just like to see "how they did that" about 
everything . 

When we talked, you spoke about hardware 
possibilities such as a single ROM/RAM board with 
the operating system in ROM, etc . Perhaps you could 
take the time to briefly outline the possibilities 
you see for our readers; there may be some interest. 
Since you have been with the Poly since 'Day One', 
perhaps you have some software which you would be 
willing to contribute to our public domain library . 
I'm sure there were 'demo' disks put together at 
various times; I've seen one with some snappy 
graphics, but there aren't any i n the PolyGiot 
Library yet. I hope you decide to keep at least one 
Poly for a while, and stick it out with the rest of 
us. 

I hereby raise and lead three cheers for you as 
the author of the Editor, which I am sure most all 
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of our readers will join in . -- Hip, hip, Hurrah! 
-- Hip, hip, Hurrah! -- Hip, hip, Hurrah! -- The 
editor is the single most endearing feature of the 
entire Poly and virtually every owner I have talked 
to has nothing but accolades for it. In my opinion 
it has a fine balance between simplicity Cease of 
use) and sophisticated features. I've not seen 
anything like the ESC libraries and the "ESC :" 
feature, but then again, I haven't looked at too 
many other editors. CYou'll not catch me straying 
from the fold . ) Have you given any thought to 
adapting a version for MS-DOS? I heard that Lennie 
had done some work in that direction; Sirous says 
they haven't decided how far to go with it. I'd 
love to 'beta test' a copy of it. Do write us and 
tell about the things that might yet be_ --- Ed . J 

The Straight Wire 
by Ralph Kenyon 

There seems to have been a lot of confusion about 
connecting serial cables from Polys to printers, 
etc . The Poly has a nice little patch plug right on 
the serial mini-card. Most other computers do not 
have any such plug, so one must make up a special 
cable for each device on each computer. However, 
Poly's flexibility has lead to some confusion. 

If you cross the lines in the cable, then the 
plug must be straight through, and if the cable is 
straight through, then you must cross at the plug. 

To clear up the confusion I recommend the 
following solution. Use the Poly's flexibility; 
make the cable straight through whenever possible 
and p'ut any cross jumpers on the plug on the serial 
mini-card . The header published in Poly's printer 
upgrade CPrinter/401 only works when there are some 
crosses in the cable. 

The necessary lines in the RS-232 interface are 
defined as follows: 

1 - Ground 
2 - TxD - Transmit Data 
3 - RxD - Receive Data 
4 - RTS - Request To Send 
5 - CTS - Clear To Send 
6 - DSR - Data Set Ready 
7 - Ground 
8 - DCD 

20 - OTR - Data Terminal Ready 

These lines connect to the Poly's plug as follows. 

Name RS232 Plug 
Ground 1 
TxD 2 2 
RxD 3 1 
RTS 4 4 
CTS 5 3 
DSR 6 cc s 
Ground 7 
DCD 8 cf 5 
DTR 20 6 

On the Poly's side of the plug we have 

16 - RxD (input) 
15 - TxD Coutputl 
14 - CTS Ci npu tl 
13 - RTS Coutputl 

12 - DSR Cinputl 
11 - DTR (output) 
10 - RxC Cinput) 

9 - TxC (output) 

T xC is the Transmit C 1 o c Jc p u Is e, and R xC is the 
Receive Clock Pulse. These are used for clocking 
the bits out of the 8251 USART chip _ In ~!most 
every case we just reed the Poly's output clock 
pulse bacll. to itself by connecting pins 9 and 10 . 
In essence, Poly is telling itself to go ahead and 
process the bits. 

After this it gets slightly more complicated. 
But, things are much simpler if we know that we have 
decided to make the cable straight through whenever 
possible . first, the data line . When we connect a 
printer or some other device to which we send data 
we must be able to get the data to it. This 
involves connecting Poly's TxD (output) line, which 
is available at the Plug pin 15, to the RS-232 RxD 
Cinputl line, which is available at the Plug pin 1. 
CRemember, we are making the cable straight 
through.) It may be that our device will be able to 
send data back to the Poly. So, we need to connect 
the RS-232 TxD Coutputl line to Poly's RxD Cinputl 
line - Plug pins 2 to 16. 

from here on in, we will be dealing with the 
hand-shaking problem. The Poly has the Clear To 
Send CCTS) line going right to the 8251 USART serial 
chip. The USART does nothing until this line is 
raised. There are two ways to get this signal. One 
is to get it from the external device by connecting 
RTS. The other is to get it from the Poly itself. 
The former case is true hardware handshaking but the 
latter is fakery . The Poly is telling itself that 
it is ok to send. If the external device does not 
have a RTS line by which it signals that it wants to 
send data, then we must connect the Poly's own RTS 
line. For true hardware handshaking we connect Plug 
pin 4 to Plug pin 14 . For falcery we connect Plug 
pin 13 to Plug pin 14. Now, the external device is 
just like the Poly, and needs to be told that it can 
send data. It looks at the RS-232 CTS line to 
determine if it is okay to send data . We must 
provide that signal. We do so by connecting Poly's 
RTS line. So, we connect Plug pin 3 to Plug pin 13. 

Now, there is another set of such signals and the 
Poly looks at these signals too . These are the 
DSR/DTR pair. Exactly the same reasoning involving 
CTS/RTS applies to DSR/DTR. We must connect Plug 
pin 6 to Plug pin 12 for true handshaking _ For 
fakery we connect Plug pin 11 to Plug pin 12. 
Similarly we connect Poly's DTR signal to the RS-232 
DSR signal by connecting Plug pin 5 to Plug pin 11 . 

In most cases connecting 1-lS, 2-16, 3-13, 4-14, 
5-11, 6-12, and 9-10 will do the job . 

If your printer only provides one of the two 
signals RTS or DTR, then they must be connected 
together on the Poly plug. This will allow the Poly 
to see both signals when the printer only provides 
one_ Connect Plug pin 4 to Plug pin 6 in addition 
to the connections just mentioned. 

If your printer does not provide either of these 
signals, then "fakery" must be used as discussed 
above . In this case, since the Poly is only held 
back by itself, the baud rate must be limited to 
prevent the Poly from over-running the printer, 
usually no more than 300 baud. 

There will be exceptions . My printers provide a 
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"Fault line" on RS-232 pin 25, but no RTS line, so 
my cable has pin 25 at the printer end connected to 
pin 4 at the Poly end. This gets connected to 
Poly's CTS at the plug, and the Poly stops sending 
whenever the printer drops the fault line . 

OKIDATA 192 PRINTER 
by Earl Gilbreadth 

I think my OKIDATA printer is another computer in 
itself, and in fact it is! To wit, this analysis of 
the OKIDATA 092 (same as 193 wide carriage) was 
composed on my POLY using EDIT, and then printed 
with the OKIDATA under direction of a general 
purpose program I wrote in BASIC. [Sorry, but this 
article 1s not printed here with the OIIDATA, but 
the sample Earl sent did look good. Ed.l Note that 
the print is not only proportionally spaced for 
different letters Ciiii wwwwl but can also be space 
controlled between each letter to generate a 
straight right margin. Spacing, print mode, etc . 
can all be regulated by BASIC within each line . 
There also is a special feature which permits the 
design and storage of some 160 special 7x11 matrix 
characters. It has an SK buffer. 

There also are NO IMBEDDED PRINTER signals within 
the text file . I can print any conventional text 
file with <90 characters between CRs . I've got POLY 
WORDMASTER but have not used it enough to really 
make a compai:ison. 

I have had the 192 (actually a 193 wide carriage) 
for about a year and recently ordered a 192 PLUS . 
The salesman on the phone assured me there was no 
'difference between the PLUS and its predecessor, 
that the PLUS was improved somehow . Well, it is 
faster, up from 160 to 200 cps maximum rate . 
However, the various controls structure has also 
been expanded and all the BASIC control signals were 
changed too . The revised signalling structure makes 
a straight translation of my original BASIC signals 
somewhat complex but still not impossible. This 
revised letter was done on the new 192+ after less 
than 5 minutes modification of my BASIC printer 
program. 

The OKIDATA 192+ with serial interface option 
costs roughly 1400 delivered . When ordering through 
COMPUTER SHOPPER be sure to specify that you want 
the serial RS232 interface, otherwise you'll 
probably get the parallel "IBM Compatible" model for 
S80 less. Can anyone suggest how to hoolc up this 
printer to a POLY in parallel without installing an 
additional S-100 board? 

There are three (3) methods for . specifying cpi, 
print style, lpi, etc. on the OIIDATA: they are 
dip-switching on the printer's RS232 interface, with 
BASIC instructions, or calling up the printer ROM 
driven Menu that prints various options in response 
to operator on/off activations of various printer 
controls. The Menu offers LPI, CPI, baud rate, 
various print modes CDP, italics, "quality"), 
emphasis and enhancements, different language sets, 
proportional spacing and some dozen other features. 
When the printer is powered on, it defaults to the 
last previous Menu entries . I have a special BASIC 
program on the POLY systems disk that allows me to 
malce printer changes on the POLY keyboard rather 
than switching to the printer Menu and wasting 
paper. The OKIDATA PLUS advances several lines of 
paper following each response in order to provide 

better viewing, as opposed to the previous model 
requiring an advance in order to get a better view 
of those lines upon which reaction is called for. 

Tractor sprockets come on the platen roller for 
fan fold paper, or pressure rollers against the 
platen permit single sleet feed from the top-rear. 
Print head replacement can be expensive CS90) and 
difficult to order, so be careful and lceep it clean. 
The original OIUDATA manuals are what first 
attracted me to this machine - - they are far 
superior to any other EDP manuals I've ever seen . 
Unfortunately, they don't offer much help in cabling 
to a POLY. The more recent PLUS manuals for the IBM 
compatibles are more brief, but OKI sends an 
instructions disk CIBM of course) to cover more 
advanced programming situations. I have no idea 
what's on this disk . 

OKIDATA has a toll-free telephone line for 
technical service which I have used with no 
difficulty; recently, however, I had to give up 
after some 40 attempts over a week's time. They are 
tied in with XEROX on their service centers and use 
a separate distributor for replacement parts CSSSL 

I still use a couple of old INTEGRAL DATA 440 
Tigers, and have the OKIDATA set up similarly: 

POLY SERIAL HEADER OKIDATA to POLY CABLE 
16 to 02 03 to 03 
15 to 01 05 to 20 
14 to 03 
1 3 to 04 
10 to 09 07 to 07 

Pre 40s version POLY "Setup.GO" 
Oh, by the way. I have designed a character set 

using a portion of the 160 special characters which 
permits me to print unlimited length lines from top 
to bottom of pageCsl rather than across . This is 
still in the shalce-down and refinement stage, so 1 
doubt if I will install a right-aligned margin 
feature any time soon. This program places text 
into a memory grid with lines loaded in columns but 
printed in rows . All of this and the right margin 
programs are in BASIC and VERY slow . I plan 
eventually to translate portions of these into 
machine code but will probably need some assistance . 

I welcome questions and assistance . 
Earl, (912) 355-4415 

Public Doznain 

PGL-V-17 contains an updated version of the 
PolyMorphic Inventory Control System . Th i s 
Inventory System has been placed i n the Public 
Domain by PolyMorphic Systems. The programs 
originally ran on BASIC COO on Exec/79, but should 
run on any later versions as well. I have taken the 
programs off the original system disk and placed 
them on a dislc with the complete documentat ion. To 
print out a clean copy of the documentation you need 
a copy of the FORMAT program from WordMaster 1. 
Contents: 

Dist PGL-Y-17 his 19 
I FILECIEUE . BS 

21 POS'l' . BS 
11 CIEA'l'E-IKDEI . BS 

1 !!EADER . '!'I 
12 CHAPTEl3 . '!'I 

files on it, 330 
8 IKl'l'IAL.BS 
7 EN'l'El . BS 
1 DAT . D'l' 

22 CHAP'!'Elt . TI 
62 CHAP'l'El4 . TI 

nctor s i n use . 
27 ROOT. BS 
10 STA '!'US. BS 
17 DESCi I PT IO~ . TI 

46 CH AP TEi 2 ! I 
57 INTR ODUCT ION.TI 
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10 'l'ITLE.U 2 SETUP .!I I Pi!NT-llANUAL .TI 

PGL-V-18 and PGL-V-19 have an OLD demo system on 
Exec/6E, but there are some flashy graphics on it. 
PGL-V-18 may be booted to on drive 1, but cannot be 
booted to on other drives, as this early Exec doesn't 
know about SYSRES. Contents: 

Di sk PGL-V-18 hls 47 files on i i , 308 sectors in 11se . 
3 Copysys .TI I Unsys .GO 14 FILIS . 60 
2 Grd .OV I I JO. BS 5 PLOT'l'El.BS 
9 Blsic .SY l Suy .OV 9 FRED .BS 
3 '!'EI'!'. DT 15 EDIT . TI I SUI .BS 
l DUii . BS 2 SOUAIE.BS 4 SHl'!'AS . BS 
3 POLY.BS 3 8813 .BS 11 Ini ti11.BS 

13 Printer .GO 4 POLYDEIO . BS 3 STUFF.BS 
11 Ired .BS I i Io . BS 6 plotter .BS 
3 poly .BS 4 8813 .TI 9 INITIAL . BS 

Di si PGL-V- 19 has 17 fi les on it, 315 sectors in use . 
260 iOSE-DITl .DT I PLO'l'-DITA.DT 3 TEIT.D'l' 

l Sexy .OV 
Z INI'l'IIL .TI 
4 TEI'!'. D'!' 

2 How-to-use-the-Deao-progrla.TI 
9 INITIAL.BS 1 GAIBAGE .DT 
3 CTEI'!' .DT 

PGL-V-ZO has two groups of programs. The first group 
is for stereological image analysis. The second group 
are for use in chemistry calculations. Contents: 

Oisi PGL-V- 20 has 14 
58 llPS52 .BS 
28 !llPS52/3 .BS 
5 lELEI .BS 
8 SPECT l. BS 
5 POLAROGRAPHY .BS 
3 GUGGENHEill.BS 
9 CVl .BS 
3 iCILl. BS 

fi!es on i t, 350 sectors in 11se . 
58 IIPS52/l .BS 52 IIPS52/2 .BS 
14 S'!'EiOT6 .BS 2 CENTIGRADE .BS 
7 EH-PH . BS 12 IOLlf'l' .BS 
2 ARRHENIUS .BS 4 ILEHGTH .BS 
4 Eyring .BS 3 Arrhenius .BS 

ZS LLSOPLOT .BS 7 Pll .BS 
3 f!HCHANGE .BS 2 DISTANCE .BS 

II SPECTRAL-ANALYSIS .BS 

Interactive Microcomputer Program for Stereology CIMPSl 
is a suite of programs which can be used to collect 
data and to process it for a wide range of 
stereological applications . The RAM requirement 
depends upon the size of arrays dimensioned in the 
experiment being run; a fairly large experiment Cfor 
each group: 5 objects x 5 samples x 3 pictures x 1Z 
counting variables x Z7 parameters) can be run in ZSI 
bytes of free memory without encountering difficulties. 
[A full Poly has 38[ free bytes-1 IMPS was described in 
"A General-purpose Microcomputer Program for 
Stereological Data Collection and Processing", which 
was published in the "Journal of Microscopy", number 
1Z4, P- 219, Nov . 1981- The authors were L. G. 
Briarty, L.G. and P. J _ Fischer. A 56 page handbook 
is available; the reproduction and mailing cost is 
S6.00 each copy_ lllPS and STEROT6 were submitted by 
Dr. L. G. Briarity, Botany Department, Nottingham 
Uiniversity, Nottingham, NG7 ZRD, Great Britain. 

The remainder were submitted by Dr . Michael 
Clarke, Chemistry Department, Boston College, Chestnut 
Hill, Massachusetts, OZ167 . 
IELEl.BS calculates homogeneous rate constants from 
CV currents_ CVl.BS uses data from disk files . 
EH-PH.BS calculates Eh values as a function of pH 
when the oxidized and reduced forms engage in single 
proton equilibria_ 
MOLWT. BS c a 1 c u I a t e s % E I e m e n t a I a n a I y s i s f o r 
compounds with up to ZS different elements _ 
ARRHENIUS.BS calculates rate constants given the 

temperature and Arrhenius activation energy _ 
XLENGTH.BS calculates molecular bond lengths _and 
bond angles_ 
POLAROGRAPHY.BS calculates LogCCid-il/il CBase 10) 
and Voltage. Current and voltage input can be in 
arbitrary units. 
LLSOPLOT.BS performs a linear regression analysis on 
data. The data is read into two one-dimensional 
arrays, X and Y. The data can be inserted into these 
arrays in three ways: 
1l From a one-dimensional array in a data file of 
spectrophotometric absorbance data, 
Zl From a two dimensional data array, and 
3) From the keyboard. 
The total number of points is limited by memory to 
Z75 . For a concise discussion of linear-least 
squares analyses see , "Statistical Methods for 
Chemists", by W.L. Gore, lnterscience , NY C195ZL 
LLSQPLOT . BS CHAINS to GUGGENHEIM, Arrhenius or 
Eyring. 
PIA.BS calculates p[a values from absorbance and pH . 
UNCHANGE.BS takes an x,y data set given in TempCC) 
and a rate constant and converts it to lnCkl and 
t /TCIL The new data set is then read out onto a 
disk file . The new data set can then be used in 
LLSQPLOT to get the activation parameters_ 
DISTAMCE.BS calculates the distance between two 
atoms bonded to a third_ 
RCALl.BS calculates the product ratio for complex 
branching and sequential reactions . 
SP~-ANALYSIS.BS plots spectral analysis data_ 

Winclo'W's for the Poly!! 

PGL-V-21 has Norm Shimme l 's General Programm i ng 
Functions which include the tools necessary to put 
WINDOWS in your BASIC Poly Programs . 

Super.l'Dan! 

Start with INTRO, and then get INSTRUCTIONS. You 
will end up in SUPERMAN, a game submitted by Al 
Levy _ Superman has some fancy graphics in the 
introduction. 
PRIME.BS computes the prime factors of a number and 
was submitted by James Goodall. 

Dist PGL-V-21 his 10 files on it, 346 sectors in use . 
0 llNDOIS FOi '!'HE POLY ! 8 HELLO .TI 

111 DOCUIEl!ATIOH.TI 75 DEMO .BS 
50 6ener1l-Progr1aaing-F1nct ions .BS 2 BSdef .ED 
10 IH!RO .BS 23 IHSTIUCTIONS.BS 
5% SUPEillAH .BS 9 PIIllE .BS 

PGL-V-ZZ has more financial programs _ Contents : 

Disi PGL-V-22 hls 
131 YPS-42 .BS 

8 files on i t, 350 sectors in use . 
40 AS-DUE .BS 

24 AS-DATE-OIHl .BS 60 CISHFLOlf .BS 65 CREATE/BANI .BS 
13 101'1'2 .BS 9 FIFO-LIFO-IHYEHTOIY-COMPARISON . BS 

YPS-U.BS is a nesting of ten programs whose purpose 
is to supply information on any Joan as to number of 
payments, interest rate, regular payments, pr1 nc i pa l 
balance, yield , price, balloon payment , ba l ance 
remaining, total interest paid, days between d ates, 
and percentage of discount 
AS-DATE.BS and AS-PATE-OMNI.BS p r i n t L o a n 
Amortization Schedules _ The above programs were 
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written and submitted by James J_ Trahan PO Box 217, 
Oxnard, CA 93032. 
CASHFLOW.BS by PolyMorphic Systems, is also included 
on this disk. It was submitted by Joe Toman. 
PolyLetter has a 32 page manual for CASHFLOW which 
includes 15 pages of documentation and 14 pages of 
program listings. The copy and mail cost for this 
manual is 13.50. 
CREATE/BANI.BS is a Deposit Slip/Check Entry - File 
Maker submitted by Al Levy. It's got some 
interesting messages in it. 
KORTZ.BS and FIFO-LIFO-INVENTORY-COllPARISON.BS 
were submitted by James Goodall. 

Abstract Systems, etc_ 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
(413) 458-8421 

DISIS --- IODEIS --- PIOIS --- SOFTlllE --- SPELL 

I . MAIALL diskettes : 5" 10 hard sector -- $13 per boi of 10 . 
2. Hayes Mieroaodea 100 for only $40 . 

(300 baud in bus direct connect aodea . liaited quantity> 
3. HayesSys mode• software (for the Microaodea 1001 $35 . 
4. CA:SI Spell, a good sptlling checker for $35 . 
5. Abstract Systeas E1ec (Enhanceaents C bugs eorreetedl S35 . 
6. Abstract Systeas Proas <Enhanceaents ' bugs corrected) $35 . 
7. PolyGlot Library Voluaes I thru 22, S6 each . 
lSend Sl . 00 for a complete eatalog--Cfree with any orderl . I 

lMake checks payable to ialpb [enyon . I 

PolyMorphic Systems 
7334-H Hollister Avenue, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93117 
(805) 685-6238 

Users Manuals and Theory of Operation Manuals. 

CP/M hardware conversion: 1100 ·plus parts . CCP/M 
license, manuals, and . software: 1200) 

16[ to 64[ memory card conversion 1125.00 plus 
parts. CThe 16K board has to be a Poly board and in 
good working condition.) 

Eight inch MAXALL 32 hard sectored diskettes for 
your MS. 115.00 per box or I 115.00 per ten boxes . 
Al Levy, Post Office Box 71, Hicksville, NY 11802, 
C516l 293-8368 

For Sale: Multiple 8813 systems - each with 3 
drives, 64[, Monitor, and Keyboard - Make offer . 
Robert L. Schwartz, 906 Main Street, Cincinnati, OH, 
45202, (513) 241-3447. 

For Sale: 6H 8813 with 3 drives_ Make offer. 
Vince Greenen, US Buckeye, Naperville, IL, 60540, 
(312) 961-2511. 

For Sale: 8813 with 3 SSSO drives, 20 Meg hard disk . 
Make offer. Bruce Buckley, Mccormic Equipment Co., 
Inc _, 11591 Grooms Road, Cincinnati, OH, 45242, 

(513) 489-0100. 

For Sale: 8813 Twin system with MS, 1 5" drive . 
Best offer. Larry Isaacson, P . 0 . Box 93887, 
Atlanta, GA, 30377, C404l 351-3652 C9-5 ESTL 

For Sale: Video Board - 195, 8" Disk Controler -
1150, Printer Interface - 150, Poly CPU - 1125, 
Priam Hard Disk with Poly Interface card and Power 
Supply - 1400, Poly Keyboard/Screen enclosure -
1175 . Charles Trayser, 415-651-5931. 

For Sale: 8813 System. Karen Klysz, 4050 
Hearthstone Court, Cincinnati, OH, 45245, C513l 
752-7186. 

Poly for sale: C. Barclay Gilpin, 407 Lenwood Drive, 
Costa Mesa, CA, 92627 C714l 642-0390 . 

FOR SALE: Two 5" SSSO SA400 drives, 136 each . - Ken 
Lowe, 5936 W. Zina Circle, West Valley City, UT, 
84120 (801) 969-7736. 

Charles A. Thompson 
PolyCom Associates 
2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Dallas, Texas 75205-1532 
Phone: C214l-368-8223 

PolyCom General Ledger 1125 
The PolyCom General Ledger has gone through 

several revisions and is an excellent way to keep 
books on your Poly. It sold for 1750 in 1983, and 
is much improved since that time_ There are two 
versions . Version 4 is the original form, where you 
keep each separate set of books on separate 
diskettes . Version 5 is menu driven and allows you 
to keep a number of different sets of books on-line _ 
CVersion S requires a hard disk, preferably , or at 
least DSDO floppies). Either version is 1125 . 00, 
including the operations manual. Both versions have 
been extensively used Cl use Version 5 constantly) 
and there are no known bugs Cthough only a fool 
would guarantee a bug-free computer program!L 

DEMISE OF THE TAX PROGRAM 
The PolyCom 1040 Federal Income Tax Program will 

not be offered this year . There was insufficient 
interest to justify the many hours a formal revision 
takes_ I may do a crude revision for my own use, 
and if you would be interested in that, let me know . 
Price would be 120 and your blank diskette sent to 
me . Drop me a note if you 're interested, and I'll 
let you know when Cand ifl _ 

FOR SALE: Several Poly 8810 boxes, complete with 
power supply and 5-slot S-100 mother board, but no 
plug-in boards. These would be great for converting 
to Ralph Kenyon's enhanced operating system with 
half-hight drives. 150, plus cost of shipping _ 
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Bit Bucket 

How often have you made a copy of a disk and then 
realized that you had used an un-initialized disk? So, 
you get out another disk, INitialize it, then IMAGe 
from the disk to the newly INITialized disk, and 
finally INITialize the offending disk. Want an easier 
way? First, set I to the drive number which has the 
offending disk. Then try this BASIC program: 
CCLEAN-TAIL.BSJ 

10 D!M AS ! l :256J \Al:CHiS!Ol IFOi l= I TO S \ASaAl+AI \HEIT 
20 FILE :4,0PEH,"<t<CLEAH .Tl",OUT ION EllOI GOTO 40 
30 PR INT :4,AS , \GOTO 30 
40 IF Eiill1285 THEN %:CALL< 1 Btrr 1 ,5,0,Eli,Ol \PRINT 
50 Z:CALL!ID27l 

The program starts writing sectors of 00 bytes on the 
un-used tail portion of the disk and continues until 
the end of the disk is reached . CI don't know if this 
works on DD 5" systems or on 811 systems, but it sure 
works for SD S" systems . ) It is a bit on the slow 
side, though. 

Quick Reference Card 
PolyLetter has just received a supply of PolyMorphic 

Systems Quick Reference cards . Just mention that you 
want one with any order or renewal, or send in a Self 
Addressed Stamped Envelope. 

K-9 
K-9 is getting hungry; no one has figured out what 

to feed him! CI'll give you a hint; he eats them one 

PolyLetter-
1 91 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
(413) 458-8421 

Address Correction Requested 

Po!yLettu Ed itor ilnd Publishtr : hlph hnyon . Subscr iptions : US 115 .DO 
yr . , Ciiuda 118 .00 yr . , Oursus 120 .00 yr ., payable in US dollus lo 
h l ph Itnyon . Ed itor i al Contr i butions : 1our contnbu\ions to this 
newsletter ue it. luys welcome . Articles , suggestions, !or uticles , or 
:; uts\ion s you'd like ans wered Ht Hild i l y accepted !his is your 
nn sl e!ter ; please help support ii. Advutisntn\s by subscr ibers ue 
!rH o! :huge ?c ly Lel!tr is not affil iated with Polyllorph ic Syste11s . 

byte at a timeJ 

In This Issue 

Editorial 1 
Letters To C& from) The Editor 1 
The Straight Wire 6 
Okidata 192 Printer Review 7 
In The Public Domain . 8 
Ads 9 
Bit Bucket 10 

Corning Soon 

Assembly Language Housekeeping, Smoke Test, 
Modems and Communications software, More BASIC for 
Beginners, How to UNSAVEP protected Programs, More 
System Programmers Notes, Making your PC work like a 
Poly, More Help, BugNotes, Public Domain Software, 
etc. 

Questions 

Can you find and answer the questions asked in 
this issue? Send your answers and requests 
in . 

FIRST CLASS .MAIL 

Back volumes of Poly Letter are avail ab 1 e at 
the same price as the current subscription 
rate . CUS S15 . 00 yr . , Canada $18 . 00 yr., 
Overseas SZ0 . 00 yr .• payable i n US dol la rs 
to Ralph Kenyon.) Individual issues ar e 
also available CS3.00, $3 . 50, S4. 00) . 
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Editorial 

Well, I must apologize for being later that I 
expected . I am presently in the middle of 
re-writing and polishing my masters thesis in 
philosophy. I'll be glad when that chore is done. 
With any luck it'll be done before the next issue . 

Eaat Coaat Serviae 

Davis Mccarn of DMCC in Arlington Virginia, 
ZZZ01. tells me that he still can service Polys. 
Contact him at 346 5 North Fairfax Drive, Phone 
(703)-243-5730. 

SPELL 

Some time ago I got Frank Stearns Spelling 
Checker from Frank . I was not at all satisfied with 
it and wrote my own, which I have been using for 
some time. Now that Frank is no longer in the Poly 
business, I am offering my version of Spell at the 
incredibly low introductory price of 135. 

Frank's dictionaries had lots of incorrect 
spellings in the form of double letter endings . I 
decided that the dictionary files should only have 
correctly spelled words in them. I added large 
files of prefixes and suffixes . Spell.GO looks for 
prefixes and suffixes to chop off if it cannot find 
the word. By having larger files of prefixes and 
suffixes smaller dictionary files of root words can 
cover many more words. There is also a file of 
misspelled words which could otherwise get by the 
spelling checker. To give an example, the prefix 
11 PRE 11 and the word "MICE" combine to form 11 PREMICE" 
which is an incorrect spelling of "PREMISE", so 
11 PREMICE" goes in the MISPELL file. 

To make the system more flexible, I have placed 
the names of the main dictionaries in a file called 
DICTIONARIES . Spell.GO looks in this file to get 
the names of dictionary files to use. A user can 
cu~tomize his version by adding new dictionaries, 
for example, a dictionary of medical terms, to the 
list of names in DICTIONARIES. 

To use Spell one types in the program name 
followed by the input file names and the output file 
name . For example: "Spell lnput-fileC,input-files) 
Coutput-filel . " If no output file is specified, the 
first input-file name with a question mark appended 
is used. Input file names must be separated by 
commas; the output file name is set off by a space. 

Spell can be run on a system with only Z small 
drives . It saves a copy of the checkbyte on the 
output file disk and checks to make sure this disk 
is in place on the proper drive before each 
verification cycle . If it cannot find the correct 
dictionary file, it asks for the proper disk . This 
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way, you can continually swap dictionary disks and 
output file disks on the same drive if necessary. 

Spell comes on a flippy with the programs and 
some dictionaries on one side and the remaining 
dictionaries on the other side. To order Spell, 
send me check or money order for US payable to 
Ralph Kenyon. 

Letter a 

Dear Ralph, February Z, 1987 
How happy am to hear from you . It has been 

quite some time since we have used our unit as it 
seems that the users, and support for PolyMorphic in 
the DFW area fell into the cracks. Being users , and 
not programmers, we could really use some help in 
getting our unit back on line to do some task, ever 
so small. 

Please advise if you can be of help of get us in 
contact with some people in the Dallas area. Dick 
Brown, Richardson, TX. 

CDick, I'm sending you a printout listing everyone I 
know in Texas who had or has a Poly. There should 
be a few people in the list who will be willing to 
help you. The list includes the people whose 
subscriptions to PolyLetter have expired; if you 
discover that any of these people have gotten rid of 
their Poly, please let me know. Try contacting 
Charles Thompson, who has often been a contributor 
to PolyLetter. -- Ed.J 
Dear Ralph: March 3, 1987 

First off I would like to say that I think you 
are doing one fine job in bringing a lot of Poly 
lovers together. The PolyLetter lives again!!! 

About 5 inch drives in the Poly - When I 
purchased my first Poly the dealer managed to pawn 
off two used Shugart SA400 drives and before long I 
began my education. A letter to Shugart resulted in 
a OEM and Service Manual for free, along with about 
ten new head load -buttons. With complete servicing 
information my future drive troubles were short 
lived . Later, after purchasing a Shugart SA400L 
drive I got a free Service Manual for it. Shugart 
address was - SHUGART ASSOCIATES, 1503 South Coast 
Drive - Suite 310, Costa Mesa, CA 9Z6Z6 and the main 
office was - SHUGART ASSOCIATES 435 Oakmead 
Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA 94806. Seems there has been 
news of their selling out to someone. If someone is 
interested in adjusting or repairing a drive the 
manuals are invaluable plus easy to understand . I 
could go into a lot of detail about adjusting and 
cleaning for whatever it is worth . Head alignment, 
disk speed, zero track and head load bail adjustment 
but access to the manual would accomplish more 
toward solving a problem than an essay . One 
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important item · is to not lubricate the rails that 
the head travels on . Clean those with denatured 
alcohol and leave dry and mechanically free . Frank 
Stearns wrote a program to exercise a disk - called 
it ALIGN and was kind enought to send me a copy. 
That along with a SHUGART ASSOCIATES SA1Z4 
ALIGNMENT diskette you' r e off to the races . 

Keeping two Polys operating over the years has 
been an interesting experience . Being able to 
substitute between the two was no small advantage . 
With the "modern" systems today Ch ave two I BM PC's 
that do nothing but runl the newcomer will miss out 
on a lot of "down-t ime" fun . The real fun was the 
TRS-80 Model 1. Now there was a chance for real 
experience. 

While I have had to replace a few defective chips 
over the years the main cause of problems is poor 
contacts due to whatever they do to bend pins and 
coat them with excellent dielectric material. I 
found that denatured alcohol C190 proof), obtainable 
from "behind t he counter" at your favorite drug 
counter , is the best contact cleaning agent. It 
will take the hide right off on liberal skin contact 
and is flammable . Used with a cotton tipped swab 
CQ-Tip) and soft cotton cloth all board contacts can 
be cleaned easily. To give a board a good treatment 
I liberally swab the pin row with alcohol and then 
"rock" the chips while they're swimming in alcohol. 
I have found nothing that the alcohol bothers . Do 
recommend that the board be allowed to dry for a few 
minutes before firing up to avoid a meltdown . 

for detecting bad memory chips - the first two 
minutes of the "Extensive Memory Test" will 
generally disclose a problem . It is better and 
faster than running through the regular confidence 
test. Running the whole Extensive test gives chips 
the acid test but most generally if you don't get a 
problem by the time it starts the Galpat routine, 
you don't have a problem. 

Intermittent problems - may I be delivered from 
such . I had a CPU board that was infected by the 
devil - I swapped it with PolyMorphic - I got rid of 
the board but not the devil - does PolyMorphic know 
something I don't! The board I got back is 
intermittent!! It knows just when to go Alpha 
Sierra. 

A lockup with front panel or otherwise can be a 
problem . If all else fails and you're in Edit or 
Basic - don't shut off the computer . After 
rebooting GET EDIT or BASIC and generally the text 
in edit or the program is in basic can be found 
intact. Loosing run-tiae is a small price to pay. 
Rebooting does not zap RAM. That was explained in a 
much prior issue of PL. 

Bob Bybee wrote and sells a good communication 
program CSM.GOJ for the Poly. I have used it to 
transfer Cat 1200 Baud) Poly to IBM or vice versa . 
Need two modems to do it but it works fine. I have 
also used it to contact Bulletin Boards . It has 
it's limits but it works. 

I have one setup where I operate a Diablo 1620 
printer with both a serial and parallel port. Poly 
goes serial and IBM goes parallel. The Printer 
Works in Hayward, California sells a board that fits 
into the empty slot on the Diablo 1620 and accepts 
both serial and parallel input with a 6U buffer to 
sweeten the deal. Input from either computer can be 
stacked in the buffer serially but not fed at the 
same time, otherwise you've invented a new script! 

For professional work a daisy wheel is the only way 
to go. I have an Epson FX-100 for other than 
professional presentation and it makes good draft 
copy. 

Back when printers cost as much as a new 
automobile I bought a Diablo 1620 and 1640. They 
have served me well. Have never needed a repa ir. 
All they do is run and eat up multistrike ribbons 
like spaghetti. I doubt if there is a printer on 
the market today that can beat them for endurance 
and quality performance . They are still available . 
A 1640 rebuilt by Diablo sells for 1600 . 00 plus 
shipping . I bought one recently for my son and it's 
really a new printer that refuses to wear out. The 
Printer Works in Hayward also spec ializes in DIABLO 
printers and are knowledgable. 

I'm trying to find time to get a few programs 
together and include on this disk . Someone was 
wanting financial programs. Maybe what I can offer 
will be of some help. Don't know if they're "crude" 
but they serve the purpose. 

These are some ramblings about my love affair 
with my Polys'. When they reach retirement age I 
plan to let them out to pasture. They are old 
friends now and have served me well. Without them 
it would have been a different story. He who hasn't 
talked to a computer at some time or other has 
missed something. Saw an interview on TV with 
children concerning computers and one young lad when 
asked what he liked about computers, said that a 
computer was BETTER than a friend. Asked why, he 
said, "A computer will WAIT for you." By now you 
can guess which side of 30 that I am on. Computers 
are a quantum leap for man - they are the essence of 
man and his quest. A natural evolution of his 
creativity. They wait, and who can deny that they 
who wait also serve. 

The following is why I have a fac i nation for 
computers in general and Poly's i,n particular . 

Turn the clock well back. 

I never had my hands on a typewriter until I was 
over eighteen years old such, was the environment 
1937 . As a result I have a profound appreciation 
for any of the mechanical contrivances that provide 
capabilities sometime beyond our comprehension . 
Retiring from the Navy in 1957 I ventured into 
general real estate and loan business. This brought 
on the need to compute as a large part of the 
business was making or purchasing and selling at 
discounts loans of various configurations. The 
handiest thing at that time was a book of annuity 
tables and later a book of yield graphs requiring a 
lot of interpolation. Then came the Olivetti 
Divasumma 24 - a mechanical monster costing S62S .OO 
and noisy but it could do - + I & * plus it did have 
a memory. I wore two of them out before Hewlett 
Packard came out with the HP-80 Calso the HP-SS, 
HP-87 and HP-97) - a shirt pocket financial 
calculator that cost S39!LOO but it has the bond 
formula hard wired into it. With it we declared our 
independence from the two Mathematical PhD's at 
Delphi Science Services in Santa Monica and the UCLA 
computer. That was when Regulation Z went into 
effect and such things as APR's and Disclosure 
Statements became part of the loan business . Also, 
loans became a bit more sophisticated due to the 
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fact that the other guy had the same "weapons" with 
which to flimflam the public . Along came the TRS-80 
Model 1 from Radio Shack with a cassette storage 
Cthat had a habit of losing everything spontaneously 
and maliciously). 

Now we come to the good part. 

spotted a Poly at a computer show in Los 
Angeles and I guess the attractive thing about it 
was the beautiful wood cabinet. How many computers 
have you ever seen with a natural wood cabinet? 
Poly had it all, a dependable storage Cl have never 
lost one item in all the years of punching keys), 
attractive cabinet and it was about as bug free as 
you could want. With it my business prospered and I 
was hooked enough to buy another to keep at home 
and write programs for business and recreation. 
Eventually I bought a third one for parts. Over the 
years that I have the Poly's I also bought two 
Apples, one hypro and three IBM PC's. All are 
dependable machines but the sweetest sound is a 
booted Poly and the second is a Shugart SA400 drive 
trying to find tract 0. Watching it run a loan 
collection program doing batch processing using all 
three drives makes my heart soar like an eagle . 
Also, with other computers you don't get to know 
nice guys such as Frank Stearns, Bob Bybee and Ralph 
tenyon. 

The PolyMorphic computer is a Classic. 

Life goes on and more speed, capacity and 
versatility are needed so gradually the Poly's are 
being relieved of some of the larger tasks and being 
allowed to rest while the younger IBM guys take 
over. It would hardly be an office though without 
my faithful 8813's standing by to lend a hand 
whenever they are needed. 

Thanks for listening - JIM TRAHAN 

Ralph, April 4, 1987 
I couldn't decide which public domain disk to 

claim as my prise, especially after reading the 
JAN/FEB PolyLetter. So, enclosed is a check for 130 
- please send PGL-V-11 thru PGL-V-16 and I'll 
consider the free one as any one of those 6. My 
thanks to Stan Reifel for submitting his cross 
assemblers to PolyLetter. 

As we discussed on the phone awhile back Cthanks 
for the cam I have been toying with the idea of a 
ROM or RAM disk for the Poly system drive. 
Surveying the available S-100 cards it appears that 
the best solution is to wire wrap a custom circuit. 
Are there other hardware hackers reading PolyLetter 
that would be interested in a device of this type? 
If so, I would be glad to submit schematics and 
construction details as work progresses. 

Ieep up the good work. --- Ron Moffatt. 

!Thanks for the order. Do you know what to feed 
t-9? CSee Bit Bucketl. 

Ron, I bought the documentation for Semi-Disk to 
see if it could be used as a RAM-disk. It seems 
like there is no real difficulty in implementing it, 
but it is still somewhat costly Cover 1250). With 
the volume manager software, the Semi disk could be 
connected as a special device. Once booting from a 
regular disk, and imaging to the Semi-Disk, it would 

operate as a Cveryl fast disk drive . When I spoke 
to Glenn McComb he talked of a similar device. You 
might touch base with him as well. If you want 
speed, I have ASROM proms with a fast step time 
version Cfast drives required). 

There is a project which you could look into that 
some of our readers would be interested in . How 
could the Serial port on the Poly CPU be converted 
into a Parallel port? It seems to me that the 8251 
and the BRG chips could be removed and plugs 
connected in such a way that a parallel port 
results. Of course the best implementation would 
have to be software invisible to the existing serial 
port usage. Can it be done? Are there other 
hardware hackers out there who can say what would be 
required? There are users who would like to have a 
parallel port instead of a serial one. --- Ed . J 

Ralph, April 7, 1987 
I have a '76 Poly 88 which 1 was planning to 

replace its entire innards with a Teletek SPC-1 
(actually as systemasterl. Do you know Cal if 
anyone would like the old boards for spares, or Cbl 
if anyone is running CP/M with the original Poly 
boards? I'd actually like to keep the Poly boards, 
but with a CMOS RAM board & FDC rather than the 
Teletek Ca board of dubious reliability, whereas the 
Poly itself is rock-solid). I'd appreciate any info 
you can share. --- Richard Rodman, Falls Church, 
VA. CRichard, PolyLetter is published every two 
months . It has been primarily oriented toward Poly 
Disk system users. C8813, 8810 and Poly-88 with add 
on Poly Disk Systems.) It was unclear from your 
letter whether you have a disk system or the old 
tape system. 

For Poly disk system users there is a hardware 
modification which allows running CP/M. CSee Poly's 
ad in the sample PolyLetter.l You could put in a 
set of PROMS for some other CP/M system, but that 
would require disabling the single-step interrupt 
logic on the CPU card, and might require other 
modifications 11 well. You would simply be 
converting the Poly CPU into a generic 8080 CPU 
card. The VTJ is memory mapped, so would require a 
BIOS which could take advantage of that. --- Ed.l 
Hi Ralph, 

I got the diskette CPGL-V-09) and your note . 
The disk you sent is really good . I had to 

rewrite most ·as my BASIC would not accept some of 
the commands. My BASIC is B08C and Exec/76. It 
would not accept the command PAGE or FNEND? 

How many BASIC versions are there? I see that 
there are two other versions, A01 and COZ. How do I 
get these and how much? 

The disk I got has convinced my wife that I 
didn't buy a pile of junk! 

How large of big can the Poly be expanded? I now 
have 321 and George Little has let me two SI boards, 
but I have not been able to get them to work. When 
I have some time & get together with him we'll fix 
them. --- Len Thomsen, Delta, BC, Canada. 

Cln answer to your questions, "PAGE" works on BASIC 
C04 and has the same effect as "PRINT CHRSClZl,". 
"PRINT CHRSC1Zl," will work in earlier versions of 
BASIC. "FNEND" or "FN END" should work, even on 
B08C1 the error may be on the line before "FN END". 

DEC81DOM has Exec/83 with BASIC COlL. CLater 
than yours.) Exec/83 supports sub-directories. Sub 
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directories are created with the COPY or EDIT 
commands by using the "<" character. For example, 
"EDIT SUB<NAME . EX" will open file NAME.EX in 
sub-directory SUB.DX1 to see what's in a 
sub-directory, use "LIST SUB 11

• Sub-directories were 
not implemented before Exec/80. 

PGL-V-01 has Exec/4D with BASIC AOL CEarlier 
than yoursJ 

BASICS run AOO on cassette, A01 with Exec/4D, B08 
and B 14 with Exec/73, B08C with Exec/76, COO and 
COOL with Exec/78 and Exec/80, cot and C01L with 
Exec/80 and Exec/83, C02 with Exec/90, C03 with 
Exec/94 and Exec/95 and C04 with Exec/96 Cthe 
latest>. 

The latest version of Exec C96, which comes with 
BASIC C04> is available from Poly. Price '??? . 
Earlier versions come on various public domain or 
commercial disks. I'd have to check which is where, 
but I think Exec/83 is the common one. 

I offer my Exec/lA:SJ with HELP systems for 135 
CBASIC not included) which is better than Poly's 
latest. 

Exec/lA:SJ is the complete set of modifications to 
System-88, the operating system, and includes 
modified commands. Included are Dfnt.OV, Dfn2 .0V, 
Dfn3 .0V, Exec .OV, Gfid .OV, Prnt.OV, and Setup .GO. 
Al 1 Exec errors reported in BugNotes have been 
corrected in this version, and new commands CHELP, 
UnSys, WRITE, and Restart) have been added. Also, 
DONT & SQUEAL have been restored and DLIST is 
recursive for sub-directories. 

LIST and TYPE have been modified to prevent 
scrolt'ing past protected portions of screen. LIST 
also shows the number of free directory entries, so 
the program Space.GO is no longer needed. Also, in 
ENABLEd mode the flags for each file directory entry 
are shown CD for deleted, S for system, and N for 
new). With the flags, you can see just which files 
to use CLEARNEW or SETNEW on before using BACIUP. 
TYPE does not scroll past long lines Cmore than 64 
characters longL With both LIST and TYPE a ':' is 
used instead of a '.', and typing ESC will exit from 
either Cno need for CTRL-Yl. 

Sniff shows the current sector being tested. It 
erases the sector number if the sector wu ok. It 
also leaves the last sector number tested on the 
screen if you exit with a CTRL-Y. Also, you can 
tell Sniff what sector to start with. If the 
starting sector is larger than the sise of the disk, 
Sniff checks the entire disk. It defaults to the 
used sectors. "Sniff <d> <ssss>" will start 
checking with sector 1111 on drive d . With this 
enhancement, the program SNIFFALL.00 is no longer 
needed. 

The "UnSys" command allows one to designate all 
files in a directory as 'non-system' files. Like 
"SetSys", it prompts for the directory name, which 
may be a drive number. "UnSys" then clears the 
system bit on all files in the specified directory. 
The system must be in the ENABLEd mode. 

The Restart command re-starts a command file which 
has been interrupted or aborted. In restores the 
command file mode flag and allows continuing the 
command file with the next command. CReStart cannot 
restore programs which take control of the CTRL-Y 
interrupU 

WRITE sends text direct to the printer. This 
command affects only the printer which is selected . 
"WRITE CtextJ" prints ctext1 and a carriage return 
on the selected printer. 

SQUEAL sets a flag which tells Exec to report 
single density 5 inch disk errors. Whenever Exec is 
invoked, any previously unreported disk errors are 

displayed~rror 102: 0002 )I:· : 
Error 103: 0004 
Error 104: 0001 

DONT resets a flag which tell Exec not to display 
disk errors . "DONT" cancels the action of "SQUEAL" . 

HELP searches for a text file of help information 
and displays it on the screen . The help files may 
be on any drive. "HELP Cname1" displays the help 
file information in file "<?<HF<name.HF" . 
Example: HELP COMMANDS. - CDEFPATH is not changed 
by HELP.> "HELP Cdir1 Cname1" displays the help 
file information in the file "<?<HF<dir<name.HF" -
Example: HELP COMMAND LIST - Custom help files can 
be added by the user. 

Setup.GO shows which printer is the default 
device . It includes selection of two printer 
mini-cards, device 1 and device 0, as a normal 
option in the questions. CWith two printer 
mini-cards, you can switch between two printers 
without unplugging them . ) This version also 
corrects for the bug in Poly's DELETE routine. 
Other nice features include showing the driver name, 
and showing the printer name with the default 
parameters . These extra features have been added 
without using more costly disk space; it is the same 
size as Poly's version Cl 1 sectors>. 

Poly Hardware Expansion: 

The CPU type and speed cannot be expanded. The 
Screen cannot be expanded. Memory: to 56I CFFFF> 
the lowest 8I being unuaable1 one HI board does the 
trick . Configuration: CP/M hardware upgrade by 
Poly . Drives: up to three 5. 2S inch drives Cany 
combination of single sided single density with 350 
sectors each and double sided double density drives 
with 1400 sectors each), up to four 8 inch drives 
with 2484 C0.6M> sectors Single Sided or 4928 C1.2M> 
sectors Double Sided, up to 3 hard disks. I have 
three double sided single density 96tpi drives with 
1600 sectors each. The volume manager allows up to 
7 volumes on line at once. I have also had a Music 
Synthesizer board running in my Poly. Ram disks or 
extra memory could be installed but software would 
have to be written to utilize it. Many other S-100 
cards should be installable. --- Ed . J 

Dear Ralph, April 14, 1987 
I can only repeat the plaudits the other writers 

to PolyLetter have given you. It certainly is great 
to get helpful information when you are left out in 
the wilderness alone, without any local computer 
store. 

Bob Bybee has helped me out on the few problems I 
have had with the Poly Can 8813) . I have his PCalc 
1.1 and have found it very useful. 

The reason for writing: I have a Diablo 620 
printer; I get along fine until I try to print out a 
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long program, then start getting garbage. I presume 
the computer is sending more information than the 
printer can accept. I read your article in the last 
issue of PolyLetter and thought perhaps you could 
help me. Would you send me a wiring diagram for the 
header that possibly would correct this . 

(eep up the good work . --- Gary Sterling, 
Hendrick, 10. 

Cit sounds like your Poly is not honoring the 
printers handshaki ng signal. My earliest printer 
had only three lines in the cable . They were the 
Data line, CTS CClear to send), and a ground . These 
lines were connected to RS-232 cable pins 3, 5, & 7. 
On the Poly header plug on the Printer mini card, I 
connected pins 1 to 15, 3 to 14 and 3 to 12, and 
pins 9 to 10 . This allows the CTS signal on pin 3, 
which was generated by the printer, to drive both 
the CTS signal line on pin 14 and the DSR line on 
pin t 2. If the printer does not provide a CTS, or 
DSR signal, then the baud rate must be adjusted so 
that the computer does not over-run the printer 
buffer . Lowering the baud rate to 300 may help. If 
you send me a copy of the documentation on the 
RS-232 interface for the Diablo, I can better tell 
what you should have. --- Ed.J 

Dear Ralph, April 1987 
This is supposed to be an order, but I found some 

time to think about desirable hardware upgrades to 
the old Poly and thought I'd share the daydreams 
with you. 

An obvious one, which we discussed on the 'phone, 
would be a Centronics compatible parallel printer 
port. There are many parallel 1/0 S-100 boards on 
the market; the question is how to get the Poly to 
talk to them . As I understand it, the Poly is not 
geared to recognize anything but the CPU-board USART 
and the parallel keyboard port as its interface to 
the outside world. What, if anything, can be done 
to make it talk to a PIO board running on the bus? 

I'm not sure you'll consider this an upgrade 
exactly, but I would welcome a means of storing 
archival files on audio cassette . The medium is 
cheaper and far more robust than diskettes. It 
galls me to see the money and valuable storage space 
I have tied up in things like back issues of 
newsletters, which must be preserved in machine 
readable form "just in case" but are consulted at 
most once a year . Ideally, the cassette interface I 
have in mind would use Poly hardware and special 
software that would move files from diskette Cor 
hard disc) to tape in "disc image" formaL.and the 
reverse, of course. Any ideas? 

Another upgrade that I was considering was a 
different keyboard. I bought one ages ago but did 
not know how to get the right voltages out to make 
it run. While looking up some poop on the VTI board 
I happened to run into the info needed to get +5 and 
-12 volts for the keyboard . .. but I'm comfortable 
with the Poly keyboard now and probably won't make 
the change even though my 11 new 11 keyboard has a 
numeric pad . Thanks, incidentally, for publishing 
the info on the ESCAPE and CONTROL sequence 
equivalents of the Ieyboard III function keys. It 
took your efforts to get me to subscribe to 
Polyletter and as long as you are willing to carry 
the ball you can count on my renewals . 

How about a modification to the 8 11 disk 

controller to allow reading standard CP/M CIBM 
formatl disks. That, plus a switch to port-mapped 
video Callowing a 24 x 80 screen), would make the 
Poly a usable CP/M machine, since for practical 
purposes North Star single-density doesn't exist any 
more. , 

And speaking of disk drives: your other readers 
might be as interested as I am in your trick for 
using 96 tpi drives with the 5" SD controller, 
reading both single and double density. A list of 
compatible drives would be helpful. 

Reading Bob Bybee's report on his bid to acqu ire 
the source code for the Poly Exec set me thinking . 
If Poly will even consider selling something that 
will retain commercial value as long as there is a 
single working Poly, would they consider selling 
rights and info on projects that they've abandoned? 
I'd sure like to see their 16-bit single-board 
computer.their abandoned Z800 project, their 16-bit 
Exec. . . CSo would we all .. . about 5 years ago! 
-- Ed.J 

In contrast to several of your correspondents, I 
have no intention of deserting my Poly anytime soon; 
it's still serving the purpose for which I 
originally purchased it three years ago : learning 
how computers work. I also have an instinctive 
distaste for conformity, and the more compan ies join 
the indecent, disgusting rush to produce IBM 
look-alikes, the less attracted I am to the current 
generation of microcomputers. I like the S-100 bus 
because of the sheer diversity of systems that can 
use the same sturdy support hardware . When I do 
drop the Poly, I will almost certainly plug another 
S-100 board set into that bulletproof backplane and 
power supply. Which reminds me: I am looking for 
all the info I can get on S-100 hardware so that I 
can shop intell igently on the used market and at 
swap meets . Schematics, specs, service info . . even 
sales literature . I'll pay repro costs and postage 
and offer reprints of material I have that the 
manufacturer no longer offers. Info on other 
"obsolete" micro, mini and mainframe hardware is 
also of interest. Please publish my address and 
'phone. Oh yes: I need service manuals for the 
DECwriter II ISR terminal and I'm in the market for 
used Poly Wordmaster, 5 11 DD controller and 8" 
controller manuals. I see lots of Poly hardware 
advertised, but no docs! 

.. . Also: The year end issue of PL for 1980 
mentions a November "Disk of the bi-month" with some 
interesting stuff on it. is it available? How much 
are you charging for PolyLetter back issues? Is Don 
Moe's FORM . OV in the public domain? 

Enough! Ieep up the excellent work . Best 
regards, -- Marc de Piolenc, PO Bo:x 1549,La Jolla , 
CA 92038-1549, C619) 272-1725 

CAny S-100 compatible board with a serial or a 
parallel port should be made to work on the Poly, 
provided software was written to drive it, and the 
board was addressed so as not to interfere with the 
Poly's system calls . I wrote a parallel interface 
driver for the WW-Components VIO-X2 board . It's 
easy to interface the driver to the Poly system by 
making it a custom driver. 

Poly's program FILMS.GO will read and write to 
the Poly Cassette interface card . The capability 
you desire is old and exists. All you need to get 
is a cassette interface card and a copy of the 
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program FILMS.GO. I was testing one out last month 
and read an original poly file with FILMS. The one 
drawback is that the transfer takes place at 2400 
baud in the PolyPhase format and there is no way to 
validate that the transfer was error free except by 
re-reading the entire tape. 

The Poly VTI card has the provision to provide 
unregulated 8 Volts or Regulated 5 Volts for the 
keyboard. As you say, there are provisions on the 
board to allow putting in another voltage. There 
are three ground lines, so two additional voltages 
could be provided . The VTI board also has the 
provision for a negative as well as a positive 
strobe line . With the proper cable configuration 
and a little work on the VTI card, almost any 
parallel keyboard could be used. 

Lennie Araki worked for a long time getting the 
MS controller to read standard CP/M disks Call in 
software>- It wasn't fully reliable. It would be 
better to get yourself a cheap Cflea marketl disk 
controler which does not use OMA and write a driver 
for it. 

Switching to port-mapped video is simply a matter 
of installing the hardware and redirecting the WH1 
output to the appropriate code. I did it with the 
WW Components VIO-XZ board for test purposes . CThe 
board was used as an auxiliary display by a custom 
software clientJ 

My 98 tpi drives do not read double density. 
They read both 96 tpi and 48 tpi in single density 
format_ The 48 tpi trick is accomplished by 
skipping every other track. So far I have used 
SHUGART SA-460's, World Storage Technology FOO 
ZZ 1-5, MPI 9Z, and the SHUGART SA-485 CHalf heightl. 
The electrical interface requirements differ 
slightly from drive to drive. C96tpi PROMS : 135 . 
Conversion Software which Reads 35 or 40 track, SS 
or DS : 135). 

See PolyMorphic Systems Ad in previous issues for 
documents. 

PolyLetter Multiple Back Volume Pricing 
1980, 1981, 198Z, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986 

t of volumes dif 
1 15.00 
2 13.00 
3 1Z.OO 
4 10.00 
5 9.00 
6 8.00 
7 8.00 

total 
15.00 
Z8.00 
40.00 
50.00 

59.00 --· 67.00 
75 .00 

I'm not sure about Don Moe's Form. Al Levy bought 
the computer which used to be Don's lock stock and 
barrel along with much software originally owned by 
Logic, Inc . Al has submitted much of that software 
for inclusion in the public domain Csee PolyGlot 
Library Volume 8), but Form.OV was not among them. 
I can ask Al if he has more to submit. -- Ed . l 

Ralph, May 3, 1987 
I enjoyed the note from Glen McComb. Perhaps he 

or one of he ot~er design team members could write 
an article Cor a series) for us on the Poly design 
history, goals, etc. They were certainly far ahead 
of anyone else! When I got my Poly, others were 
pushing front-panel paddle switchess . In spite of 
this design brilliance, the company faded - what 

went wrong and could it have been avoided? 
I'd like to read this story - what do you think? 

--- Bob Johnson, Roanoak, VA 
p.s . My daughter is using my Poly as a word 

processor after ~er much newer laypro broke down! 

' 
CBob, have you read the book "The Peter Principle"? 
The author claims that Cfor the purpose of 
promotion) "supercompetence is incompetence". -- If 
your boss doesn't understand what you are doing, he 
won't think it's good and your promotion chances go 
down . I think that's one thing that happened to the 
Poly . They were so far ahead of their time no one 
could believe what they saw. Poly looked different. 
The sales claims were un-believable. Everyone else 
had a "DOS" Poly had an "Operating System". Poly 
had overlays, Cwhatever THEY wereJ Poly C8813) was 
also much more expensive. 1 paid 13100 for a 16I 
system with Z drives in 1979, and that was marked 
down by the dealer who wanted to get out of the Poly 
business. It wouldn't run CP/M either. CI bought 
the CP/M mod later). At the time the industry also 
had a bad reputation for promising the moon and 
developing the advertised product with the up-front 
sales income. Poly, with its super claims sure must 
have seemed like another one of those fly-by-night 
companies which was promising un-developed products. 
It was my hands-on use of the editor on last dealer 
demo model that sold me. Edit and PRINT were all I 
needed at the time. Poly beat hell out of North 
Star, Vector Graphics, Apple, Sol, and even the 
Alpha Micro at the time . The simple addition of 
file size in the directory list impressed me as more 
meaningful than the various CP/M system DIR 
listings. But.. . I ramble. The Poly wasn't 
marketed; the owners were engineers. -- EO . J 

Dear Ralph, May 6, 1987 
I received the issue of PolyLetter with my last 

letter in it. I appreciate your intent to do a good 
job for everyone involved in the preservation of the 
Poly systems, yet I was disturbed by your comments 
following the letter and their implications . 

We do not have the legal right to provide the 
Poly's source code. As I indicated in my last 
letter, we can only Cperhapsl answer written 
questions from your readers, based upon the 
knowledge of the code contained in the · Poly System. 

I hadn't yet received my copy of the PolyLetter 
when I got a phone call from Sirous pointing out 
your comments in the letter. 

Please set everyone straight. Sincerely, --
Glenn Andre McComb, P .0 . Drawer 90609, Santa 
Barbara, CA, 93190-0609 

CSirous tells me that he is negotiating to license 
the source code to one person who would NOT be 
permitted to distribute it. He said, however, that 
if enough people came forward, with a little more 
cash, he might be willing to consider a less 
restrictive licensing arrangement. Anyone 
interested should contact Sirous at PolyMorphic 
Systems. -- Ed.J 

Aszn.b.GO HouseJceepi ng 

PolyLetter has received requests for 'beginning' 
articles on Assembly Language Programming. Let me 
begin by discussing some of the house keeping 
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requirements for Asmb. 
Assembly language programs require a certain 

amount of 'housekeeping' for the assembler. In 
Poly's assembler this housekeeping is an absolute 
minimum . We must tell the assembler where the 
program is to be loaded into memory and where the 
loader is to start the program. We must also tell 
Asmb where the end of the program is . There is one 
other thing all assemblers must be told -- where the 
program starts generating code for. 

Normally the assembler expects each line to 
contain a label Coptionall, an opcode, its arguments 
Cif any) and a comment Calso optionall . To fit the 
housekeeping into this format certain instructions 
to the assembler are placed in the opcode field, and 
are called pseudo-opcodes CPOPsl . The POP which 
tells Asmb where the program is to be loaded and 
started is "IDNT". This POP takes two arguments; 
the first is the load address and the second is the 
start address . For most programs that will be the 
start of user memory which is 3ZOOH or the label 
USER . The code would appear thus: 

IDIT 31111,31111 

The POP which tells Asmb where to start 
generating code for is ORG, which takes one 
argument. ORG sets the value of the 
program counter . Most programs start out 
with: 

OIG UHi 
IDIT 1,1 

S is a special assembler variable - the 
current value of the instruction pointer. 
In this example ORG just set the program 
counter and IDNT takes that value for the 
load and start addresses. 

The last thing the assembler must see is 
the END POP. 

EID 

To make things easier, Poly has a library 
of system labels in the file called 
SYSTEM.SY. There are two POPs which allow 
us to use the contents of SYSTEM.SY. The 
POP "REFS" opens the file for the 
assembler. The POP "REF" reads an item 
from the file. As an example, let us get 
the system label USER using these POPs. 
The following would appear in your program: 

lEFS <?>SYSTEl.SY 
IEF JSEl 

The System Programmers 
list of these labels 
description of each one. 

This housekeeping 
following example: 

10,t1 t•• li•r•rr fil• 
;Ott t•• l•••l ftr 111r .. aerr. 

Guide c o n t a i n s a 
Cand macros) and a 

is summarized in the 

10,•• t•• li•r•rr file lEFS <?>SYSTEl .SY 
IEF ISEI ;Get t•• 11•11 fer 111r .... ,,. 

010 ISEI ;lltrt It liH 
IDIT l,I ;L••' & Start •••r•1111 

;01r Jrttr•• 1••• ••r• 
EID ;Tell ls•• ••'re deat 

Complete discriptions of all POPs are 
included in the MACRO 88 Assembler User's 
Guide from Poly Morph i c Systems . 

Smoke Test: 
by Ralph Kenyon 

I received an 8810 the other day which 
was given to me. The donor said it didn't 
work, and I could have it. 

Well, I had to go poking around in it to 
see if I could make it work. I re-seated 
all the boards Cthey had come lose in 
shipping) and checked for any obvious 
faults. Nothing was evident, so I plugged 
it in and turned on the power. The drive 
light came on and stayed on . The video 
screen filled with garbage - the kind the 
video interface manual describes as a 
"stable but useless display" - the kind 
which indicates that the CPU clock is not 
running. Ok, I pulls out me spare CPU and 
plugs it in - same difference. Hmmm. I 
get out my trusty field service manual and 
my pocket multimeter and start checking the 
voltages - no negative 16 volts on the 
backplane. 

Ok, sez me, lets test these boards in my 
other 8810. I lug my other 8810 out from 
the other room and remove the top cover and 
the left side. After standing the machine 
up on its side, I start plugging boards in 
from the dead 8810. Video works fine. 
Likewise the memory boards. Similarly the 
disk controller card. 

By now, I am suspecting that the problem 
is in the dead 8810's backplane and 
confidently plug in the CPU card from the 
dead 8810. Oop-s! Smoke pours out of the 
backplane of my good 8810 and I get this 
sinking feeling in the pit of my stomach. 
The power available light goes out too. So 
that's why they call it a "smoke test". I 
look at the fuse and find that its smokey 
black. Nothing is left of the wire. 
Hoping the dammage is nothing permanent, I 
quickly replace the CPU with my good one 
and put in another fuse. Nope, the video 
display is "stable but useless". Holy cow! 
More smoke and the lights go out again. 
Sure enough, the fuse is fried again. 

Okay, I remove all the cards, pull the 
power supply plug, and replace the fuse. I 
start searching for any scorching on the 
power supply end of the back plane. The 
resistors all look fine. I test the 
capacitors to see if they are shorted -
nope. That leaves the diodes . They don't 
look damaged, so I try my multimeter on the 
diodes and find that they seem to show a 
low resistance both ways - which just ain't 
right. It's supposed to be low one way and 
high the other. 

Okay, sez me, maybe we can't test it in 
the circuit and I gets out me soldering 
iron to unstick one end; that way I can get 
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a true reading . The first one is fine, but 
the second one comes apart wh i le undoing 
i t. Ah ha ! I check and find that this 
diode is one in the -16V supply. Sure 
enough, the other one is dead too. Luckily 
I have some of these diodes around. I 
solder the two rep l acements in place and 
plug the board back in. Lo! The power is 
back . I plug in my good CPU and yea 
verily, everything works fine . Whew! That 
was a close one. I thought I had lost my 
lugable 8810 for good. 

Ok , lets look at that bad CPU . I check 
the resistance between the -16V line and 
ground -- its a big fat zero, a dead short! 
It's no wonder the power supply gave up the 
ghost. I look over the circuit and see 
that it goes to the regulator and to a 
tantalum capacitor. Well, something is 
shorted, maybe the capacitor? I'll check 
it out later. Let's see if that other 8810 
has the same problem. My first check of 
the diodes says they're okay. Okay, what 
gives? Plug the power supply back in, and 
measure voltages at the source . Hey! 
They ' re okay! Wait a minute! I just 
measured 0 voltes on the backplane . 

Okay, let's check it out again. Let's 
see, I'll follow the circuit up to the 
S-100 plug. It's ok there . So I check the 
power supply on the other S-100 plugs . 
Nothing there . That's fishy. We should 
have the same voltage everywhere on the 
back.:.plane . Okay, I disconnect the power 
supply and start measuring resistances 
between the different S-100 plugs at the 
-16V line . Whoops, there's an open 
circuit. In fact, a quick test shows that 
3 of the 5 plugs are open. 

That short on the CPU must have burned 
out the trace where the plug connect to it, 
and it must have happened in three 
different slots. The one getting power and 
the ones on either side of it. Soo the 
trace burned out before the diodes and 
before the fuse. No wonder, the fuse was a 
S amp instead of the 2 amp fuse which was 
recommended. Okay, to fix this, I solder a 
jumper wire from plug to plug on the back 
of the back-plane. Now, I put all the 
boards back in except the CPU. This time I 
put in my spare CPU card. Horay, the 
system works! Okay, I'll check out that 
CPU card later. 

BugNol:es 

Ustract Sy1t111 h11tt1 t1 I.I DecHhr II, ltU 

ROB 4.3 has a bug in its exit routine. The vector 
in SRA 7 is not restored on exiting from RDB with the 
"Q" command. This results in jumping CPCHLl to the 
location of Hte ROB single step handler when some 
spurious interupts occure . Normally, the front 
panel would be entered under these conditions, but 
the address of the routine for the interupt has been 
reset by ROB to point at its own single step 
handler. If memory has been ZAPed, this interupt 
will "coast thru" the NOP's to reboot CIF you have 

memory thru OFFFFHL If the top of memory is less 
than OFFFFH, Cand there is no protected program 
there), an infinite loop CNOP's thru to FFl, blowing 
the stack, and rebooting will result . If the 
editor, BASIC, or some other program has placed data 
in memory, the results will be unpredictable. 

To restore the integr i ty of the system after 
using RDB, it is best to reboot the system with the 
reset button. The "boot" command is not suffic ient, 
since the INITER vector table is only restored when 
the program counter starts from 0000. boot doesn't 
go back that far . 

Publio Do~ain 

PolyLetter has just received the disks of user 
programs which were in the old Poly-88 user group . 
I haven't had time to catalog them and incorporate 
them into the PolyOlot Library, but you can look 
forward to that being done in future issues . Lets 
give Roger Lewis a vote of thanks for submitting 
them. 

The Other Guys 

Well, I' ve spent more time being frustrated with 
my XT clone these last two months. I recently found 
out that CTRL-U on the clone does what CTRL-X does 
on the Poly. I thought of using the ANSI.SYS driver 
to map CTRL-X to CTRL-U, but did not do i t. I 
absolutely hate having to shift to get the colon on 
the clone, so I switched the colon and the 
semi-colon using the ANSI.SYS driver. Of course, it 
is bypassed in most applications, so I have to 
remember when the mapping works and when it doesn't. 
Of course, to make the clone keyboard like the 
poly's, more keys need to be moved and that includes 
some control keys . If anyone wants to know how to 
do it, give me a call and I'll provide the details . 
I finally got OW-BASIC for the clone . It doesn't 
have MAT! And the file handling is so complicated . 
Poly BASIC knows about fixed length records from the 
directory information. OW-BASIC has to be told in 
the program. I converted my TICILER.BS program over 
to OW-BASIC. If anyone is interested I'll share the 
learning experience here. 

Abstract Systems, etc. 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
C413l 458-8421 

DISll -- DllYll -- IODEll -- PIOIS -- IOFTlllE -- SPELL 

I . llllLL disttttts : 5" 10 ~ard stctor -- Sil ptr bo1 of 10 . 
2. Two wortiag SSSD Sl-400 5" dri•ts -- S21 tacb, S52 for botb . 
3. H1yts licro•odt• 100 for only S25 . 

1300 b1ad in bas •irtct c1111ct •o•t• . Li•ittd qaantity . l 
4. HaytsSys ••dt• s1ftwart (for tbt lier•••••• 1001 S25 . 
5. CllS) Sptll , a gud sptlliag cbtchr for 135 . 
6. Abstract Systt•s E1tc IE1~a1ct•t1ts & bats corrtc t td l S3S . 
f Abstract Systtms Pnms IEahact•tnts & bats corncttdl S35 . 
8. PolyGlol Library Yol1•ts 1 t~ra 22 , S6 tacb. 
IStnd SI . OD for 1 co•plttt catalog--Cfrtt witb any ordtrl. l 

ll1tt cbtcts p1yablt to Ralph ltnyoa.l 

Eight inch MAXALL 32 hard sectored diskettes for 
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your MS . S 15 .00 per box or S 115 .00 per ten boxes . 
Also, many used boards, parts ilnd systems - CALL . 
Al Levy, Post Office Box 71, Hicksville, NY 11802, 
(516> 293-8368 

PolyMorphic Systems 
7334-H Hollister Avenue, 
Sanh Barban, CA 93117 
(805) 685-6238 

1. System Software : Exec/96, WordMuter II, & BASIC; 
d i sks + addendum (w/o manuals> - Normally S 150, 

Specid S95 . 
2 . Manuals : User, WordMaster, & BASIC - Normally 

S 150, Special $95 . 
3 . Other Manuals and Theory of Operation Manuals . 

CALL 
4 . CPI M hardware conversion : S 100 plus parts . <CP /M 

license, manuals, and software : S200) 
5 . 161( to 64K memory card conversion S 125 .00 plus 

parts . <The 16K board has to be a Poly board and 
in good working condition.> 

6 . Serial mini-cards : New - S 150, Reconditioned -
S75, Bare board - S30 

For Sale : Multiple 8813 systems - each with 3 
drives, 64I, Monitor, and Keyboard - Make offer. 
Robert L. Schwarts, 906 Main Street, Cincinnati, OH, 
45202, (513) 241-3447 . 

For Sale : 641 8813 with 3 drives . Make offer. 
Vince Greenen, 445 Buckeye, Naperville, IL, 60540, 
(312> 420-8813 days, (312) 961-2511 evenings . 

For Sale : Video Board - S95, 8 11 Disk Controler -
S150 , Printer Interface - $50, Poly CPU - S125, 
Priam Hard Disk with Poly Interface card and Power 
Supply - S400, Poly Ieyboard/Screen enclosure -
$175 . Charles Trayser, 415-651-5931. 

For Sitle : 8813 System with Decwriter printer . Make 
offer . - Karen Ilyss, 4050 Hearthstone Court, 
Cincinnati, OH, 45245, (513> 752-7186. 

Poly for sale : C. Barclay Gilpin, 407 Lenwood Drive, 
Costa Mesa, CA, 92627 (714> 642-0390 . 

FOR SALE: Two 511 SSSD SA400 drives, S36 each . - ten 
Lowe, 5936 W. Zina Circle, Wut Valley City, UT, 
84120 (801) 969-7736 . 

Charles A. Thompson 
PolyCom Associates 
2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Ddlas, Texas 75205-1532 
Phone: (214)-368-8223 

PolyCom General Ledger S 125 

Version 4 is the original form, where you keep 
each separate set of books on separate diskettes . 

Version 5 is menu driven and allows you to keep a 
number of different sets of books on-line . <Version 
5 requires a hard disk, preferably, or at least DSDD 
floppies> . Either version is S 125 .00, including the 
operations manual. 

FOR SALE : Poly 8810 box with power supply and mother 
board . S50 plus shipping . 

Readers Responses 

The type is too dense and hard to read. Good 
articles, however. Still got both Polys and a PC 
"clone" now. Trying to get rid of my 8813 3 drives 
561, extra keyboard, etc. If you know anybody. Bob 
Tripi, Westboro, MA. 

I'd like to hear more about running Poly on the PC. 
I've thought of building a VZO based machine and 
downloading the Poly ROMS to the RAM, but I'm not 
too sure of how to convert the Poly disk routines . 
Art Norton, Fort Worth, TX 

Ralph - My Poly has pretty much been superseded by a 
4 MHz CP/M machine with 30 Meg of Hard Disk and a 
generic MS-DOS Clone. It is still operational, 
though, and I do have an occasional piece of work 
for it. Let's face it... The Poly is pretty much 
dead - not too much more is going to happen with it. 
I plan to install a Z80 in mine - will write an 
article when I do. This will open up additional 
CP/M software. John Warkentin, Citrus Heights, CA 

Ieep up the good work. I've seen more reader input 
in the past six issues than ever before. Jim 
Trahan, Oxnard, CA. 

Would love to see a disassembly and explanation of 
any recent printer driver - how to kill special 
handling of printer control codes (backspace, LF, 
CR, etc . L John McNally, Goleta, CA. 

I have written a program which removes the spaces & 
un-numbered remarks from a program and would be 
willing to put it in the public domain if you're 
interested. George Mack, Fort Wayne, IN 

Have Z 88's . Enjoy PolyLetter very much. 
August Flassig, Portage, IN 

More information on hardware function & repair 
perhaps fault tracing. I am very pleased with the 
content & loot forward to receiving lPolyLetter1 
regularly. leep up the good work. --- Dr . 
Briarity, Nottingham, Great Britain. 

I haven't had much time, but I did glance at the 
last page of PolyLetter. l870ZJ Please send me the 
PolyMorphic Systems Quick Reference Card. 
'Cap', San Francisco, CA. 

The changes are great. l anticipate the PC-Poly 
disk info. You are doing a wonderful job. 
Richard Wagner, Dallas, TX. 

Ways of talking to PC's. I will probably phase out 
the Poly this year after 9.5 years of use. It is a 
shame. I prefer the Poly Editor to write programs 
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but the lack of a file management program dooms it. 
Jaclc Hill, White Rock, New Mexico. 

Ieep up the good worlc. --- Percy Roy, Edmonton, 
Alberta, Canada. 

Darn hard to improve it - lceep up the great worlc . 
--- Robert Johnson, Roanoke, VA. 

Thanlcs for PolyLetter. Very informative. Margot 
Palmer-Poroner, NY, NY. 

Bit BuoJcet 

I-9 is getting wealc . Can't anyone come up with 
what he is to be fed? It 's worth a free public 
domain dislc if you are the first one with the 
correct answer. 

'Zeroth' generation computers were simple 
electro-mechanical control circuits. first 
generation computers were made with vacuum tubes . 
Second generation computers were made with 
transistors . The third generation uses integrated 
circuits and the fourth generation uses large scale 
integrated circuits CLSD . The Japanese hope to 
combine very large scale integrated circuits CVLSD 
with integrated software design Cat the chip level) 
to be the first to bring the fifth generation to 
mar le et. 

WORM : Write Once, Read Many times . 

Poly Letter 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, HA 01267 
(413) 458-8421 
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Editorial 

Well. I must apologize for being later that I 
expected _ This time, I am happy to report that I 
have successfully completed my masters thesis in 
philosophy _ All the rewnting is finally done _ I 
have also passed my oral exam and will be awarded my 
Master of Arts 1n Philosophy on September first. 
Well, enough of blowing my own horn . 

I am taking to heart the many complaints that 
have asked me to use blank lines between paragraphs . 
Even though that reduces the information content of 
an issue, it does improve readability _ Speaking of 
readabil i ty, I have been looking at laser printers 

\ and drooling. However, the high cost keeps me from 
\ . making a move . PolyLetter cannot afford to buy one; 
\ ~ at its present income rate it would take three years 

to pay for it if I let everything else go . Maybe 
. Ralph Kenyon, or Abstract Systems, will be able to 
justify one, and then PolyLetter w1ll benefit. 

I also attended the American Association for 
Artificial Intelligence conference in Seattle 
Washington last month_ The things they can make 
computers do (and the things they still can't make 
them do) cont inue to be amazing_ Of course, nobody 
has anything like the Poly yet CanymoreL The 
VMACStm graphics editor, which runs on a Symbolics 
3645, a 150,000.00 machine, seems to do for graphics 
editing what the Poly does for text editing_ 

While in Seattle, I found out where the term 
'skid row' came from_ It seems they had a road that 
was used for skidding logs down the hill and it was 
called skid road_ Later, after the logging industry 
in that area went under, derelicts congregated among 
the defunct bu il dings along the road, and were 
cal led 'skid-road bums'_ In the manner that our 
language evolves, after years the final 'd' was 
dropped and we get today's spelling and 
pronunciation. CThat's just a bit of local color.) 

Well, my 11 year old Poly is finally becoming 
cranky. Sometimes I have to boot it twice to get a 
clean start -- but, once it is running, it still is 
trouble free . 

SORT.GO 

SORT . GO is a general line sorting utility that 
operates much llke the MS-DOS external command 
SORT. It takes input from a file, sorts the lines, 
and writes the sorted output to another file . 
Sorting can be in reverse order, or by any specified 
column . The maximum line length is 254 characters 
and the maximum size file that can be sorted is what 
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will fit i n memory, somewhere above 40K (for a full 
boxL Sort places lines shorter than the specif ied 
sorting column at the beginning Cend 1f r everse 
order is selected) and included lower case letters 
with the upper case . Th i s is espec ial ly useful in 
preparing a cross reference !1st sorted by various 
columns, or in preparing a sorted !1st of 
quotations, etc . To order SORT, send me a check or 
money order for St0 . 00 payable to Ralph Kenyon _ 

Letters 

Dear Mr . Kenyon May 28, 1987 

Originally, PolyMorph1c addressed its advertising 
to the law office. Remember those early 
advertisements of the Poly 88, and the ultimate Po ly 
8813, that sat on the lawyer ' s conference table with 
law books in the background? 

I bought no less than s ix C6) Poly Morph1c 
systems .. All of them filled to the max with memory, 
up and running . I invented program s for my b1ll s, 
for collections, for accident cases, and I even had 
a program for throwing computer salesmen ou t of the 
office . I would type their name and address and 
Poly would immediately Wflte a letter to th e tr 
employer advising them that they perfor me d a 
wonderful demonstrat i on . It wou ld e xp l ain tha t 
their system did not surpass the Poly Morph 1c system 
that I had been using for years . Th e salesman would 
walk out of the office in bew!ldermen t, wondering 
how it could know that they came there and co uld 
write a letter all by itself and be so specific . Of 
course, it was all done in Basic . 

Our Poly became a closed club for elite user s who 
were way ahead of the rest of the wo rld . Poly knew 
Serial was better than Parallel, that Sixty Four 
C6-l) characters across were more v1s1ble and 
practical than Eighty (80) and that Editing was a 
science and skill with depth limited on ly to the 
desire of the user. 

Being the first on the block with new to ys 1s 
really fun for a while, but ten you find th a t 1t 1s 
a habit you can't break . Those of you wh o subscri be 
to this letter are probably more gadgeteers th an 
computer enthusiasts . We are the ones who struggl ed 
through the early marketing who pur ch as ed cor ds for 
their units that did not always work and that 
sometimes had little wires on them co r recttng 
mistakes on the printed circuit . We kne w the 
glitches, and the bugs and we learned to work around 
them , like don't ever be full of electri c al stati c 
when you sit down to your computer and how to open 
the unit to check for bad contacts before we ship 1t 
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back to California . 

Do people laugh at you and say "PolyWhat?". Do 
you spend a lot of time explaining why you are proud 
to use a Poly? Have you succumbed to the IBM P.C.? 

First: do you remember the gentlemen's agreement 
we made when I released source to you? You would 
rewrite SPELL to suite your tastes and not sell 1t 
to the general public without perm1ss1on . You said 
you'd go ahead and disassemble the code anyway if I 
didn't send you the source . Perhaps the program 

Enter the IBM Clone which surrounds us with · wasn't so horrible after all if you were that eager 
merchandise to the point of. selling disks 1n the for the source. 
drug stores and software in every bookstore . I held 
out as long as I could . I was not the fust on the 
block with clones . The transition was difficult. 
It was like unlearning a language and learning a new 
language that i s miss ing a lot of words . We always 
knew where that delete key was . Now there are two, 
1n places where you would not expect them to be . 
The cursor and text movement are now strange 
animals . All those function keys do things that our 
preprogrammers told them to do instead of what we 
tell them to do, and every program is a little 
different. How do you exit with WordPerfect or from 
a Modem or from BASIC ? Where is that 
confidence-building sound that comes from the 
clicking of disk dr ives? We had it down . We were 
the leaders . We were 1n charge of that Poly, but 
now the personal computer is in charge of us . 

It is hard to ignore the new standards, color 
monitors, plentiful new programs and the public 
domain software that are so pretty, fast and so 
perfect in their ways. It is hard to give up our 
own brain child special programs that we could fix 
ourselves . We just had exactly what we needed and 
knew: just how to use it. 

So much for the game and the fun . Now it is just 
a thing everyone uses wit no special pride. We may 
have been the first on the block, probably not just 
wit h the home computer, we are probably the ones 
that also were the first with the VCR and the 
self-focusing camera and the telephone answering 
device . We are the last survivors of the 
gadgeteers. We know that, but nobody eles dose, and 
nobody else cares, so let's hang in there, Brother 
Users, lets promote the PolyLetter, and let's have a 
good time with that old equipment, notwithstanding 
the fact that we probably all, one day, will be 
clone operators and only we chosen few shall know we 
are "PolyPeople" at heart. -- Very truly yours, -
Robert L. Schwarts, Cincinnati, Ohio . 

lAmen . Ed.J 

Dear Ralph: July 6, 1987 

[You've gone and pissed me off and I hope you'll 
publish the following rebuttal to your first-page 
editorial about SPELL which appeared in the May/June 
1987 PolyLetter. This letter is also on the 
enclosed DOS diskette, formatted for handling by the 
Poly editor.J 

I'm miffed that after I gave you source for SPELL 
Cand the dictionaries) you would belittle my 
original SPELL product. While it borders on 
ridiculous that I need to defend a product that is 
nearly five years old, I owe such a defense to those 
many Cand quite satisfied) customers who own SPELL 
3.0 and who are still using it. 

Second: fitting a comprehensive SPELL program 
into the hardware limits of Poly was a feat in and 
of itself. In my vers i on of SPELL, many tricks in 

dictionary breakdowns, bu1lt-1n suffixes and 
prefixes, intentional special spell ings of less than 
a dozen words 1n the d1ct1onary, and so on, were all 
done to live (and l i ve reasonably) within the 
confines of the Poly hardware . The h1erarch1cal 
content editing of the d1ctionanes -- done to 
accommodate limited Poly memory -- 1s itself worth a 
considerable amount of money . 

Many of the "fixes" you cite are those that I 
abandoned from the standpoint of a professional 
writer . By the time I'd settled on the general 
design of SPELL Cthe 1.x and early 2 .x vers io ns 
never saw daylight), I'd written over 2 million 
words and had edited some 15 mill ion words . I had 
(and still do have) a good idea of the kinds of 
spelling errors we frail humans are inclined to 
make . Your "large prefix and suffix" dictionary, 
which demands a MISSPELL file, would require the 
user to be adding to 1t for a long time and in the 
meantime pass many improperly spelled words . On the 
other hand, my approach was to set practical and 
known limits tQ what the program would and would not 
pass . A "large prefix and suffix" dict io nary scares 
me, MISSPELL file or not. I remember the 
development stages of SPELL when! had numerous 
prefixes and suffixes. Many of these were not 
really suffixes or prefixes, but rather convenient 
groupings of letters. The error rat e was 
unacceptable Cas you've apparently discovered -
hence your MISSPELL file). That's when ! said, 
"Hold it! Let's limit entries in the suffix and 
prefix dictionary to the genuine item, and keep them 
safely inside the code where no 1ndiscnminate 
additions can be made ... " 

The best way to avoid this whole mess 1s to 
eliminate suffixes and prefixes from the algonthm . 
That is, all proper forms of a word are 1n the 
dictionaries as discrete entries. That's what most 
of the DOS spellers do that are nearly 1 00% 
accurate. con a 80286 DOS machine there's adequate 
RAM and convenient disk space for just such a huge 
dictionary . ) This approach is difficult on Poly 
because of the hardware -- that's why I used 
suffixes and prefixes. 

It would appear that you've used some o f the 
hard-won tricks I developed 1n order to make a 
comprehensive speller fly on standard Poly floppies 
and 561C of RAM . If you're not going to pay for 
those tricks, at least credit me with them - - o r 
tell me how you've done it different l y. 

Do you remember how proud you wer e tha t you 
changed my 1/0 buffering? CMy scheme was de s ig ned 
to go easy on the hardware .) Do you remem ber my 
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comments that your 1/0 buffer approach (while 
theoretically more streamlined) made the floppy 
drives sound like woodpeckers, and that the hard 
disk spent more time seeking then loading? 

You also thought 1t strange that 1 11m1ted the 
suff1x/pref1x recursion to two levels. "I've made 
the recursion go as deep as 1t wants," you said . 
Later, I remember a conversation where you'd put the 
recursion back to two levels so that "Just any old 
thing wouldn't eventually pass ." 

The point 1s, Ralph, please don't directly or 
indirectly put down a product to which you were 
g iven source and assistance free of charge; and 
don't discount the subtleties of the design based on 
usage, rather than theory . Also, don't discount 
those many buyers of the original Frank Stearns 
Associates SPELL who found the product extremely 
useful. My product was available in 1982; yours -
apparently based in part on mine -- is here in 1987 . 

And, oops, did you run your version of SPELL on 
the May/June issue of PolyLetter? Note the series 
of letters "Dammage" on page 7, second column, 5th 
paragraph of the article . You CSPELL?) meant 
"DAMAGE". I don't suppose you've got the non-suffix 
" mage" in your suffix dictionary . . . --- Sincerely, 
Frank Stearns . 

CDear Frank, August 3, 1987 

I am in receipt of your letter of July 6, 1987, 
· and I must say that 1 am quite disappointed with 
your response. Far from belittling your version of 
Spell, I merly stated that I was not at all 
satisfied with it and that your dictionaries 
contained misspelling in the form of double letter 
endings . 

I was dissatisfied for exactly the same reason 
that others were -- Spell 3.0 does not preserve the 
letter case structure of the misspelled word . This 
user unfriendlyness makes it difficult to find the 
misspelled words in the original text. 1 was not 
the only one who suggested this change. Others have 
told me that they recommended this change to you as 
well. 

You did not 'give' me Spell 3.0 . You exchanged 
Spell for some of my software, including AutoPath, 
which was written especially to your specifications . 

As far as a the 'gentleman's agreement' is 
concerned, I agreed not to distribute your source 
list or the modified version of your Spell. 
However, you seem to have forgotten that I stated 
that I was unable to modify it and that 1 would 
write my own version . 1 even sent you some 
suggestions for improvements . This took place back 
in 1984 . I was even kind enough to not tell you why 
1 couldn't modify your program . You failed to 
conform to structured programming techniques, making 
your program extremely difficult to follow (even 
with the documentation), let al·one prove it correct. 
I also sent you an early copy of my own version . 
Had you taken a moment to look over that source list 
you would have see that there was no sim1lar1ty to 
yours at all . 1 did try to make mine operate like 

yours 1n its user interface and display, but there 
the similarities ended . I never used any of your 
code; however, I refrained from competing with you 
as a professional courtesy out of cons1derat1on for 
your providing me wit h your source list. 

My early version of Spell did allow true 
recursion on the prefix and suffix files. but 1 soon 
found out that many illegal combinations resulted. 
I even tried 11m1t1ng recursion to a fixed number of 
levels, at first trying three, and then two levels. 
However, instead of staying with recursion to t wo 
levels, I finally opted to put combined prefixes and 
suffixes into the appropriate flies . 1 eliminated 
recursion ent1rely . -- Obviously, l have undergone 
the same kind of developmental process you did. 
which is further testimony t o my having written my 
version separately . -- I encode the usual suffix 
spelling rule transformations into the routine which 
strips a suffix off. For example , Jf the suffix 
begins with '!', and a match fails, the routine 
changes the 'I' to a •y• and tries again . It also 
looks for double consonants, str1pp 1ng one . Other 
rules in my engl1sh grammar book have a l so been 
incorporated, but not all are fool-proof, hence the 
MISSPELL file . S ince double keying 1s a common 
problem with Poly keyboards, having double consonant 
endings in the dictionary is undesirable Clo my wa y 
of thinking). Hundreds of such words were in you r 
dictionaries . 

The concept of loading as much of the d1ct1onary 
into memory as possible and then doing a serial 
comparison with the data file was covered in a 
course I took back in 1979 as part of my Masters in 
computer science . As for the oth e r 'main' tncks, I 
simply used a highly opt1m1zed sea rch routine which 
combines both hashing and binary search techn iques . 
The search routine is EXTREMELY fast and effic iently 
uses registers only . It is hand opt1m1zed for 
speed. Although my d1ct1onar1es are arranged i n 
word size order, 1 hope to eventually put them in 
frequency order by using the Brown Corpus Clf I use 
the Poly that long). Unfortunately my disk 1/0 

routines do only one sector at a time, and cou ld be 
enhanced to reduce the clicki ty-cl ack. I i ust 
haven't gotten around to implementing a larger block 
size . I should think a whole track (10 sectors ) 
would be ideal, but that correspondingly shnnks the 
maximum allowable dictionary size . 

As you point out. 'dammage' result from the 
suffix 'age' and the word 'dam' with the double 
consonant elimination rule, and needs to be added to 
the misspell file . 

Moreover, my release of my version of Spell is to 
fill the vacancy you left when you got out of the 
Poly business, not to denigrate those who already 
have your version . After all. your version is no 
longer available . 

The point 1s, Frank, there are maior differences 
between our versions of Spe ll, with advan tages and 
disadvantages to each . Mine is not a mod1f ic at1on 
of yours. although it is des igned to have a s1rnilar 
user interface. The biggest differen ce ri g ht now is 
that yours is u n av a.11ab1 e and u n - suppor ted w h 11 e 
mine is both available and suppo rted . (U n le ss 
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you've got a copy left around and would l i ke to put 
i t into the public domain l i brary?) Sincerly, 
Ed . I 

Hello Ralph, July 12 , 1987 

Is i t poetic justi c e when a misspelled word · 
appears in the des c rip tio n of a spelling checker? 
(Last paragraph - fl_!ppy) 

I' ve had a chance to try out the Z-80 cross 
assemb ler. What 1s h e d i fference between casm .GO 
and CASMZ . GO ? I uldn't either one to run . 
Apparently they expect to see a system clock of some 
sort. Not having one , CDo you have any details on 
what it would be? ) i t was necessary to edit 
FRONT . AS and change a MACRO from: 

CLOCK EQU on 
to 

CLOCK EQU off 

The ent i re file must be re-assembled. I modified 
the command file "ASMC" to give the code a new name . 
Anyone with a 2 drive system 1s up the creek . Maybe 
you could offer the de-clocked vers i on on a PGL 
disk . 

The documentation on this disk CZ80) refers to 
the 8048 assembler. I haven't tried that one yet, 
but I suspect the clock w1Il also need to be 
disabled . Should there be different documentation? 
The .format & commands seem to work the same . 

On your musings of removing the serial I/O chip 
and replacing it with a parallel device : 

Don't do it! 

· Fi rst , there is no pin for pin compatible device and 
second, you would lose communications with an 
external modem . My suggestion is to do some 
detective work on the printer driver Cwe already 
know it talks through WH6 & 7l. 

By locating the processor 'in' and 'out' 
instruct ions in these wormholes we can modify the 
code to talk to an auxiliary S-100 parallel board . 
Two programs could be created, one for the parallel 
card and one to revert back to standard Poly. They 
would be minor compared to writing a complete driver 
with the same features as we've grown accustomed to . 

Sorry, but no good guesses on K-9's food . Not 
having owned a dog, I'm not up on all the brand 
names of food, but isn't there one called KCn)ibbles 
& Bits? I th i nk i t's a byte size serial. 

Keep up the good work . --- Ron Moffatt, 
Rochester, NY. 

CRon, a £l i ppy is a floppy wh i ch has holes punched 
in both sides so that i t can be turned over and the 
other s ide used; however no less than Frank Sterns 
found the word damage spelled wrol'lg Cdammagel i n 
another area . See h i s letter and my reply about 
Spell. 

I don't know anything about the Z-80 and 8048 

cross assemblers . They are i dentical t o the 
software submitted for inclusion except that I have 
changed the extensions to AS to conform to 
CPolyLetterl standard extensions for assembly 
language fi les . 

In regard to the ser i al I parallel processor 
idea . I had in mi nd finding out what chip s, 
including the 8251. needed to be removed and 
designing a piggy-back card which plugs i nto t hose 
(more than one?) ch ip sockets and wh ic h will give a 
parallel i nterface without chang i ng the ser1a l 
driver software . I have already wr i tten a paral l el 
device driver which interfaces with the system as a 
custom device driver. Th i s runs the WW - Components 
VIO-X2 video board in a two-way mode . It connects 
as a custom pr1nter to the ex1st1ng s oftware . I 
could easily modify my dr i ver for other 5-100 
para! lei interface cards, but had thought about the 
person who has no need for the ser i al interface at 
all -- perhaps they have an in-bus modem, or no 
modem at all. 

Congratulations for submitting the second correct 
response to K-9's food . You get extra credit for 
identifying the food as a "Byte sized ser1al " as 
well . See "Bit Bucket" . Ed . l 

Hi Ralph, August 3, 1987 

I really appreciate the serv i ce you have 
developed for the Poly people . When I originally 
started using this machine, I thought she was a " 1 
of a kind" machine . Th i s one may be . This 
PolyMorphic i s housed is a roll-a-way t ype c ab inet, 
w i th built in printer Cser1al) & 9 " B&W mo n ito r . 
This package was assembled Cl bel ie ve ) by GST 
Laborator ies and was used as a video/dat a log g er 
wi th a mammogram machine. The A/D co n verte r 1s 
still installed . 

I doubt the _printer will last much longer , s o I 
would like to find a parallel po r t. Mayb e t he r e 
will be one l isted in PolyLetter. 

Anyway, Thanks . I will probably ca ll you aga in 
wi th another order soon . -- Si ncere ly , - - - Wayn e 
Dewey, Oceanside, CA. 

Hi, July 16 , 1987 

I saw your ad in Computer Shopper. I am 
i nterested in a Poly88 mainframe, cpu ca r d , and 
cassette interface card. I have a Poly VT! card and 
manual, and several cassettes Casm, BASIC, sample 
programs, and BASIC/5) with manual s . 

I was in college when the Alta i r. IMSA I. a n d 
Poly88 came out. I even built an Altair 880 0 for 
one of my professors . I wanted a Poly88, but I 
never got one . I eventually got a Vector Graph ic s 
mainframe, Jthica Audio cpu card, Tarbell d i sk 
interface, and Poly VTI card . I used that fo r a 
couple of years , then I got an Atari 800 ; no w I 
mostly use my Macintosh . But I stall want a Poly88; 
it was a remarkable system at the t i me . 

I've sometimes thought of building and sell i ng a 
system similar to the Poly88 . A 5-s lot toast er - s ize 
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mainframe Check, how many slots do you need), 68010 
cpu card Cw1th serial and parallel l/O, floppy disk 
interface, and 512K memory), 2Meg memory card, video 
card Chi-res monochrome graphics), and hard disk 
interface card. Need more slots? Plug 1n another 
mainframe . Need a clever name though, could I use 
Poly68? Oh well, there's no market for 1t anyway 
Cwell, maybe a small market). 

Well, enough of that. Please tell me more about 
your user group and newsletter, and let me know what 
equipment is for sale . I've enclosed as SASE for 
your convenience . -- Thank you, Dana Gould, 
Boxford, MA. 

[Dana, See the ads for equipment for sale . Also, 
you'll have to ask Sirous at PolyMorphic Systems 
whether you can use Poly-68 as a name, but be 
prepared to pay for the privilege . He'd probably be 
willing to sell you Poly-88's for the purpose. 
Ed . l 

CRASH! 
by Ralph Kenyon 

I use a mod 1 f i ed vers1 on of Poly' s PLAN for my 
spreadsheets . 1 had just spent 3 painful hours 
entering all the changes to the data in my household 
budget spreadsheet. What a job. Thank Poly I don't 
have to enter that again . Ok, now to save it to 
disk . Oh no! It's a !-*S•% disk crash! I am 
suddenly looking at "(Error 0106)". Horrors! The 
dnve didn't start. 

Well, you dummy, you've been asking for trouble 
by using that flakey drive when you have two 
perfectly good new ones to put in . Murphy's Jaw 
says that it'll happen when it's the worst possible 
time . Okay, okay, now what do I do? Do I really 
have to enter that data again? Fortunately, 1 run 
with my system enabled, so maybe I'm not dead yet. 

bring up the front panel and load 2D92, the 
address of SYSRES, poke a 3 in there, and move the 
system disk from drive 1 to drive 3. Ok, let's try 
CTRL-Y .. . nothing. ?? Oh, yeh, Cchagrin) BASIC 
takes over the CTRL-Y. Oops . . better not do that 
anyway; this program has an ON ESCAPE which will 
erase all the data anyway. What luck. Ok, Jet's 
see, when we get to REE it starts at 3203, but that 
wipes out the run-time environment . Let's examine 
where 3203 goes . Ole, go indirect to the JMP 
address... It looks like it's putting a value in 
the accumulator. MVI A,1. Then it does a LXI 
H,data. Ok, continue. Another LXI H,data? Oh ya, 
this is one of those strange skip routines... Ok, 
follow it to the end . It calls an overlay. Ok, 
let's do it. Set the program counter and go. Hey, 
that looks like a cross-ref list and I'm back to 
Exec . Try CONTINUE . .. nothing still in Exec . It 
must have been a subroutine rather than the run 
loop . Better be careful, the wrong overlay call 
might clear the run-time environment. 

Ok, let's save this stuff before we lose 
anything . Put a scratch disk in dnve 2 and use 
SAVE to store a copy of the memory content on disk. 
First do a DISPLAY and get the top of memory. It's 
FD90. Ok, the start of the last sector is FC91 . 

Let's subtract 7F sectors; that gives 7D91 as the 
start. 

So, we SAVE from address 7D91. Start i ng at 04 03, 
Loading at 7D91, 7F sectors 1n file <2 <TOP . No w, 
7D91 - 3200 i s 4B91 bytes, or 4C sectors. So, SAVE 
from address 3200, Starting at 0403, Load i ng at 
3200, 4C sectors in file <2<BOT . There'll be some 
overlap, but that's better than m1ss1ng some . 

Ok, this saves everything 1n memory to disk . 
Now, how do we get 1t back into a Jive BAS IC 
program? Well, I ' ll try starting the program, 
exiting with EXEC, restoring memory and then 
resuming with CONTINUE. Let's try 1t. Fns t I load 
the program and go to where I was when the crash 
occurred . Now I try CTRL-Y. Oops, CTRL - Y dumps me 
back to the 1n1t1allze routine . An other one puts me 
back 1n Exec and kills the run-t i me env1Tonment. 
Ok, REENTER, and LIST the program, looking for those 
offend i ng ON ESCAPE statements . Ah ha' there's 
one . 

So as not to change the storage used in memory, I 
carefully retype in the entire line replacing the ON 
ERROR with a REM; everything else is the same . Ok, 
there's another. Now, I try RUN, and get back to 
where I was. This time a CTRL-Y gives the fam1J1ar 
"Interrupted in line ... " and the "» " prompt. Ok, 
EXEC . Now I type 1n "<2<TOP" and get Exec/£A:Sl. 
Then I type in "<2<BOT" and get Exec again. Cross 
your fingers; here goes nothing; I type CONTINUE, 
expecting to be back at the "»" in BASIC. Hey ! I 
get Exec back . What gives . Of course, dummy, you 
gave 0403 for the start address. It warm started 
Exec and destroyed the interrupt environment. We 
can't use 0403 as the start address. 

What we need is the address of a return 
instruction . We know just where one 1s . loret 
starts at 0064H and consist of POP H at 0064, POP D 
at 0065, POP B at 0066, POP PSW at 0067, EI at 0068, 
and RET at 0069 . Okay, I could go through the 
process of loading memory and re-SAVEing it using 69 
instead of 403, but it'll be faster 1f I simply 
change the start addresses in the directory using 
Superzap. 

Ok, Jet's try this again ... F1rst l oad the 
program, Change the ON ESCAPE lines, RUN, get to 
where we were, CTRL-Y, and EXEC . Clt's faster t he 
second t1meJ Now, load TOP again.. . We get a SS . 
So far so good ... Now load BOT and g et t he SS 
again. Ok, type CONTINUE, expecting to get the "»" 
prompt. Something's wrong, I got the "> " prompt 
instead. Oh, well, try CON anyway ... "Can't 
continue!" . Okay, LIST the program and f i nd the 
sub-menu where we were . RUN 1100 and see . 
Dimension error? That means th e run-time 
environment went away . Well. we're s tll l not l ic ked 
yet. Let's try something else . 

BYE and go back to Exec . We' l l see wh e re t he 
variables start. and only load th e to p data are a . 
To find this I start BASIC cleanly with no prog ra m. 
Then I use the follow1ng to find the hexadeci mal 
s t a r t -o f t h e v a r i a b 1 e s . Z = CA LL C 9 7 7 , 0 , 0 , M E M ( Z ) ) 
rewards me with 6AF2 . C977 is the de c i ma l addr ess 
of DEOUT . l Ok, bring up the front panel and se e 
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what's there . Hmm, 6AF2 1s 00, but that's ok, since 
Z was zero to begin with. Backing up to 6A2BH. the 
flag byte for the variable Z. I find OF. But, I 
also notice that there is a 28 68 at 6A24, which is 
a byte reversed pointer to the flag byte of variable 
Z. Everything else around there is 00 bytes. 6AOO 
seems like a convenient value since it is the start · 
of a page of memory and there are nothing but zeros 
there . 

Ok, this time I load TOP and BOT and then use 
SAVE from 6AOO, starting at 69, loading at 6AOO, 7F 
sectors in file <2<MID . Now ... let's try this out. 
Load BASIC, list the program and find those ON 
ESCAPE lines (by now I know that there are two of 
them 1n this program and which lines they are . ) 
After replac i ng ON ESCAPE with REM. I RUN the 
program, get to where I was when the crash occurred, 
use CTRL-Y and get the "»" prompt. Next it's EXEC, 
TOP, MID, and REE . (Whee ... , we're really flying 
now .. J 

Here's where the TV people would insert a 
commercial, or worse yet, say "to be continued ... ", 
but I'm not going to make you wait. So, back to our 
story ... 

Hurrah!! I got the ">>" back . Now I try 
CONTINUE and select the display mode . Sure enough, 
the figures show what I had previously entered . 
Now, first thing, I select the save option and write 
it out to disk . 

Just for drill, I try listing the offending drive 
1. Would you believe it? Now it works . I've traced 
the intermittent. . . but that's another story for 
another time. 

Ho-w- to Fir a Dead Bird 
or 

The Essence of VaporWear 

by Charles Steinhauser 

Now I know some of you at one time or the other 
has turned on your poly and the thing just rolled 
over toes up . This always happens at just the worst 
possible moment. The final inspector for your 
machine has a last name of Murphy. Isn't that nice? 
Well this article is written for you out there that 
has need to know how to get a dead bird back on it's 
beak uh feet. 

First we must assume that you have at least some 
bare assortment of tools and your thinking hat close 
by . Secondly you must have the confidence to 
attempt repair or the deal is off. Here are a few 
fast tips to get your confidence up and show you 
just how easy it is to trouble shoot that silicon 
unit. 

You turn on the system and there is nothing. 
Lets check the obvious, did you pay the electric 
company or maybe your wife spray painted the screen 
black, this a popular one of my girlfriend . The 
first time she did it I tore the computer apart and 
looked for two days before I noticed the overspray 
on the bezel. She now uses a little stencil to mask 
the bezel and got the time down to one day now on 

suspected painted screens ! So can you wi th a few 
tips you'll find here. 

Next you turn on the system and there is this 
terrible noise and it gets louder and louder. F1rst 
check to see if you have closed the disk dTJve door 
on one of the children's hands, no ch i ldren? then 
proceed to check for cats tail in fan; you would 
swear that sound 1s the hor izontal osc i llator wh ine 
it is so high, but no we have to look further a nd 
sure enough its a transformer rod knock i ng . You 
haven't serviced it in five years, but I don ' t bl ame 
you, you didn't get any documentation with the 
system and didn't know where the dipstick was at. 
Have no fear, any small engine shop can repa i r i t 
for a nominal fee. Unless they have to long block 
the thing. 

Next is the intermittent trouble , these are one 
of hardest to find . Here you will need to use 
straight forward logic, process of elimination, 
knowledge of the theory of Murphys Laws, ab i lity to 
use the phone for assistance from someone you have 
never talked to before, an extreme amount of 
patience coupled with last but not least LUCK . 

The first thing to do with an intermittent 
problem is to note when the problem occurs, there 
could be outside forces at work. Not the computer 
but something else . For instance: system won't boot 
every time, those chocolate diskettes your son stuck 
in your drive are worn out, Cbad oxide), you find 
yourself in the front panel, your power company 
thought you ordered 440 three-phase for home service 
Cwhoops) this could have caused that transformer rod 
to go, they may be responsible so I would check with 
them . Or fragmented data or loss of is another 
problem. First suspect the electron pump . They are 
only good for about 2 billion bits, so when you get 
lousy data the impeller is generally shot, unless 
the seal is leaking then the bits leak out into the 
bit bu "cket. You will need to replace the bit 
generator Cits next to the baud rate generator) call 
Polymorphic for further details and pr1c 1ng . 

The most drastic problem encountered is smoke . 
After you see the smoke its too late. Even 1f you 
rip the computer apart and find the cause, i t 1s to 
no avail. Once the smoke leaks out of an IC 1t 
can't be fixed it has to be replaced. Now if you 
have this problem of a bad IC you will have to 
replace it. This is where the few tools I mentioned 
will come in handy. Replacing an JC 1s really very 
easy . After locating the defective unit it is good 
idea to determine why it went bad or you will be in 
the same boat again shortly after replacement. Its 
a good idea to make sure all cards are pr operly 
seated . I suggest a four lb. ballpeen using only a 
half backswing, these cards are a little delicat e . 

So lets say you found a defective v o l ta ge 
regulator, its fried and you found the cause Cyou 
loaned the computer to your neighbor and being t he 
genius he is, used the 12 volt regulated supp ly t o 
do some light welding on his motorcycle) you w1 II 
now set forth to replace 1t. Here is a typ ic al 
scenario that should yield favorable r esults 
assuming you already have the replacement 1n han d . 
We start by removing the cover, this is accomp ll s he d 
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very eas i ly, facing the computer reach under the 
table and remove the four screws securing the rear. 
I replaced the st r a ight headed screws with phillips 
head because i t i s eas ier to guide the screwdr iver 
bl ind into a ph illi ps head screw . Now remove the 
front four screws and off comes the cover ! Locate 
the card CPU card , it sh ould be the second card ·tram 
t he fr ont. Caref ul ly remove it by pulling with even 
fo rce on each s id e wh1 le rocking side to side . Oh 
the ca b le you just de stroyed, as the card came out 
was t he p r i n ter in terface . We will f i x it later . 
Now loca te th e ba d re gu lat or , i t look s li ke the only 
part t ha t was at gr ound zero at President Reagan's 
last nuc lear barbecue party . Nancy pass the U- 235 
and a bun . Continued next issue. 

[Charles Steinhauser is a former endeared editor of 
PolyLetter and part-time churl. -- Ed.l 

Public Domain 

PGL-V-23 1s the fust disk I have put together 
with programs from the Poly-88 users group. There 
are st i ll several d i sks to go which will appear in 
future i ssues of PolyLetter. The current d i sk is 
en ti rly interactive games . There are many programs 
which run on the old A01 version of BASIC which need 
to be converted to run under current BASICS . This 
pro ject will be ongoing, and I will release disks as 
I get the conversions completed . If anyone is 
interested in the unconverted programs send me a 
self-addressed envelope for a listing of the 

. programs . 

Disk PCL-Y-23 has 17 files 01 it, 43 free entries . 
342 sectors in use, 0 sectors deleted, a sectors free . 

Size l11e . 
ZZ OTHELLO .BS 

I STARS .DC 
27 STARS . BS 

9 ACET-DEUCY. BS 
II CAllOl.IS 
14 CHASE .BS 
l IOSSlAl-IOOLETTE .BS 

67 SODAl .BS 
14 T IllEBOll . BS 
t THIS . BS 

1' SLOTS . IS 
66 OIEGOl . IS 
9 BAGELS . IS 
9 AUTORACE . BS 

IZ POUICE . IS 
3Z REBEL .BS 
17 IOIIIC.IS 

OTHELLO is played on an 8 X 8 checkerboard . The 
object of a play 1s to capture one's opponents 
pieces by outflank i ng them to create a horizontal, 
vertical. or diagonal run of pieces bounded at each 
end by at least one piece of one's own. This will 
'fl i p' the flanked pieces, turn i ng them all i nto 
one ' s own. The one who has the most pieces when no 
more moves are poss i ble is the winner. 

STARS is a composite program containing five games 
converted from 101 BASIC GAMES and People ' s Computer 
Company for POLY-88 BASIC by David Larry Johnson, 
4106 Montreal Ave., Prince George, VA 23875, 
November 1977 

Game 1. -- Guess a number from 1 to 100 . You have 
six tries to guess the number. 
Game 2. -- Catch the jumping numb er. Thi s t ime the 
number changes systemat ically each time, but you ge t 
hints to he lp you out. 
Game 3. -- • STARS :a:, a numbe r gu ess game . Thi s 
version pnnts more or less stars depending upon how 
close you are . 
Game 4. -- Slot machine . An inexpensive way to be t. 
Game 5. - - Ac ey - Ducey, a card game . The dea le r 
(computer) deals two cards face up . You can bet or 
not bet depend i ng on whe t he r or not you feel the 
next card wil l be between t he firs t two . 

CANNON s i mula t es t he firing of a f i el d art ill ery 
weapon . Co p ie d f rom Algon t hm 1977 , J .G.L1pana , 
3445 Lama Ave . • Long Bea ch , CA. 9 08 0 8 . 

CHASE puts you in a high voltage maze pursu ed by 5 
enemies. It was adapted by the lat e Pa t Lewis & Joe 
Lake, AAAA Computer How's, 1477 Barrington Su ite 17, 
L.A., CA 90025 . 

RUSSIAN-ROULETTE - was coded by J oe Lake . 

SUNWAR by Kevin Daly, 5438 N. Gran it e Reef. 
Scottsdale, AZ, 85253 . You are capta i n of a 
starship patroling near the edge of human occupied 
space. Your m1ss1on 1s to prevent al ien intrus ion . 
Your ship i s equipped w i th la s ers, ball1st 1c 
torpedoes and electronic deflectors . Your ship is 
capable of speeds from warp 0 to warp 12. The 
screen cont i nually updates its display of your 
sector. 

TIMEBOMB coded by J .Lake, based on Kilo baud , August 
1977, allows you 10 seconds to defuse a t ime bomb. 
Very unnerving. 

TAN.KS is· a war game between two t anks . 
5-

SLOTS is 'a 50 cent slot machine . Win or lose t1l 
you quit. 

OREGON simulates a trip over the oregon t rall from 
Independence, Missouri to Oregon City, Oregon in the 
year 1847, and is from Creative Computing, May 1978 . 
Your family of five will cover the 2040 mi le Oregon 
Trail in 5 to 6 months --- if you make it alive !! ! 

BAGELS is another number guessing game from 101 
Basic Games, Converted for POLY-88 26 FEB 78 by 
David Larry Johnson, 4106 Montreal Ave . . Prince 
George, VA 23875 You must guess a number. Clues 
will be given as follows. PICO means one dig i t 1s 
correct but in wrong place . FERMI means one digit 
is correct in the right place . BAGELS means none of 
the digits are correct. 

AUTORACE is an original program by Tom S. We av er. 
2716 Pinewood Drive, Waldorf , MD 2 0601 

POUNCE is a game of tag between a cat and a mous e. 
The cat tries to catch the mouse by 1u mp1 n g t o 
exactly where the mouse is s1tt1ng . Somet imes th e 
cat catches the mouse and then t he ca t i s t h e 
winner. But sometimes the mouse run s into his hole 
and then the mouse is the winner. From Peo ple' s 
Computers - Nov-Dec 77 - By Mac Oglesby - Converted 
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for POLY-88 and 'an1mat1on' added by David Larry 
Johnson - 25 Feb 78 

REBEL is a Civil War simulation played from the 
Confederate point of view; it was adapted from 101 
Games by Tom de Felice, Box 701. Leominster, MA . 
You will take part 1n a series of battles . Facts 
and figures used are based on the actual occurances . 
Most battles tend to result as they did in the Civil 
War, but 1t all depends on you! You could change 
h1story 1 

BOXING allows you to go twelve rounds of 
champ1onsh1p box i ng . and was re-written for the 
Poly 88 by Tom de Felice, Leominster, MA . 

HELP! 

In this section I share with you the help system 
files 1 have built up over the last few years . CThe 
entire system is included with Abstract Systems 
Exec.l 

SHELP COlllAID COPT 

HELP file for srstu cound "COPJ" 

The 'COPY' cou11d copies oae e1isti1g !tie to a ae• file . 

Syn tu: 
"COPY !<a<pat~l<old-file.Tll l<a<p1t~Z<ne1-file.Tll" !IETUlll 

'1' l. '•' are driu nabers, 'pa lilt' ud 'panz• are 
sabdirectorr p1t~1. old-file is the file to be copied, 11d 
1e1-file is t~e 1e1 file aaae . new-file •ill be 11 e11ct copy 
of old-file . COPY aar be coabi1ed wit~ ZAP yieldiag 1COPT . 
ZCOPY 1oris faster for copyiag larger files . 

•111••• size : ·cop• or ·zc· E11aple : 'COP Diet <Z<LETTERS<DIC[" 

Abstract Systems, etc. 
191 White Oaks Road 
Wil11amstown, MA 01267 
(413) 458-8421 

DISIS -- DllYES -- IODEIS -- PIOIS -- SOFTlllE -- SPELL 

1. MAIALL diskettes: 5• 10 hard sector -- Sil per box of 10. 
2. Hayes Micromodea 100 for only S25 . 

1300 baud i n bus direct connect aodea . Liaited quantity . ) 
3. HayesSys aodes software (for the Microaodea 100) 125 . 
4. (A !Sl Spell, a good spelling cbecter for S35 . 
5. Abstrlct Systeas Exec (Enhanceaents C bugs corrected) $35 . 
6. Abs t rict Systeas Proas (£nhinceaents l bugs corrected) 135 . 
7. PolyGlot Library Vo luaes I thru 23, 16 ticb . 
(Send 11 . 00 for i coaplete Citalog--[free with iDJ order]. ) 

(Make checks payable to Rilpb (enyon . ) 

For Sale : 8813 System with Decwriter printer . Make 
offer . - Karen Klysi, 4050 Hearthstone Court, 
Cincinnati, OH, 45245, <513 ) 752 -7186 . 

Poly for sale : C . Barclay Gilpin, 407 Lenwood Drive, 
Cost a Mesa, C A , 92627 <71 4) 642-0390 . 

Eight inch MAXALL 32 hard sectored diskettes for 
your MS . S 15_00 per box or $ 115 . 00 p er ten boxes . 
Also, many used boards, parts and syste ms - CALL . 
Al Levy , Post Office Box 71, H i cksville, NY 1 18 02, 
(516 ) 293- 8368 

PolyMorpluc Systems 
7334-H Hollister Avenue, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93117 
(805 ) 685-6233 

1 . System Software : Exe c/96 , WordMa. ster II. & BASIC . 
dis ks+ adde ndum (w/ o ma n uals ) - Norma lly S 150 , 
Spec i al S 95 . 

2 . Manua.ls : User , WordM aster, & BASI C - No r m ally 
S 150, Special S 95 

3 . Ot her Manuals and Theor y o f Operati o n M;,. n u a ls . 
CALL 

4 . CP/M hardware conversion : $ 100 pl u s p ar ts . (CP /M 
li c. ense, manua l s, and s o f t ware S2 00 l 

.5 . 16 K to 64K memory c a.rd conversion $ 125 .00 plus 
p a rts . (The 16 K board has to be a. Poly b o a rd and 
in good working condition.) 

6 Ser i al m in i-cards : Reconditioned - $75 , Bare 
board - $30 . 

7 . SD controller S95 . 

For Sale : Multi pl e 8813 systems - ea ch with 3 
drives, 64K, Monitor, and Keyboard - Make offer . 
Robe rt L. Schwartz, 906 Main Street, Cinc inn a t i, OH, 
45202 , (513) 241-3447 . 

For Sale : 64K 8313 with 3 drives . Ma k e offer . 
Vince Greenen , 445 Buckeye, Naperville , I L, 60540 , 
( 3 1 2 ) 4 2 0 - 8 8 1 3 d a y s , ( 3 1 2 ) 9 6 1 - 2 5 1 1 e v e n i 11 g s . 

For Sale : Video Board - $95, 8" Di sk Controler -
$ 150, Printer Interface - S50 , Poly CPU - $ 1 2 5 , 
Pria m Hard Disk with Poly Interface card an d Power 
Supply - $400, Poly Keyboard/Screen enc.losur e -
$175 . Charles Trayser, 415-651-5931 . 

FOR SALE : Two 5" SSSD SA400 d rives, S25 e a. ch . - Ken 
Lowe, 5936 W. Zina Circ l e, West Val l ey City, UT , 
84120 (80 1) 969-7736 . 

Charles A. Thompson 
Po lyCom Associ ates 
2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Dallas, Texas 75205- i 532 
Phone : <214>-368-8223 

PolyCom General Ledger S 125 

Version 4 is the origina l form , wher e you ke e p 
each separate set of books on separ ate di s ke tt., s . 
Versi on 5 is menu driven and allows y o u tc k e ep a. 
number of different se ts of books on-l :n e _ I Ve r ,;,;;n 
5 requires a hard disk, preferably, or at :eas: GSCG 
fl o pp l e s ) . E i ther v ersi on is S i 2 5 . 0 0 , rn cl u d 1 ,1 ] c-, e 
operations manual. 

F OR SALE . Poly 8810 box with power supp ly rnd me·'. r. ~ r 
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board . 150 plus shipping _ 

For Sale: Poly 8813, 2 DSDD drives, 48K, Keyboard 
Ill. mon i tor. Merrill Cottington, 814 Story St. 
Boone, IA 50036, (515) 432-8743 . 

For Sale : 8813 with 2 SSSD & 1 DSDD 5" dnves, 
Keyboard II; 8813 with 3 SSSD 5" & 88 MS, Keyboard 
IL Make Offer to Doug Reaser (205) 277-3167. 

Three 8813's for sale, two with 3 drives, one with 
two _ All have 64K memory, Keyboard II. and Koyo 
monitor. 1200 each, 1500 takes all three . Also 
about 100 usable diskettes . Steve Chip Brown, 
Pensionalysis, Inc . , 2116 Union St., San Francisco, 
CA, 94123 . Call (415) 567-0125 week.days . 

What to do 'With a Ne'W Disk 

by Al Levy 

When receiving a disk from another user or software 
house, there are some unwritten conventions . 

1: Write protect the original. 

2: Place the disk in any drive but the System 
Resident drive _ 

3: Image the disk. 

4: Put the onginal away in a safe place . If you 
are as neurotic as I am, image the copy and keep one 
as a backup_ 

5: ENABLE your system . -- If there are "SYSTEM" 
files it is best to know what they are . 

6: LIST the directory. 

Look for 
. DC extension ---> Documentation File 
.TX extension ---> Documentation Fi I e 

. TX extension ---> Text r i le 
. TX extension ---> Command Fi le 

INSTALL.TX ---------------> Command Fi 1 e 

. BS extensions ---> BASIC programs 
. GO extensions---> Machine language files 
. AS extensions ---> Disassembled 

or Source code for . GO or .OV files 

A source code for a . GO file could have .TX 
extension The clue would be the name. for example 

MOVE . GO 
MOVE . TX 

---> Program 
---> Source 

Other 
.OT 
. OV 
. DX 
_ IN 

extensions to look for: 
extensions ---> Data files 
extensions ---> Overlays 
extensions ---> Directories 
extensions---> formating files 

. RL extensions ---> Relocating C. GO) files 

.ED extensions ---> EDIT I ibrar1es 

. SY extensions ---> SYSTEM 11brar1es 

7: Should you discover any DX extensions 
CD1rector1es) , you should !1st them . Assuming the 
d1Tectory name 1s "DATA .DX" and the disk is on drive 
2, the system command you would use is LIST <2<DATA_ 

alternatives 
Poly Screen 

s L 2<DATA 
s 
s L ?<DATA 
s 
s # 2<DATA 
s 
s # 
s 
s L # 

One of the best ways of knowing everything on the 
disk, and having hard copy to three hole punch etc _ 

1) Connect your pr inter. 
2) Use a system disk that has the program 

CHECKSUM . 
3) Type CHECKSUM 2 

8: Either TYPE or PRINT any .DC file . If non exists 
try this with all of the TEXT files _ 

If there is any documentation (explanations), they 
should be contained in one these files . 

A CP/M convention that I have imitated ts to use a 
"READ . ME" file . Often, I use a "HELP . DC" 

Watch out for fellas like KENYON who enjoy lower 
case. You are liable to see Help.de 

Command files are easy to spot. They have system 
commands like COPY or DELETE . These make 
installation easier. Commands preceded with a 
question mark C?COP) prevent the system from 
aborting a command file . 

Try to get the intention of the author from the 
command and/or documentation . follow instructions 
and take it from there. 

It is not a good idea to run programs without 
knowing what they do or what they expect. 

It is not a good idea to start editing the 
documentation_ It is suggested that you print the 
instructions or documentation . Put it in a loose 
leaf book . CYou still have the original on the 
original disk) 

You are then free to erase them from the disk . 

Note: 
If you have the utility program SD I R (Supe r 
Directory) it will list all directories and s ub 
directories in one shot. CUse continuous form fo r 
this one) 
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8UGNOTES 

Abstract Systems BugNote O 12.0 December 26, 1982 

boot 

Exec/95 Dfn2 has a bug in the "boot" function _ The 
boot command checks to insure the destination drive 
has a disk in it, but does NOT check to see 1f that 
disk is a system disk. 

Readers Responses 

Would like info on graphics programming for 
screen & printer. --- Jim Clay, Los Gatos, CA 

Bit Bucket 

Congratulations and a free disk of Public Domain 
Softlfare goes out to Norm Shimmel who submitted the 
first correct food for K-9 _ Norm called me up on 
July fifth to say that I should feed K-9 some 
nibbles and bits, one byte at a time, before he gets 
any weaker. Let us kno" which free disk you want, 
Norm. 

Extra credit goes to Ron Moffatt who submitted 
the second correct entry _ Ron, however went one 

· step further and identified the food as a "Byte 
Sized Serial" . For that extra effort, you get a 
free disk too . Let us know which one you want. 

N·olf then, for our next contest, what kind of soup 
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Corning Soon 

Modems and Communications software, More BASIC for 
Beginners, Serial Device Driver Explained, How to 
UNSAVEP protected Programs, More System Programmers 
Notes, Making your PC work like a Poly, More Help, 
BugNotes, Public Domain Software, etc . 

Questions 

Can you find and answer the questions asked in 
this issue? Send your answers and requests i n . 

FIRST CLASS .MA.IL 

Back volumes of PolyLetter are available at 
the same price as the current subscription 
rate . CUS S15 . 00 yr., Canada S18.00 yr., 
Overseas S20.00 yr., payable in US dollars 
to Ralph Kenyon . ) Individual issues are 
also available CS3 . 00, S3.50, $4 . 00l . 
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Editorial 

My computer is getting cranky. When I first turn 
i t on it does strange things, l i ke telling me it 
can't find that file, and putting garbage on the 
screen, and other strange things . After a few 
minutes, however , it settles down to operate 
normally. The confidence package bombs during this 
i n i tial few minutes . Does anyone have any ideas 
about what may be causing these symptoms? 

Since writing this, I have eliminated the problem 
by cleaning the contacts of several chips on the 
Video board . Some were coated with a black material 
which changed the conductivity of the connection . 
The old antistatic foam was corrosive and caused 
problems with the chips which had been stored in it. 
I used a soft eraser and stuck the legs of the !C's 
into it to rub off the black film . So far so good. 

The problem came back, but cleaning chips on the 
CPU card seems to have taken care of it. 

I had a rude awak ing the last time I went to have 
Po lyLetter printed . The printing costs has gone up 
by 40 percent ! Now, PolyLetter has not raised its 
subscription rate since 1980, but we can't keep this 
up if the costs keep going up . PolyLetter is 
contemplating a subscription price i ncrease starting 
in 1988 . The new rate will be 118. 00 per year, and 
will go into effect January 1988. If you wish to 
beat this rise, you may extend your subscription now 
for a year at the current rate. Please make checks 
payable to "Ralph Kenyon" . 

Well, by popular demand, commercial advertising 
space will be available again. Noncommercial ads by 
subscribers continue to be free . The rates for 
commercial ads are 150 for a full page, 125 for a 
half page, and I 15 for a quarter page. Anything 
smaller is 13.00 per column inch. A column is 3-314 
inches wide by 10 inches tall. A full page is 7-S/8 
inches wide. 

PolyLetter Gets Ne'W' Phone 

I have had to share my phone with teenage girls. 
You know what that means . .. no calls for me! 
Well, I have finally broken down and sprung for a 
phone of my own. The new number is CU 3) 458-3597 . 
You should be able to get through on this line now. 

edit.GO 

This program is a special command line editor 
which allows editing and executing any line which is 
already on the screen. It is a memory resident, 
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"hot key" program which comes up whenever the 
CTRL-DELETE key is pressed . It can be used i n 
conjunction with BASIC program development, or 
simply to make re-entering or correcting commands 
easier. 

Once you hit CTRL-DELETE, edit jumps to the l ine 
above the cursor and is then ready to ed i t that 
line . It supports CTRL-X which deletes the line to 
the left, CTRL-W which deletes the word to the left , 
DELETE, and insert. The left and right arrow keys 
work as expected, the up and down arrow keys move to 
the beginning or end of the line being edited . ESC, 
up-arrow moves up to the previous line, while ESC 
down-arrow moves down to the next line. ESC, right 
and left arrows move one word right and left 
respectively. 

You can order edit.GO by sending me a check for 
115 payable to "Ralph Kenyon". 

Letters 

Ralph, July 9, 1987 

Just read the latest PolyLetter which arrived 
some time back but I only scanned . Here are some 
comments on a couple of things mentioned there . 

1. Re: Problems with using Diablo 6ZO printer. 

There's a very simple solution to the problem if the 
"handshake" arrangement doesn't work Cor he doesn't 
want to fool with itl. The Diablo 630, 1610/ZO, 
1640/50, and probably most others are capable of 
handling the ETX/ACI protocol. The standard 
PolyMorphic printer driver is easy to use wi th 
ETX/ACI. 

To use the ETX/ACIC protocol, use Setup .GO and: 

C1l l1s1er 'Yes• to 'Is t•is pri1ter 1i1il1r to 1 Di1blo!' 
Ill l1s1er 'Yes' to 'Is t•is 1 blocki1g de•ice!' 
Ill Select ZSS 11 t•• block or b1ffer si1e 

CZSS is t•e big1est Poly c11 •••die, t•••t• 1ost 
Diablos co1ld •••die larger •tocks!. 

131 T•e pri1ter doos IOT 1eed 1 start c•1r1cter C1ol . 
141 T•e EID c•1r1cter is 3 CETll. 
CSl T•e lCllOILEDCE c•1r1cltr is I ClCll . 

By using the ETX/ACK protocol, you can use ANY baud 
rate the printer is capable of accepting . 

The way this works is that the Poly sends a block 
of Z55 characters followed by the control code ETX 
Cend of text) and then stops and waits. The printer 
processes the Z55 characters and when it reaches the 
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ETX, it sends ACK Cackno"ledgel back to the Poly . 
The Poly then sends another block of 255, etc_ The 
only disadvantage to this method C"hich I used for 
years until I s"itched to "hard"are handshaking") is 
that you cannot take advantage of the larger memory 
buffer often available on printers . My Diablo 1650, 
for example, has a 2,000 byte memory, and often 
small printing jobs can be completely dumped to my 
pr inter and I can get the computer back "hile the 
printer is st i ll plugging a"ay. 

All Diablo printers I've ever "orked with will 
work wi th the ETX/ACK protocol, usually without 
hav i ng to do anyth i ng (though it's possible a switch 
wi ll have to be setL Most. if not all, Diablos 
"ill also handle the DC1/DC3 CXon/Xoff) protocol. 
but the Poly pr inter driver "ill NOT handle DC1/DC3. 

Incidentally , the older versions of Poly Exec 
(pr i or to Exec/83) have the ETX/ACK protocol but 
"hardware handshaking " capability wasn't available 
until Exec/83 . CNot true _ Poly has used CTS for 
hard"are handshak i ng from day 1- -- Ed . l 

2. Re: Use of a cassette tape for mass storage_ 

I have a cassette setup, but I can't imagine anyone 
really fool i ng "ith it except to play . The 
" PolyPhase" system at 1200 baud is reasonably fast 
(especially "hen compared to the "Kansas City 
Standard " 300 baud format) but it has its problems, 
too. 

One of t he sign ificant problems is that a fairly 
h i gh grade cassette recorder is required . 
PolyMorphic al"ays recommended the SuperScope Model 
C 103 as i t "as one of the fe" "hich worked 
cons istently in PolyPhase _ Another problem is that 
a tape recorded on one recorder may not play back on 
another . 

The most serious problem, though, is that if the 
computer has the "Version 81" Poly ROMS installed, 
the cassette handling routines aren't there. 
FILMS.GO calls these ROM routines and, without them, 
you're out of luck_ COn the other hand, I don't 
know ho" many PolyOwners converted to the Version 81 
ROMS . You can find out which ROMs you have by 
go i ng into the front panel CCONTROL Z in enabled 
model and entering L0439 . This is VERLOC CVERsion 
LOCat ion) and the number displayed after the arrow 
i s the version of the installed ROMs_) 

Another way of using cassette tapes is to use 
BASIC A01 and Exec/4D instead of FILMS.GO. There 
are built-in cassette routines available there . I 
believe you sti 11 have to have ROMs previous to 
Version SL 

3_ Re: Readability of PolyLetter. 

The last i ssue was fairly readable cthough I 
admit to be i ng an unreconstructed "letter quality 
only" freakL My main suggestion for improvement of 
readabi li ty i s that you put a blank line between 
every par a graph _ This reduces the amount of 
material wh ich can be published but what's there is 
much more readable _ Best regards, -- Chuck 
Thompson, Dallas, TX . 

CI just checked out FILMS/3E " i th DisAsmb .GO . 
FILMS/3E does NOT call the cassette rout i nes in the 
ROMS. The "hole purpose of the program FILMS "as to 
provide the tape handling routines wh i ch were 
or iginally in the 4.0 mon itor (part of PROMS version 
75) but removed from later PROMS to make room for 
the MS Dio code . FILMS does use a system locat ion 
which is called by the Di o code, so there might 
possibly be a conflict, although I didn't have any 
trouble reading a short tape and saving the file to 
disk . The slow speed i s , i n my opinion, the "orst 
disadvantage _ -- Ed . l 

Dear Ralph September 11. 1987 

Just finished look i ng through PolyLetter 8704 and 
am r espondring to your offer of StO for SORT .GO , 
check enclosed . 

I note that the !A:SJ price list offers two (2) 
sort programs, Qsrt and Hsrt that are overlays _ Al 
Levy, in a recent conversation, and without 
distinguishing which program he was referring to, 
commented on "Ralph Kenyon's fast sort" . He seemed 
to be impressed . How does SORT.GO relate to Qs r t or 
Hsrt in speed or concept? I assume that in sorting 
large files with long fixed-length records I would 
have to create a special file of shorter i ndex 
records, imbed the record number at the tail end, 
use SORT to resequence the index records, and then 
use the imbedded record numbers in the resequencing 
index records to randomly access and copy the host 
file records . Do you have any timing comparisons on 
the three programs for, or would you estimate the 
timess for , say, (500) SO-character records ; under 
two conditions; first, of the host file be i ng fully 
random, versus; two, having only 2% randomly 
out-of-sequence? 

In the latest PolyLetter, I especially appreciated 
your article "CRASH!". Regarding the exchange of 
views on SPELL, I am impressed with the cand id and 
objective manner in which you Cand your predecessor 
Bob Bybee) tell it like it is - - or at least as you 
see it. This is a healthy and helpful environment 
for everybody when and if issues can be freely 
discussed and aired, in full context, without 
insult. I appreciate it. 

Ralph, can you help me with 811 replacement SSDD 
drives? How about pressure pads, especially for 811

• 

Do you have 8 11 disks available for sale? CSee Doug 
Reaser's ad . -- Edl 

My latest problem: the 8 11 drive-2 will not 
respond to any call for a directory update - - not 
from EDIT, COPY, or PACK . The screw drive will not 
reverse . I restore operations by manually turning 
back the screw . from then on it operates properly 
with LIST, TYPE, PRINT , READ, etc . , so long as I 
don't mess with the directory _ I have yet to 
commence diagnosing by swapping units and cables 
and boards . Thank God for the extra MS unit that Al 
Levy recently provided me . -- Sincerely, -- J _ Ea rl 
Gilbreath, Jr _, Savannah, GA. 

CEarl, SORT.GO is different from HsrLOV and 
Qsrt.OV_ SORT .GO reads variable length lines of 
text from a text file and wr i tes them out in sorted 
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order. It doesn't actually sort because it reads 
one line at a time and inserts a pointer in its 
proper place . This way the data in memory is kept 
sorted from the beginning and when it writes the 
data out, it is already sorted. It works with lines 
of text. Even so, it takes 25 seconds to do 500 
lines of text that are SO characters long each. It 
takes about another H seconds to write out the 
sorted output file. 

Hsrt.OV and Qsrt.OV, on the other hand, assume 
that the data to be sorted is alread y read into a 
BASIC string array. Hsrt.OV and Qsrt .OV are both 
passed the address of the first element in the 
array . They know how to find out how big the array 
is, and how many elements in it. Once called, these 
overlays actually sort the contents of the BASIC 
string array in memory. The performance difference 
is in the fact that the heap-sort algorithm gives a 
fairly constant result regardless of the degree to 
which the file is already sorted . Quick-sort, on 
the other hand, does well with random data, but 
poorly with data that is nearly sorted. A 
comparison between them on the data you suggested Ca 
file of 500 random SO character records, and the 
same file only 2% out of order) yields the following 
comparison. 

Random 
2% 

Qs rt .OV 
6.7 

22.2 

Hsr t .OV 
11. 9 
12. 6 

I have a program which is capable of sorting a data 
file too big to put in memory and having sort keys 
which are also too big to fit in memory. While 
there are still blocks of keys to be sorted, it 
merges the most recently sorted block with the 
sorted keys, transferring back and forth between two 
key-files . Then it copies the records in sorted 
order into a tempory file, and finally copies them 
back to the main data file Cnow in sorted order). 

For most applications I don't actually sort the 
file . I usually read in the keys, add record 
pointers, and sort the keys. Then I access the 
records in sorted order for printing a label, etc. 

Regarding the drives. The problem is complicated 
by the cache maintained by the 8" controler. It 
keeps the most recently read sectors so that the 
disk doesn't actually have to be read again if there 
wasn't a write. To bypass this boot on a disk which 
does NOT have the Cache.ZO file on it. You will get 
a truer response from the drive then. 

My guess is that the direction select bit input 
from the controler to the drive is not being 
processed. It could be a bad connection or a bad 
driver IC. It could also be a fault in the stepping 
motor. Each of what you said it does successfully 
involves moving the stepper motor in only one 
direction. I don't have any 8 11 drives at all. Al 
Levy can probably get you some. But since you are 
in Georgia, try Bob Bybee. Also, you may find some 
drives listed in Computer Shopper. -- Ed . J 

Dear Ralph, September 1 S, 1987 

My Poly 88 is as good or better than my Pong 

Game . Isn't it a shame the Beatles broke up? 
Very truly yours, -- Michael S . Schwartz, 
Cincinnati, OH. 

£Michael Schwartz and Robert Schwartz are both of 
Schwartz & Schwartz, Attorneys and Counselors at 
Law, in Cincinnati. -- Ed.l 

Hi Ralph, September 16, 1987 

Well, I moved and forget to send you a change of 
address. When I looked at my last PolyLetter, I see 
my subscription expired in June 87 . am enclosing 
a check for another year. Thanks for PolyLetter. 

Ralph, I have one question that you may be able 
to help me with. I now have a Radio Shaclc DWP 230 
printer and need to know what printer cable 
connections I need to get it to work with my Poly 
8813, 3D SSSD, S-1/4. 

I hope I can get the issue I have missed . 
Thanks -- Chuck Gross, Mariette, GA . 

[Chuck, I have spoken with Trevor Young at Radio 
Shack here in Pittsfield, MA . He says that Radio 
Shack has a printer cable for that printer, part 
number 26-1361. That cable connects to the 4-pin 
din connector on the printer. The cable has pins 1. 
3, 7, and 20 connected. 1 and 7 are grounds, 3 is 
the data line, and 20 is the status (handshaking) 
line. 

The 4 Pin connector on the DWP 230 is configured 
as follows: 1 is not connected, 2 is the status 
line, 3 is the ground line, 4 is the data line . If 
you make up a cable for this printer you should 
connect it as follows: 

CABLE 
DWP 230 RS-232 

1 1 
z 20 
3 7 
4 3 

POLY HEADER ~ 
RS-232 CPU 

1 - 15 
6 12 

12 14 
9 10 

For more information on the RS-232 interface see the 
article "The Straight Wire" in PolyLetter 8702. 

By now you should have gotten the missing issue. 
If not, let me know and I'll fire off another copy . 
The 8706 is the issue number vice month, so you're 
good through 1988 now. -- Ed.J 

Dear Ralph: .September 23, 1987 

I'm disappointed in your response to my letter. 
Let's look at your points one by one . 

"Dissatisfaction" has several synonyms, none of 
which apply to the original Frank Stearns Associates 
SPELL 3.0 software. Nearly all those users who 
purchased the program -- at its timely availability, 
price, and functionality -- would agree . 

Two users suggested case preservation, but were 
happy to use SPELL 3.0 without it. Case 
preservation, along with numerous other goodies 
(including a comprehensive interactive model, were 
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planned for Version 4. 0, but I had to be realistic . 
Nearly 600 hours had gone into the development of 
SPELL 3 . 0 up to that point. In lieu of the 
declining market, spending additional time on the 
program was not feasible . Keep in mind that 
SPELL 3.0 offered standard features still not seen 
in even the "best " spelling checkers, such as 
parentheses and quote balance checking . 

To most people, the word "dissatisfied" means 
that a product does not work as advertised or does 
work at all. SPELL 3. 0 fulfills every advertising 
claim made, and in many instances goes far beyond. 
You might have acknowledged this, and said simply 
that your version incorporated additional or new 
features . 

You were excited about my concept of an AUTOPATH 
program and thanked me for the idea, and invited me 
to tel 1 you of any other ideas I might have had . 
You were free to sell AUTOPATH to anyone (wasn't it 
on an Abstract Systems price list at one time?l, 
with no royalty to me for the idea . The amount of 
code in AUTOPATH was quite small, probably less than 
5% of the number of lines in SPELL 3. 0. Beyond 
that. however, your particular rendering of my 
AUTOPATH idea had a fatal flaw which you shrugged 
off, though perhaps you've fixed it by now: the 
AUTOPATH you sent me did not "understand" how 
overlays and system files were needed by 
applications such as the editor or BASIC. Thus, if 
one edited a file down a path set by AUTOPATH, the 
ed i tor crashed because it attempted to find its .OV 
files in the subdirectory set by AUTOPATH . TYPE, 
and other monitor-resident Exec commands that did 
not require overlays, worked with AUTOPATH but that 
was about it. Because of these factors, I'd call 
AUTOPATH a "null trade" for the source to SPELL 3.0. 

I noted your comment : "Cl did notJ compete Cwith 
youl. . . as a professional courtesy out of 
consideration for your providing me with your source 
l i st Cto SPELL 3.01.. . " This underscores my point 
that AUTOPATH and SPELL 3.0 were never intended as 
an even trade. 

The source code of SPELL 3.0 follows conventions 
that to this day make the code easy for me, the 
author, to follow . Labels are for the most part 
mnemonic; chunks of code are ordered for my best 
understanding. You must realize that the code was 
never intended as an academic model of structured 
programming. The code is, however, a crystal clear 
representation of SPELL 3. 0 for my use . You, of all 
people, should be the first to acknowledge that 
coding styles, regardless of the language used, are 
nearly as individual as preferences in interior 
decorating . You might not like the color of my 
living room walls; I may not like yours. 

The only published external documentation for 
SPELL 3.0 was the user's manual, which you Cand 
nearly everyone else) praised highly . (Just as a 
point of i nterest, I had outlined an "OEM" manual 
for SPELL 3.0, th inking that someday I might sell or 
license the source . I did write a chapter of that 
document. As a programming and writing sample, the 
strength of that unfinished manuscript clinched a 
ma jor technical writing contract that was pivotal to 

my success in that profession.> 

As far as the "gentleman's agreement", I stand by 
the statement made in my first letter , and note your 
statement : " ... I did try to make mine C!A :SJ Spelll 
operate like yours ISPELL 3. 01 in its user interface 
and display, but there the similar i ties ended ... 11 

You might want to review the case of Apple Computer 
vs . Digital Research . ORI got in big trouble 
because the GEM DESKTOP operating system and its 
applications "looked" a little too much like the 
Macintosh/Lisa operating system and appl ications . 
At least at the lowest level the code was completely 
different, because the Mac and Lisa machines use the 
Motorola 680XX family of processors and DRl's GEM 
runs on DOS machines, which use the Intel 8086/8 and 
80Z86 machines . ORI, as far as I know, had to 
change the appearance of GEM . This is mi rrored in 
my clients' vers i ons of GEM DRAW. The early GEM 
DRAW looked exactly like MAC DRAW; the latest GEM 
DRAW looks a lot different Cand is a little harder 
to usel. 

I'm not about start litigation against Abstract 
Systems, but your point i s an amusing one . 

Your computer science course sounds interesting, 
but what you describe is NOT the way SPELL 3. 0 
works . My algorithm was ingenious and, as far as I 
know, unique . On the first pass through a target 
text file, a COMPLETE subset dictionary is loaded 
into memory . This first dictionary contains the 
most "common" words one might expect to find . Words 
not found in a very fast binary search are passed to 
the unknown word file . Each successive pass loads 
the next complete dictionary tier, which contains 
less and less frequently-used words . The words left 
over in the unknown file from the previous pass are 
checked against the current tier. Any unknown words 
left over are considered misspellings . One of the 
dictionary tiers is a "user" dictionary . 

In building the dictionaries for this system, 
considered each word in the original dictionary, and 
decided into which one of five tiers each word would 
be placed . This incredibly painstaking dictionary 
editing process required nearly one hundred hours to 
complete . Forget the program -- if you're using the 
bulk of those dictionaries, Ralph, maybe we ought to 
duke this out in court! 

Regarding some words ending in double letters: 
there are certainly not hundreds, and this solution, 
while not perfect, does have its benefits . Where, 
for example, do you put the MISSPELL file when 
running two SSSD drives in 48r. of RAM? I know that 
you have high-density floppies; and eventually I 
bought a hard disk for my Poly . Nonetheless, 
SPELL 3.0 runs on a standard two SSSD drive system, 
with as little as 48[ of RAM. Those are Cwerel the 
hardware constraints of more than a third of the 
SPELL 3.0 users. Can CA:SJ Spell be used on those 
systems? What happens when the MISSPELL file gets a 
little rotund? 

As far as some Poly keyboards having a problem 
with double letters (bouncing keysl you're right. 
But I called Mark Maclin at Poly in 198Z. He came 
up with a simple solution . I can't remember now, 
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but I'm reasonably sure that I did an article on 
that fix for PL . cone only needed to cut two traces 
and add two jumpers to the keyboard PCB to stop key 
bounces.) 

Regarding SPELL 3. 0 input buffering: 10 sectors 
i s not ideal -- you're looking at the problem 
superficially . The i dea is to keep the drives 
sp i nn i ng and the head pad loaded. This is far 
better than stopping and starting the floppy drives, 
loading and unloading the heads, or doing a lot of 
seek i ng on a hard d i sk . I tried 10 sectors and 
several other buffer s i zes . Ei ght sectors for the 
input buffer and one sector for the output buffer 
proved optimal over many years of use . While 
perhaps not the most efficient or elegant method 
from a software perspective , I'd settle for this 
" ug l y duckling" approach long before placing 
excessive wear on the customer's disk drives . By 
the way, the governing factor in the total 
dictionary size i s really the available disk space, 
not the RAM size. As noted, SPELL 3.0 supports SSSD 
users , and the d ictionaries fit on a single £lippy . 

I commend you for having spelling software 
available for the Poly now and actively supporting 
it. What I did not and do not like was having 
SPELL 3.0 -- a widely used and praised program -
a ck now ledge d in such a negative light. 

You really owe me an apology, Ralph . 
Sincerely, Frank Stearns, Vancouver, WA 

·p _s _: More items for the MISSPELL file in the 
July/August i ssue of PL: Page 2, third paragraph 
"whenl" . In my file it's two words, "when" followed 
by " I". Perhaps the "when!" is a printer goof but 
that seems unlikely because you're right-justifying . 
If the printer had missed a space, the right margin 
should also be indented by the amount of the missing 
space. 

Page 3, paragraph 6: "unfriendlyness": That spelling 
caught my editor's eye but I wasn't sure. For fun I 
typed "unfriendlyness" on my 286 DOS machine, and 
then pressed ALT-F10 . The Borland Turbo Lightning 
speller window popped up, indicated that this was 
not a correct spelling, and offered "unfriendliness" 
at the top of its list of suggested words . The 
correct spelling was swapped in merely by pressing 
RETURN . CWhen proofing this letter, the Microsoft 
WORD speller also threw up on "unfriendlyness" . It 
too offered "unfriendliness" as the correct 
spelling.) 

Of course, "when!" would be caught immediately by 
the spellers on my DOS machine . Because of the 
tight suffix and pref ix definitions, SPELL 3.0 would 
also have caught "whenl", but I see how lA :Sl Spell 
might not. Alas, SPELL 3.0, like lA:Sl Spell, would 
have erroneously passed "unfriendlyness" . As you 
say, some things just get through . That's why I'm 
glad now, in a melancholy sort of way, that I'm on a 
DOS machine . They're okay once you define a 
half-dozen operating system commands and a dozen 
ed i ting commands that make the thing similar to a 
Poly . There's still the question of DOS machine 
hardware reliability, but you can now get a set of 
bas i c AT (80286) boards for less than 1700, and a 

whole AT system for under 11200 . Spares are easy to 
keep on hand. 

£Frank, I couldn't find your definit i ons for 
"d i ssatisfied" in any of my dict ionar ies , includ ing 
Websters unabridged and the Oxford Engl i sh . 
According to the Oxford English Di ct i onary , 
'd i ssatisfy' means 11 

• • • to fail to sat i sfy or fulf ill 
the wishes of.. . " . I never claimed , nor intended to 
claim that SPELL 3. 0 fa i led to meet any of your 
advertised cla i ms . I did , however, cla im that i t 
did not do someth ing that I wished that it had done . 

As I understand "dissatisfaction" to mean, SPELL 
3. 0 did not fulfill my wishes or desires. Jn sho rt 
it didn't do what I would have l i ked it to . You 
were dissatisfied with Autopath for exactly the same 
reason . Although it did exactly what you SAID it 
should do, what you SAID it should do turned out not 
be what you WISHED it to do . You really wished it 
to change the default path selectively rather than 
with every lookup as you said. However, since 
meaning is not in words, but in persons, and "the 
customer is always right", I defer to your 
"professional editorial" experience . I profusely 
apologize to you for saying anything that might have 
been misconstrued to mean what I had not intended. 

It seems that your idea of what an algorithm is 
differs from that which I learned while aqu iring my 
M.S. in Computer Science . An algorithm is s imply 
an effective procedure . A procedure is effective 
only if it is guaranteed to terminate . No 
efficiency criteria is included in the definition . 
The arrangement of data, however, will affect the 
efficiency of any particular algorithm. For 
example , in sorting data, the quick-sort algorithm 
sorts random data much faster than it sorts nearly 
sorted data, while the heap-sort algorithm takes 
about the same time regardless of the arangement of 
the data. 

A simple spell checking algorithm is nothing more 
than computing the set difference between the 
dictionary fileCsl and the document fileCsl. 
Expressed logically: 
Output file := Document files - Dictionary files 

One of the first problems we dealt with in the first 
graduate computer science course I took CCS-655) was 
determining the most efficient method for 
implementing a procedure to compute the 'join ' , 
' intersection', and 'set difference' between two 
files . To insure that the process is completed 
correctly, one must read in as much of one file as 
will fit in memory and still allow some working 
space, and then process the entire other file, one 
record at a time, with subsequent passes for the 
remaining sections of the first file . 'Join' and 
'intersection' process the original file again each 
pass, while 'set difference' processes the output 
file each pass. A spelling checker is simply an 
application of this basic construct. 

Theory: C : = A - B; 
Application: MISSPELL : = DOCUMENTS - DICTIONARIES; 

We even discussed this particular application in the 
course. Expressing the algorithm so as to make 
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explicit the memory limitation yields: 3.0 in the public domain. 

FILES A.B.C; 
FLAG = 0; 

>' By the way, Frank, months ago you promised me an 
:) article on the tricks you employed to make a PC 

WHILE NOT END OF FILE CAJ > (clone) act similar to the Poly . As you saw 
READ CBLOCKJ; 
CASE FLAG OF 

WHEN 0 = > C = B - B LO;.;C •. l'..;_"iiiiiili•• 
FLAG : = 1 , • 

WHEN 1 = > 
END CASE; 

END WHILE; 

C = C - BLOCK; 

Of course , each block must be sorted, and a binary 
lookup used to insure speed. Since the blocks are 
used again and again, it is better to have each 
block presorted. Disk storage limitations determine 
how many blocks to a file, the simplest arrangement 
being one block per file . 

While it is commendable that you 'hit upon' the 
idea on your own accord, you were re-inventing the 
wheel and cannot claim any rights to such a public 
idea . 

The arrangement of words in your dictionaries, as 
you say, based on your frequency experience, would 
affect the speed of any such algorithm. Since your 
dictionaries are arranged in your frequency 
experience order, lA:Sl Spell would probably run 
faster if it did use the SPELL 3 . 0 dictionaries. 
However, !A:Sl Spell uses different dictionaries . 
Its dictionaries are not presently arranged in 
frequency order. They are arranged by word size 
only . I am also sympathetic to your 100 hours 
ed i ting dictionaries. I too, over the period since 
1984, have spent a hundred or more hours editing 
dictionaries . I, however failed to incorporate 
frequency experience, BUT, I have ordered the Brown 
Standard Corpus, which contains standards of English 
text. 1 refer you to "Computational Analysis of 
Present-Day American English", by Kucera and 
Francis, Brown University Press, Providence, 1967. 
I will subject the corpus to a frequency analysis 
and issue revised dictionaries which do take 
frequency into account. !A:Sl Spell does works on 
SSSD systems with 48K . What's more, if anyone comes 
up with a configuration where it doesn't work, I'll 
fix it for them. 

Well, Frank, publishing your letters here has 
given SPELL 3.0 more exposure and positive praise 
than it ever had before . I am sure that many people 
out there would like to get a copy. However, since 
you sold your Poly, lock stock and barrel, software 
included, to Percy Roy, Perhaps it is Percy that I 
should be asking to put SPELL 3. 0 in the Public 
domain . I went back to my old 48 tpi disk archive 
and found the original SPELL 3. 0 that you sent me. 
How about letting me put it in the PolyGlot Public 
Domain Library? Or, do I have to ask Percy Roy, as 
the new owner of the rights to it? 

As part of my Masters in Human Resources 
Management, I was taught to seek the "win-win" 
solution to controversies. Also, Gerald Neirenberg 
says that the object of negotiation is not a dead 
competitor, but a solution both can live with. Let 
us put this controversy behind us by putting SPELL 

yourself, your earlier article on transitioning to a 
DOS machine got considerable response . We have 
people out there who have both Poly's and DOS 
machines, and who would like to have help making it 
easier to use the DOS machine in light of their Poly 
experience . How about it Frank, does PolyLetter get 
another article describing the "half dozen operating 
system commands and a dozen editing commands that 
make the thing similar to a Poly . "? 

I have looked through all the PolyLetters that 
you edited and have not found any item on 
eliminating key-bounce . Would you be so good as to 
let me know which issue you think it was in? 
Ralph. 

P . S . The "when!" you spoke of is actually in 
paragraph 9. PolyLetter is spell checked, formatted 
to a file, edited for page headings, and printed in 
one pass . I checked and "when!" is NOT in the 
original file which !A:s1 Spell checked . Just for 
drill. 1 ran a test and IA:Sl Spell does catch 
"when!" . The "when!" WAS in the formatted output 
file, so it apears that either format goofed or 
fil.PS goofed, or most likely, I goofed during the 
post formatting editing when I delete alternate page 
form-feeds . Since the printer does the right 
justification no space would be expected . 

"Unfriendlyness" came about because I had failed 
to remove "friendly" when I added the LY suffix . 
Removing Friendly from DIC6-8 solves this particular 
problem, since the combined suffix LINESS is in 
SUFFIX. Ed.l 

Dear Ralph: September 27, 1987 

I have been wanting to write and thank you for 
yet another great issue (18704) of PolyLetter. 

It's fun reading the "nostalgia" articles. 
still remember my own first encounter with the Poly 
- back around '76 in a little corner-store in Santa 
Barbara, CA called the "Byte Shop". Nothing like 
today's lavish computer stores . Just 1-2 people 
hanging around, an IMSAI or two, a couple of Diablo 
& Teletype printers - and .. . than beautiful wooden 
box with three disk drives in it . . . sitting next 
to the little orange 188 . I was mesmerized . An 
actual computer, a real one, that could do things 
that only the big IBM 650's were supposed to be able 
to do! I saved my pennies and got one of the first 
18813's shipped by Poly - with minimum RAM and only 
one drive . COver the next few years I laboriously 
upgraded, ROM by ROM, board by board, to a "full 
house" 18813. And what great people I met along the 
way - in basements, garages, and studies overflowing 
with Frankenstein-lab gear. You could always tell a 
Poly freak, as he always had the 18813 going with 
the wooden cover off so he could mess with it. 

O.K . , so the real point of this letter is to give 
you a good report on the software and hardware 
combination Bob Bybee put together for me . You'll 

ii 
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recall that I spoke with you a bit about my desire 
to get my Macintosh Plus to talk to the Poly_ You 
had a software package, but no hardware. Bybee had 
a communications software package for the Poly, and 
offered to make me the necessary cables too . 

I tho u ght the entire package was extremely 
reasonably priced [would rather other clients get 
prices d i rectly rather than my stating it hereL It 
arr ived very quickly , carefully packaged , and with 
complete and readable documentation _ I should add 
that I am not a "tech" person, and that the non-tech 
language of the d~cumentation was thus important to 
me_ 

The result was a Poly-to-Mac cable connection 
that worked perfectly the first time. Using Bybee's 
Poly communications software and MicroPhone software 
on the Macintosh, 1 was able to move everything I 
wanted across to the Mac, error-free, at 3600 baud. 
CTheoreticaly both machines could go at bauds up to 
9600, but I began to get errors over 3600 . This 
could have been me and not the soft/hardware too-1 

Bybee's Poly-to-modem cable, hooked up to the 
printer port, also worked perfectly with a 
Hayes-compatible modem the first t i me . I use 
CompuServe and MCI-Mail regularly, and the 18813 
zipped smoothly into both of them. 

So for PolyLetter readers who are crying about 
things the 18813 can't do, or shouldn't be relied on 
to do because of its age: 

C1l it makes a superb computer-communications 
terminal. It's big, beautiful CRT type makes data 
services & BBS's appear at their best, and the 
results can be saved to disk and pulled right up in 
WordMaster II for easy editing, formatting, & 
printing _ 

(2) Since the Poly and the Mac can trade text 
files zip/zip, all you Mac freaks out there can use 
the Poly when you want, the Mac when you want, and 
move files back and forth as easily as attaching one 
cable between the two cases . No more fears that any 
work done on the Poly will be "stuck to" than system 
forever . 

All for the moment - Keep publishing! 
Sincerely, -- Michael Aquino, St. Louis, MO . 

CM i ke, Thanks for sharing your MacPoly experiences 
with us. Al Levy has been transferring files 
between the Poly and other machines during his 
tenure as editor of The Stack, the organ of the Long 
Island Computer Association CLICAL He started 8 
years ago swapping files to a Commodore Pet, and has 
s i nce swapped with a host of different CP/M 
machines, the Apple, and IBM PC Cclone) machines as 
well as the Macintosh . Al regularly transfers files 
from a PC (clone) to the Poly for EDiting and then 
transfers them back _ I usually send Clone f i les to 
the Poly for editing and printing rather than using 
the Clone directly _ As you say, the secret is 
having the correct cable connections and appropriate 
software on both ends . - - Ed-1 

Hi Ralph, October 10, 1987 

I st i ll have not got my Poly to interface to a 
printer. I think that my interface in the Poly is 
not working_ How can I test it? If I was to send 
it to you, can you test it? I'm using a VJC-20 to 
print this letter. 

I also have 2 8I RAMs that I can't get to work . 
My top of memory is 9FFF . The settings for these 
RAM's were wrong _ Would you know the settings for 
these boards? Here is the info from the boards: 

Copyright 1977 G.Morrow 
Synchrofresh TM VIII 
ECONORAM 'I'M II from Thinker Toys 
2F 01-78 

I have two of these boards and if you know the 
settings I would be very grateful for the info _ 

Enclosed is $6 .00 for PGL-V-10 

What is the market value for a Poly now? As I am 
considering selling or trading my Poly unless I am 
able to get a printer to interface as I have started 
a business and need the printer badly_ -- Len 
Thomsen, Delta, British Columbia, Canada 

CHi Len, Poly Letter 8606 CNOV /DEC 87) contained an 
article on testing the printer interface using the 
confidence test. Make a RS-232 plug which connect 
pin Z to pin 3, pin 4 to pin 5, pin 6 to pin ZO, and 
pin 17 to pin 24 . Make a Poly printer card header 
plug connecting 1 to 15, 2 to 16, 3 to 13, 4 to 14 , 
5 to 11, 6 to 12, and 9 to 10 . Run the confidence 
disk, press CTRL-S and select the Serial interface 
test. This will tell you if you have problems 
anywhere between the CPU and the serial card . 

PolyLetter 8702 CMAR/APR 87) conta ined an article 
on hooking up printers to the Poly serial interface 

I can test your printer interface card if you 
send it to me. 

I do not have any info on those particular RAM 
cards, but they should be addressable on any 8[ 
boundary_ You can set the boards by trial and error 
using the confidence test. Make up a setting on one 
of the boards . Put it in. Boot on the confidence 
test package. Look to see where it shows RAM. If 
you don't see any extra RAM, assume the board is 
addressed somewhere where you already have ram, and 
try another setting. Usually you will have 3 
switches which will be set in binary_ The board may 
have from 3 to 8 switches which may give memory 
protect as well as wait states or phantom . 
Sometimes you will have one switch for each of the 8 
possible locations and must turn on only one . I 
could probably find the combination, (assuming the 
boards are good)_ 

The top pr i ce paid for a Poly in the last year 
was 500 .00 . The bottom price paid was o_ The most 
common price paid was $100 Clo the best of my 
knowledge). 

You should be able to get your printer interface 
working with any serial printer. 
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feel free to call me at area code 413-458-3597 
for additional info . -- Ed .l 

Public Domain 

Dist PGL-Y-U hs Z7 files 01 i t , Z7 
311 sectors i1 1se, I sectors deleted, 
Size l11e . 

31 llDll . IS l IDll.DC 
Z7 lPl-C&LCULlTOl . IS 11 IPl-C&LCUL&TOl .DC 
lZ P&JIOLL .IS IZ LllEll .IS 
II LIEGIS . IS I PEElEl .15 
I T-TEST.IS 3 019-&DDEl . IS 
I OIY/YPT/IA-COllECTOl . IS 
I ITBS/ll-COllECTOl.IS 

Z4 TELED-11-13 .DT 45 STOCIS4t . IS 
5 STOCl54t .DC 31 GOLDI . IS 
3 GTEST .DT I GOLDSPOTS .TI 
Z DISl.TI t COIPIESS . IS 

II EIP&ID . IS 5 COIP-EIP-EJllPLE.TJ 
I FllCTlOl-IETllC-COIY. IS 
7 l&SE . IS I COIPllE/TI0.15 
5 IEIS/LllE5/0UT.15 4 80115/DEI0 .15 

MOIR .BS generates a sorted listing of file names and 
disk names . The output from the program may be put 
i nto a new file or listed directly to the printer. 
The output also includes disk names, the number of 
programs, and the number of sectors in use . 

RPN-CALCULATOR.BS was Written by Scott A. Loomer of, 
ft. Belvoir , VA, and simulates a Reverse Polish 
Notation calculator, such as many Hewlett-Packard 
models . 

PAYROLL.BS is an early, and rather simple, program 
to perform some simple payroll functions, including: 
print paychecks, tabulate payroll record, list 
employee records, and summarize employer tax record . 

LINEAR . BS solves simultaneous linear equasions 
numerically . 

LREGRS.BS does multiple linear regression. 

PEEIER .BS is a memory examining program by David 
Larry Johnson, Prince George, VA . It dumps memory 
to the screen. 

T-TEST. BS does a T-test for two independent random 
samples. 

STOCIS49 came with the Poly-88 user group programs, 
but no authorship is contained in it, nor is there 
any documentations. OBV-ADDER.BS, 
OBV /VPT /MA-CORRECTOR.BS, and 8THS/MA-CORRECTOR.BS 
appear to work with STOCIS49. I don't know how this 
program works, but here's what its menus look like. 
If you are into stock market analysis, it may 
provide some useful information. 

5TOCl DUET FUICTIOI IEH 

I. l1it iate data recerd 11d c1lc1l1te i1dieator1. 
Z. Update dat1 record 11d c1lc1l1te i1dic1t111 . 
3. Pri1t data 11d i1dicat111 . 
4. Grapi data 11d i1dic1tor1 . 
5. Ter1i11lt Proce1si19 . 

GUPI llEH 

l Price lar Grapi 
l . Price lar Grapi •iii l1•i11 l•1r111 
1. Cl11i11 Price 11d lo•i11 l•er11e ' Li1e' Grapi 
i . Cl1si11 Price P1 i1t 11d Fi11re 
5. Oil Poiat 11d Fi91re 
I . YPT Poi1t 11d Fi11re 
1. let1r1 t• l1i1 le11 

Some of these options print some snazzy graphs us ing 
the sample data file CTELED-11-13 . DTJ. 

GOLD6 .BS, GTEST.DT, and GOLDSPOTS .TX appear to be 
for tracking Gold prices on the stock markets . 

DISI . TX is a command file to test disks. 

COMPRESS.BS is a utility program to compress a BASIC 
program by removing spaces and REM's. EXPAND.BS 
puts the spaces Cbut not the REM'sl back in, and 
COMP-EXP-EXAMPLE.TX is an example of their work . 

FRACTION-METRIC-CONV.BS converts back and forth 
between fractions in inches and metric decimal 
equivalents. 

BASE.BS converts numbers among Decimal, Hexadecimal, 
and Binary representations. 

COMPARE/TWO . BS compares two BASIC programs . 

REMS/LINES/OUT.BS removes the line numbers from REM 
lines. 

HOURS/DEMO.BS converts minutes into hours and 
minutes. 

Abstract Systems, etc. 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01Z67 
(413) 458-3597 

llSIS -- DllYES -- IODEIS -- PIOIS -- SOFTlllE -- SPELL 

I . IUllLL disttttts : S" 10 bard sector -- 112 ptr b11 of 10 . 
Z. Rayts licroaodta 100 for only 125 . 

1300 b&1d i1 bas di rtcl connect aodta. Liaittd q1&nlity . l 
3. RlJtsSys aodt• soflwart (for lbt licroatdta IOOl 125 . 
4. U:Sl Sptll, 1 good sptlli11g chtchr for 135 . 
5. lbstract Sysleas Eztc IE1ba1c1a1nts I bags corrtcttdl 135 . 
6. lbstract Systeas Proas IEnbanctatnts I bigs corrtcttdl 135 . 
7. Poly6ltt Lihuy Yolnu I !bra 24, U ucb . 
IStnd 11 .00 for a ceaplttt catalog--Cfrtt with &DJ ordtrl 

ll&tt chtcts payablt tt lalpb leaytn . l 

PolyMorphic Systems 
7334-H Hollister Avenue, 
Santa Bubua, CA 93117 

One source for new and reconditioned systems , ha.rd 
disk sub-systems, parts, conversions, manuals, and 
service . We've got it a 11 ! CA LL ( 8 0 5 > 6 8 5 - 6 2 3 8. 
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Al Levy 

Box 71 

Hicksville NY 11802 

(516) 293-8368 

Stuff For Sale Or Trade 
Best Offer 

• Poly C PU Board 
• Poly Video Carel 
• Poly SS/SD Disk Controlle r 
• Poly Serial i/o cards 
• Poly Cassette Inte rface Cards 
• Poly 8k Memory Cards 
• Poly 16k M emory Cards 
• Poly 48k Memory Cards 

I Need 
PolyMorphic 

DS/DD 5.25 '' 
Disk Contro ller 

& 

Hard Disk Cards 

• 5.25" drives (Mostly Shugart Poly Orig Equ) 
• Other Memory Cards (S-100) - Work In Poly 
• Complete Systems 

Nole: 16k cards can be converted to 64k cards 

PolyMorphic Manuals & Disks 

• User's Manual • Field Service 
• WordMaster I • MaiList 
• WordMaster II • PLAN 
• BASIC & Assembler • Exec 96 
• System Programmers Guide (1) 
• System Programmers Guide (2) 
• 5.25 inch diskettes for Poly SS/SD$10.00 box 
• 5.25 inch diske ttes for Poly DS/DD$15.00 box 
• 8 inch diskettes for Poly SS/SD (used) 

$ l.25 each - minimum order 25 
• 8 inch diskettes for Poly SS/SD (new) $10.00 box 
• 8 inch diskettes for Poly DS/DD (new) $17.50 box 

(order ten boxes and price is $10 per box) 
OS/DD diskettes work with SS/SD drives 

• Disk Conversions- to/ from 300 different disk for
mals including IBM, Apple, Macintosh,NorthStar, 
C P/M, 5.25 or 8 inch 

CUSTOM SOFTWARE: Checkbook Program (In BASIC) , 
Speed up your Mailist Reports, PLAN customized for more 
columns; Printer Tricks, Learning Programs (Demos) $5, KISS, 
Form.OV (Don Moe) , Preform & many more available. 

Al Levv 
Box 71 

Hicksville NY 11802 

(516) 293-8368 

I also self XT -AT 

Clones, Printers & 
supplies for all 

computers. + 
Software fo r IBM 

For Sale : Mul tipl e 8813 systems - each with 3 
drives , 641( , Monitor , and Keyboard - Make offer . 
Robert L. Schwartz, 906 Main Street , Cincinnati, OH , 
45202 , (51 3) 241-3447 . 

For Sale : Video Board - $95, 8 " Disk Controler -
$150 , Printer Interface - $50 , Po ly CPU - $ 125, 
Pr i am Hard Disk with Poly Interface card and Power 
Supply - $400 , Poly Keyboard/Screen en cl osure -
S175. Charles Trayser, 415-651-5931. 

FOR SALE : Two 5" SSSD SA400 drives, $25 each . - Ken 
Lowe, 5936 W. Zina Circle, West Valley City, UT , 
84120 <B01) 969-7736 . 

Charles A. Thompson 
PolyCom Associates 
2909 Rosedale Avenue, 
Dallas, Texas 75205-1532 
Phone : <214)-368-8223 

PolyCom General Ledger $125 

Version 4 is the original form, where you kee p 
each separate set of books on separate diskette s . 
Version 5 is menu driven and allows you to keep a 
number of different sets of books on-line . <Version 
5 requires a hard disk, preferably, or at least DSDD 
floppies) . Either version is $125 .00 , including the 
operations manual. 
FOR SALE Poly BB 10 box with power supply and mother 
board . $50 plus shipping . 

Non-Poly equipment for sale : 2 Digital LA-1BO 
printers w/parallel I'face, $70 each. 3 Durango 
computers model F85 for parts - make offer . ADDS 
Viewpoint model 60 dump terminal, $60 . SDSystems 
model 700 computer w/512X, 2SSSD B" , B serial ports , 
MPI 9448 Phoen ix 96MB disk , and Oasis multiuser OS , 
make offer . Corvus 20MB and H_MUX, hardly used , 
make offer . 3 TRS-BO model II's, make offer . 
TI-B10 with bad print head, $125 . 2 Soroc IQ-1 20 
t erminals for parts, $20 . 2 Shugart SA800- 2 , 
Memorex model 651 B" , $30 each. Pertee 9 track tape 
drive model T8640-9, 800/ 1600 bpi, with Wespercorp 
model TC-113 controller for DEC Unibus, manuals for 
both , like new , $300 . Doug Reaser <205) 277-3167 . 

One of a Kind 

I have acquired a unique item. Would you believe 
a wooden keyboard? This keyboard ... well, ya gotta 
see it to believe it. It's beautiful. A n i ce 
hardwood finish that matches the Poly . 

The keyboard is not a Poly keyboard, but it works 
with the Poly PROVIDED, the jumper on the Poly VTI 
c ard is switched from the raw 8 volt to the 
; f:i gulated S volt supply. It has extra function keys 
t hat the Poly doesn't use and a separate numer ic 
p a d, but lacks the cursor control keys on Poly 
l<.~~ yboards II and Ill. It would be easy to add a 
me mory resident keyboard filter program which 
r: onverted the function key inputs to the Poly 
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Keyboard III function key and cursor control key 
inputs. 

This is the perfect keyboard for that Polished 
Display Poly in your Den, which some of our more 
nostalgic letter writers have spoken of. I am 
auctioning this keyboard off to the highest bidder 
subject to a minimum bid requirement of S35 . 00 . 
Send in your bids postmarked no later than December 
31, 1987 . 

Readers Requests 

Readers have asked for articles about the 
following: Assembly language article governing the 
use of WHO, WHL Ckdr, Msg, etc . What happens when 
a BASIC program is saved with SAVEF, or SAVEP . How 
to UNSAVEP . How would CP/M be of use . An 
explanation of the Front Panel. How does CP/M work . 
Where to get Drive Service, Keyboard Service, etc . 
Hardware update recommendations, Sorce lists, 
Communication software articles, File transfer to 
other computers . More on PClones. More articles on 
Hardware CBoards, etcJ More articles on languages. 
An explanation of relocatable files . 

As time and space permits, I will try to answer 
all these questions . However, our readers are 
encouraged to submit their own articles on these and 
any subjects . Articles should be submitted on Poly 
5" SSSD disk . PC disk format is also acceptable . 

.Po 1 y Letter 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, HA 01267 
(413) 458-3597 

Ark! r~.s s Gorrection Requested 

Pol yLelter Editor and Publisher : hlph hnyon . Subscriptions : US S15.00 
yr., Crna dil S18 .DD yr. , Ovusus $20 .00 yr., pii.yil.blt in US dollus to 
ialph ltnyon . Editorial Contributions : four contributions to this 
nnslethr ue alnys nlcoae . Articlts, suggestions, for uliclts, or 
questions you'd li l:e answered ue rudily Hcephd . This is your 
nnsle!ttr; plust help support it. Adurtiseaents by subscribers ii.rt 

free of charge. PolyLettu is not dfiliated with Polyllorphic Sysle11s . 

Bit Buc:Jcet 

How many kinds of bits can you think of? 
thought of little, lid, part, and 'o'honey . Send in 
your thoughts . 

Remember, our current contest asks: what kind of 
soup does a computer eat? 

In This Issue 

Editorial 1 
Abstract Systems edit Program 1 
Letters To C& from) The Editor 1 
In The Public Domain . 7 
Ads . 8 
One of a Kind 9 
Readers' Requests 10 
Bit Bucket 10 

Corning Soon 

A Parallel 8251 UART by John Warkentin, Modems and 
Communications software, More BASIC for Beginners, 
Serial Device Driver Explained, How to UNSAVEP 
protected Programs, More System Programmers Notes, 
Making your PC work like a Poly, More Help, 
BugNotes, Public Domain Software, etc . 

Questions 

Can you find and answer the questions asked in 
this issue? Send your answers and requests in . 

FIRST CLASS MAIL 

Back volumes of PolyLetter are available at 
the same price as the current subscription 
rate . CUS S15.00 yr., Canada S18 . 00 yr., 
Overseas S20 . 00 yr., payable in US dollars 
to Ralph Kenyon . ) Individual issues are 
also available CS3.00, S3 . 50, S4 . 00J. 
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Last issue I lamented the increasing cost of 
publishing PolyLetter and reported that the price of 
PolyLetter is being increased to S18 per year, which 
is far less than the cost of living increase over 
the previous price period. As an additional cost 
saving measure, there will be no more free rides. 
For those of you who have enjoyed free subscriptions 
as the perogative of past editors, this is your last 
issue . You will find a renewal card enclosed. 

Poly• s Best Kept Secret 

During the last couple of months a chain of 
events has lead to the uncovery of one of Poly's 
best kept secrets . Gnomus. I spoke with Sirous at 
PolyMorphic Systems on November Z3, and he has 
agreed to put Gnomus in the public domain . This 
includes the source code as well as the machine 

·language routine. Gnomus is on PGL-V-Z5. 

Now, then, what's all the hullabaloo about? 
First, some background. Gnomus was written by Bob 
Martin in 1977, aparently, exclusively for Poly's 
in-house use. It is a memory-resident, hot-key 
p rogram for creating storing, and retrieving macro 
routines . It has the capability of defining and 
executing macros, as well as saving them to a file, 
or reading a file of such macros. 

"Ho hum;" you say, "we've had that in the editor 
s ince way back?" True, BUT, how would you like to 
be able to do some of those ESCAPE library routines 
from Exec, or in BASIC? When I am developing a 
program, I often execute the same sequence of 
commands many times . It sure would be nice to be 
able to do that with one Cwell, two really) key 
stroke. For example, in revising my Pramiey program 
I went thru the following sequence several times. 

DE PL RL 
Asmb <3>pk . AS PI.RL 
N 
N 
N 
TEST.CD 

With Gnomus, I only needed to define the sequence 
just like from within the editor. ESC,=,G followed 
by the exact sequence above, followed by ESC, ESC, 
RETURN . Now, the entire sequence could be executed 
with the two key sequence: ESC, G. 

Hot-key, memory-resident programs became popular 
with the IBM-PC and its clones. I never heard of 
such a program for CP/M, has anyone else? Poly had 
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the capability i n 1977! How come it was never 
released? Could it have made the difference in 
market share? Of course, Poly couldn't have called 
it Gnomus and still marketed it. They'd have to 
have called it the Poly Commander, or something like 
that. But no, they had to keep it a secret all to 
themselves . 

I have completely revamped mine to be relocatable 
and to use minimum disk space, as well as mak ing 
several other changes to suite myself. I use the 
BACI-SPACE key Csince no-one else uses that key) to 
prevent conflict with the Editor's built in Gnome 
Cas Poly referred to itl, and I have added my 
memory-management conventions for relocatable files . 
If anyone is interested in my enhancements rather 
th·an in the public domain Poly original, give me a 
call at 413-458-3597. 

Hore on edit 

Since I 'bit the bullet' and wrote edit, I don't 
know how I got along without it ! I type a file of 
remarks with commands imbedded, call up edit and 
move up to the desired command and hit return . 
Zowie! I sure get a lot of use out of the CTRL, 
DELETE, ESC, and arrow keys. 

PraznKey 

How many times have you put a favorite program in 
a command file and then realized that you had to put 
the answers to the program's questions in the 
command file too? How often have you wished to be 
able to give the answers the program wants and then 
resume the command file? 

Well, it's easy enough to do from a BASIC program 
by using the following codes. 

Z=PEEIC11656) \REM Save command file flag 
POIE 11656,0 \REM turn off command file 

\ \ 
insert parameter input routine here . 

\ \ 
POIE 11656,Z \REM restore command file flag . 

From an assembly language program the 
following code works. 

LOA CMDF 
PUSH PSW 
XRA A 
STA CMDF 

\ 

;Get command file flag 
;Stash it on the stack 

;Turn command file mode off 
\ 

insert parameter routine here 
\ \ 
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POP PSW ;Get flag from stack 
STA CMDF ;Put it back 
;Cit might have been zero.) 

The latest version of my Clock and date programs 
both work this way. I wanted to have these inputs 
when my system booted up, but didn't want to 
terminate command file mode. 

But, what about programs which are already 
written? How can we make these programs work in the 
same way? 

I find it hard to do anything in the exact same 
way twice, and remembering all the same things to do 
at boot up time would be too much for me. So, I 
made the computer do it for me by having a very long 
INITIAL file. 

Well, during the latest work on edit.GO Csee PL 
870S), I wanted to edit a line during the command 
file . Unfortunately, edit puts its result in the 
command buffer, and Poly never sees that stuff until 
the command file is done executing. You read about 
Gnomus? Well, I wanted to define ESC, d as a macro 
to produce the current date for Gnomus, but I didn't 
want to have to enter the date twice. So, I figured 
that I could go into my INITIAL command file and put 
edit's invoking character right after TYPEing the 
date on the screen. Then, I would invoke Gnomus's 
define a macro facility and let edit feed Gnomus the 
date . Didn't work . I had to put the command last 
in the command file so that the keyboard buffer was 
read after the command file was finished. 

Not being one to let this stop me, I figured that 
what I needed was something which would turn 
command file mode off long enough to get the info 
from the keyboard buffer . Those of you who have 
played with or actually used CP/M remember the 
SUBMIT utility which acts something like Poly's 
command file mode, but gets the parameters from the 
command line, or from the keyboard buffer. Well, I 
decided that I needed a program which would watch 
the stream of input characters and turn command file 
mode off long enough to get the info from the 
keyboard buffer and back on again after getting a 
parameter . I took a good loot at the special 
characters and decided that the percent character, 
"%", which happens to be used in the 1811-PC Cas well 
as in CP/M?J, is the appropriate character to use. 
Since a parameter is gotten from the keyboard, I 
decided to call the program Pram[ey. 

The program turns out to be quite simple. It 
just watches for its flag Cthe percent character). 
When it sees that character, it looks at the next 
character to see if it is also a percent character. 
If it is, it gives back one percent character, but 
if it is not, it throws the character away and 
starts getting characters from the keyboard buffer 
until a RETURN is processed. Then it turns command 
file mode back on. It also checks to see if command 
file mode is off, and disconnects itself if so . I 
mean, it's sole purpose is to provide keyboard 
parameters as input during command file mode, so 
when command file mode is done it's not needed 
anymore. CWe don't want to waste valuable memory 
with an inactive resident program.) I put Pramiey 

in the command file just before the first program 
which requires input. Cit has to go in any command 
file only onceJ 

Now, back to my INITIAL file. Remember, I wanted 
to used edit to feed the date to Gnomus in a 
definition. So I insert the sequence of commands 
which does the following. I TYPE the date, invoke 
edit, add the commands to invoke Gnomus's definition 
facility and the termination sequence CESCJ, and 
then the next character, which is a RETURN, 
completes edit. The very next characters in my 
command file are "% ", which allows the character 
sequence just put into the command buffer to be 
input and executed . So, it's TYPE Date followed by 
a CTRL-DELETE character and a space, followed by an 
ESCAPE and the up arrow character Cto get to the 
beginning of the line) CSee Bit Bucket, 8603 MAY/JUN 
1986 for the details of how to get CTRL characters 
into Edit.l Now, I insert "'[ since edit.GO knows to 
convert a character preceded by a carrot to a 
control character and CTRL-C is an ESCAPE. This is 
followed by the equal character,"=", and the 
character "d", since I am defining the ESC, d 
sequence for Gnomus to be the date. Next, I insert 
an ESCAPE and the down arrow character to send the 
cursor to the end of the line . This is followed by 
""'["'[". Ya, dat's right, two ESCAPEs . Gnomus 
thinks the first one is for it, and we want an 
actual ·ESCAPE character as input. CGnomus converts 
two ESCAPE characters into oneL Ok, the next 
character is a RETURN. This will terminate the 
editing process, and cause the sequence: ESCAPE, =, 
d, <the date on the screen>, ESCAPE, ESCAPE, and 
RETURN to be put into the keyboard buffer. Ok, now 
that the stuff is in the keyboard buffer it will be 
taken when the command file mode is turned off. 
That's where Pramtey comes in. It has been watching 
for "%". Well it's the next character in the file, 
so the sequence in the command buffer gets input and 
executed. First, the ESCAPE turns Gnomus on . 
Second the "=" sets Gnomus up for a new definition. 
Third, "d" tells Gnomus what's being defined . 
Forth, the date is fed to Gnomus as the definition . 
Fith the first ESCAPE turns Gnomus on again. Sixth, 
the second ESCAPE tells Gnomus that we want an 
actual ESCAPE character CGnomus ate one ESCAPE.) 
which goes to mark the end of the definition . 
Seventh, and finally, the RETURN tells Gnomus that 
the definition is finished. It also tells Pramtey 
to resume command file mode, so the next characters 
come from the command file again. 

Well, there you have it. edit was used to feed 
the command buffer with a definition sequence for 
Gnomus, and Pramiey was used to feed the definition 
sequence from the command buffer to Gnomus, all 
because I was too lazy to type the date twice. And, 
whenever I need to type the date I simply type ESC, 
d and Gnomus feeds the date back for me. 

Pramtey is the spin-off which can be used to 
input parameters from the keyboard while command 
file mode is effective. To obtain a copy of PramKey 
send SIS to Ralph Kenyon. edit is also US, but SZS 
gets you both. Next issue I'll tell you about my 
new Submit.RL program for starting a command file 
with answers as input parameters on the command 
line. 
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Letters 

Dear Ralph November 23, 1987 

I noted in a previous issue, 8704, that my 
atrocious puns have won me a PGL disk. I would like 
PGL-V-17. Never able to resist a challenge, I 
submit my answer to your current question: "Alphabit 
soup." No additional puns come to mind at the 
moment -- maybe I'm cured! -- Ron Moffatt, 
Rochester, NY 

CRight again, Ron; see the Bit Bucket. -- Ed.1 

Dear Ralph: November 18, 1987 

Jimmy Carter told us he had "lusted in his 
heart," but that was okay because he hadn't done 
anything wrong. Richard Nixon told us he was not a 
crook, but the judgment of history was otherwise. 
Clearly there are different interpretations of right 
and wrong, and since you are a person who has 
studied philosophy and knowledge, I would expect you 
to agree that the grey areas are often larger than 
the black and white endpoints. 

In our small community of Poly users, we have all 
t learned a great deal from each other. Our tricks, 

procedures, methods, and shared ideas have formed 
the basis for eight years of PolyLetter, and have 

'f enabled us to continue using our systems even to 
this day. But where does one draw the line between 
sharing an idea, and stealing intellectual property? 

· The issue of Frank Stearns' SPELL program has 
't provided some food for thought. I would like to add 

my views to the forum by citing some more examples. 

't 

't 

In the very early days of PolyLetter CApril 
1980), you offered a "disassembler" program written 
in BASIC. It was extremely popular, and was widely 
used by Poly owners with an interest in machine 
language programming, including myself. I learned 
much about programming, and about the internals of 
the Poly, from using your DisAsmb.BS program. But 
it was a slow program, running in BASIC with lots of 
disk file accesses, and I wanted something faster 
that would allow me to disassemble large programs 
like the ROMs. I studied your program to try and 
find a way to speed it up, but failed. Instead I 
decided to write my own, in assembly language. This 
program was called DIS80, and offered in the July 
1983 Disk-Of-The-Month. You quickly generated your 
own version of a fast disassembler written in 
assembly, which I declined to advertise in PL. 

Soon after I learned Cfrom you) about the 
"relocatable" features of the Poly assembler, I 
wrote and sold a program which would load and 
relocate a program in high RAM. The program was 
called MAIEREL Cfor Make Relocatable), and was 
advertised in the November 1982 PolyLetter. In the 
January 1983 issue, you offered a program of your 
own called MakeRel, which performed the same 
function. 

Ralph, you and I have disagreed for years about 
intellectual property rights, and I see that we 
continue to disagree. When you disassembled the 
Poly ROMs and created your own version Cthe 

so-called ASromsl, you claimed to have fixed several 
bugs and added features to the ROiis. You asked me 
to advertise these in PolyLetter. I declined to do 
so, because I felt that the code in the ROMs was the 
property of PolyMorphic, not of Abstract Systems. 
No matter how many minor changes you made to their 
code, you did not rewrite the majority of it, and so 
you would be profiting from their development work 
if you sold it. IBM sued several "clone" makers 
over this issue, citing that the clones had 
substantially copied the ROMs in the IBM-PC. IBM 
won. Most clones now use a set of ROiis Ca BIOSl 
written by an independent, bonded organization which 
developed the code from an external description of 
the entry/exit points, without any knowledge of the 
internals of the IBM ROMs, and without ever having 
seen the listing . The "Phoenix BIOS" is one example 
of this . 

You also disassembled and enhanced Exec .OV . and 
other parts of the operating system, offering them 
for sale as Exec/lA:SJ. Your sales literature 
contains a disclaimer that reads something like 
"Abstract Systems produces upgrades for the 8813 
because PolyMorphic Systems chooses not to do so, 
and we feel it's needed . " That statement may be 
true, and may ease your conscience, but doesn't 
change my feelings about who owns the rights to 
these items. 

Now, in the latest PolyLetter CSeptember 1987), I 
find that you are selling a program called edit.GO. 
This program looks surprisingly like the "BASIC 
Editor" which I wrote and sold in the July 198Z 
PolyLetter. Did you use my code? I don't really 
care, since I know you have the ability to write 
such a program without ever having seen mine. But 
as a reader of PolyLetter, you were certainly aware 
of my program, and might have at least acknowledged 
it. Incidentally, I wrote the BASIC Editor after 
seeing the "last-line-recall" feature built into a 
Chromatics color graphics computer. If memory 
serves, you also incorporated this feature into the 
ASroms. 

So now we have returned to the present, and to 
the issue of the SPELL programs. I've used Frank's 
for years, and without seeing yours I wouldn't even 
guess whether yours has the "look and feel" of 
Frank's, or contains any of his code or algorithms . 
I do know that Frank's worked well, and quickly. I 
used it for many years to help proofread PolyLetter. 
But no spell-checker can find everything, especially 
misspelled words which happen to form other valid 
words: "I new he was coming." 

I would like to ask where you got your dictionary 
file from. Is it derived from Frank's files? Or 
perhaps from another spell-checker's file, like an 
IBM-PC speller? 

We have all learned and borrowed from each other 
over the years. We improve on each other's ideas. 
And we each have a set of principles which we 
follow, in determining our actions. Ralph, your 
readers must decide if they think a product is a 
"rip-off" of another product, and they can 
demonstrate their decision by boycotting any product 
which does not conform to their standards of ethics . 
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I encourage them to do so, and to keep this dialog 
going. -- Bob Bybee, Stone Mountain, GA 

CBob, some of your recollections do not agree with 
the facts . 

1. My OisAsmb.GO was released in June 83, and was 
sold by direct mail promotion PRIOR to OIS80's July 
83 appearance . By the time OIS80 was announced, 
DisAsmb .GO had already sold several copies . 

2. I furnished you with the relocatable file bit-map 
code during mid 1981, well PRIOR to DIS80, and not 
subsequent to it as you just claimed . 

3. I sent you a copy of MakeRel and LoadRel on 
November 18, 1982. My copy of the NOV/DEC 82 
PolyLetter announcing MAKEREL was postmarked 
November 20 . 1982. LoadRel and UakeRel were also 
direct mail promoted prior to this date . 

In all three cases you have reversed the order of 
events. 

I happen to know that a review comparing DIS80 with 
DisAsmb was submitted to Frank Stearns and never 
published. I can understand your loyalty to Frank 
and your use of SPELL.GO, but that does not justify 
misrepresenting the facts. You should have, at the 
very least, referred to the records and gotten your 
facts straight. 

How.ever, let us be a little more thorough in 
examining the historical record. 

Bob, we had a couple of phone conversations about 
the relocatable loader during the spring of 1981, 
and knew we were both working independently on the 
same item, both of which came from • analyzing the 
disassembly of the WPS .GO loader of Poly's. I 
cracked the bitmap code first and explained it to 
you . This was while I was still in Virginia Beach, 
which was up until June 1981. 

Subsequently we both wrote loader programs using 
the information I gave you and our own independent 
disassembly of WPS.GO. On December Zt. 1981 you 
sent me a copy of your relocatable loader program 
which used the info I gave to you . The copy you 
furnished me was called LOAD. Subsequent to that, I 
began adapting the Poly to use 98 tpi drives and 
wrote my program LoadRel and MakeRel to support the 
new disk driver routines . Both were written without 
benefit of your LOAD program, but used the knowledge 
ga i ned from understanding how WPS.GO worked. 

On September 19, 198Z you sent me copies of your 
disassembly source codes for the ROMS, along with 
the comment: 

"I'm sending you these files for a couple of 
reasons . first, to thank you for the assistance 
you've given me on numerous occasions. And second, 
because if I didn't send them to you, I know you 
could get them anyway from somewhere else . " 

I thought your comment a bit strange, but I sent you 
a copy of my own disassembly source code in 
exchange. 

On November 18, 198Z, I sent you a copy of 
UakeRel and LoadRel. My copy of the NOV/DEC 82 
PolyLetter, in which your llAIEREL.GO was released, 
was postmarked November ZO. Obviously they crossed 
in the mail. LoadRel.GO and MakeRel.GO were also 
promoted by direct mail in advance of th i s 
submission to you, and I had told you on the phone 
about both of them Prior to this . At the time I 
felt mildly annoyed that you had released and 
promoted your own in PolyLetter, but chalked it up 
to 'competition'. 

This irritation was my motivation when I later 
beat you to the punch with OisAsmb.GO by a matter of 
a month. 

I had been planning to convert DisAsmb . BS into 
OisAsmb .GO for quite some time, but finally got 
around to completing the job in May, 83 . After 
having been 'stung' by you're having advertised your 
MAtEREL program even though my MakeRel was first, I 
decided to move more quickly on DisAsmb.GO. I sent 
out a direct mail promotion in early June, and had 
sold several copies by the time the Jul/Aug 
PolyLetter announcing OIS80 hit the streets. 

While we're on the subject of relocatable 
loaders, I have come across a 'third party' version 
which . has the original Poly WPS loader messages 
still in it. Now that is neither reverse engineering 
nor independent development. It is clearly piracy. 
What you and I did with WPS.GO was akin to reverse 
engineering. We learned enough about how it worked 
to write our own . Now, I have never seen your 
MAtEREL program in any form, but I did see your LOAD 
program after I gave you the code for the relocation 
bitmap. 

In regard to Ethics, you appear to be guilty of 
SO-SO Cnot ZO-ZO) hindsight. You must remember that 
those times were before ROllABLE code was established 
as subject to copywrite. I quote from my letter to 
you at the time: 

"As for selling custom PROMS, I won't be the first 
one to do so . I know of three others, and none 
caused any heartburn with Poly. It ' s not as if I'm 
taking away their market, I'm not. l have also made 
the source of my custom proms available to Poly for 
inclusion Cor not) in their next version Cwho knows 
when . .. >. ten Gudis was most pleasant and 
responsive the last time l talked to him. CNov 8Zl. 

As far as copywrite laws, ROMable is Cmaybe) 
protected from unauthorized duplication and sale, 
which I am not doing. I think my Policy statement 
"Cleared the air" on the question of possible 
"Pirating". 

As l understood you from our past conversations, 
your point of view seemed to me to be expressible 
as: "what is not (expressly) permitted is 
prohibited" . 

Since you mentioned my study of Eth ics, consider 
the following. Article IX of the Bill of Rights 
states: "The enumeration in the Constitution of 
certain rights shall not be construed to deny or 
disparage others retained by the people . " Further, 

·-
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a rticle X states: "The powers not delegated to the 
United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by 
1 t to the States, are reserved to the States 
respectively, or to the people. 11 These amendments, 
along with our legal history, is understood by 
ethical scholars to mean that "what is not 
prohibited is permitted". As a military Intelligence 
Analyst, 1 learned that the fundamental point of 
view in the Soviet Union, despite its wonderful 
constitution, was primarily that "what is not 
permitted is prohibited" Cat least prior to 
Glasnost). It should be noted that it is not the 
political ideology that produces such an attitude; 
conservativism and a tendency to authoritarianism 
produces it. My military experience gives testimony 
to the value of discipline . But, even such a good 
thing has its limits. Rules change. 

The "LAW" is in a continuous process of evolving 
through the mechanisms of legislation and cases. 
The concepts of law change as well as the 
application of those concepts. In a rapidly 
changing technological environment, the "LAW" also 
undergoes rapid change. What was not prohibited a 
few short years ago may become so. That is to say, 
the standards for judging whether some action is 
permitted can change quickly from a time in which 
the actions were not prohibited to a time in which 
they are. 

Article I, Section 9, paragraph 3 of the 
Constitution states: "No bill or attainder or ex 
.post facto law shall be passed." This is the 
so-called "Grand-father clause" which means that a 
law cannot be applied to events prior to its 
passage. The corresponding ethical principle is 
that we do not judge acts of yesterday by the 
standards in effect today; we must go back to the 
standards in force at the time. 

The major cases and legislation affecting 
software all took place in the intervening years. 
Cln that time it has been establiahed that ROii code 
is subject to copywrite ·protection.] If we had had 
the clearCerl guidelines then that are available 
now, perhaps neither one of us would have taken the 
course we did . On the other hand, we both have a 
strong claim that we did not violated today's 
standards even back then. 

Be that as it may, there is still room for our 
interpretations to disagree. I admit to being a 
liberal. 

Incidentally, I was called by lawyers in a piracy 
suite to discuss a case in which the competitors 
ROMS were byte-for-byte identical. The defense 
produced commented source code and claimed 
independent parallel development, which the 
prosecution needed to discredit. I told the 
prosecution what elements would be necessary to 
prove such a source was produced from disassembly, 
and what elements would suggest that it was but not 
prove it, and what could not prove it. I never got 
the final result of the case, but this seems a much 
closer case. Try calling that one! Cit was 
probably settled out of court, which would leave the 
state of the "LAW" un-clearl. 

For the record, here is the full text of my 
so-called 'disclaimer' regarding custom modifications. 

ABSTRACT SfSTEllS POLICY 

Abstract Systems, etc . attempts to fill a felt 
need for low level software support for PolyMorphic 
Systems System 8813 and System 8810 microcomputers. 
Our goal is to provide software and consulting at 
low prices. 

As with any product and company, PolyMorphic 
Systems decides to implement some and not to 
implement other new desirable features for System 
88. Also, with each new release, System 88 is 
"frozen" for an indeterminate period of time. The 
availability of desirable new features is 
conditional on the implementation policy and time. 
Abstract Systems will attempt ·to implement new 
features on a CUSTOM basis. Those ALREADY 
IMPLEMENTED will be made available for a NOMINAL 
fee. To preclude "giving away" software available 
from PolyMorphic Systems CNote 1), system 
enhancements which must be "installed" will not be 
furnished unless a system disk is provided on which 
to install it. 

NQte 1. Abstract Systems does not furnish software 
which is available from PolyMorphic Systems . 
Requests or inquiries for PolyMorphic Systems 
Software and Documentation are referred to 
PolyMorphic Systems as the appropriate source . 
Products which require a system disk will be 
furnished with a previous release of System 88. 
CThe current version of System 88 is available for 
sale from PolyMorphic Systems, 7334-H Hollister 
Avenue, Santa Barbara, CA 93117, Phone: 
C805l 685-6238.l £Abstract Systems is not 
affiliated with PolyMorphic Systems.]" 

Exec/fA:Sl is the complete collection of all 
custom and general operating system enhancements 
which were previously available as individually 
installable items. So many individual enhancements 
and bug corrections were made that it made sense to 
put them all together in one package. It comes as a 
'bare bones' disk onto which the rest of Poly's 
software mull be copied to make a complete system. 
To make a 'whole' system, Edit.GO, Asmb.GO, BASIC.GO 
and their associated overlays must all be added. 
All the enhancments had been offered to Poly at one 
time or another, and Poly has been furnished with a 
copy of the current version. All the bugs I have 
reported to Poly have been corrected, and all the 
custom enhancements I have made for myself as well 
as at others suggestions have been incorporated and 
have resulted in significant differences to every 
system overlay except Pack. 

Comparing 8-EDIT . GO with edit.GO is like 
comparing an apple to the cornucopia. edit.GO does 
what B-EDIT.GO does and much more . However, my 
reason for developing it was that I was dissatisfied 
with using only the GetBack feature of the ASROM 
proms. CWhich Lennie araki told me he implemented 
at Poly right after I submitted the source code to 
Poly.l I had originally implemented it as a 
CTRL-DELETE feature, but Lennie changed it to CTRL-U 
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to agree with Edit.GO . To maintain consistency, 
this forced me to change mine to CTRL-U also. A 
B-EDIT user discribed its capabilities and 
limitations to me over the telephone. It only does 
one line, and doesn't understand TABS. CTry editing 
a BASIC program line which has a TAB character in 
it; he said it stopped before the tabJ Anyway, I 
wanted to be able to edit other lines than the last 
one typed. The fact of the matter is that I wrote 
my own version, BEDIT, sometime after reading about 
yours, but had used it only occasionally . I was 
doing a lot of custom work in BASIC, and finally had 
the need for it. In writing edit.GO, I started with 
that code, so it is true to say that your product 
served as the stimulus for mine. My first version 
used UCHR and UVEC, and was modeled on a screen 
dump to printer program. However, I was leery of 
all this editing being done at the interrupt level, 
and I wanted to invoke edit from a command file, 
where UCHR has no effect. So, I changed it to a 
gnome which eye's WHO. edit.GO can be invoked in 
command files, and can input and convert CTRL 
characters. With this capability, I can type in two 
or three Exec commands on one line separated by "M's 
and execute them all in one stroke. Furthermore, 
edit knows how to find and copy a marked block from 
anywhere on the screen to the cursor location. 

With all this information, I am sure you could 
upgrade B-EDIT to include the additional features I 
have mentioned. After all, we're both competent 
programmers with considerable experience in the Poly 
environment. Competetion is, after all, competition. 
In my opinion, it was monopolizing and secrecy which 
killed Poly's chance for a good market share. Had 
we healthy competition, low prices, and lots of 
sharing... but that's off to never-never land again 
with the rest of the nostalgia. 

Incidentally, ISS advertized a spelling checker 
with a mere 3,000 words CSISS.RL) for S350 well 
before Frank's SPELL, advertised as having 20,000 
words, appeared. lA!SJ Spell has about 12,000 
words. -- Ralph.J 

A PARALLEL 8251 UART 
by John J . Warkentin 

The Editor of POLYLETTER has voiced a desire for 
a 'black board' that could be plugged into an 
integrated circuit socket that normally is occupied 
by an 8251 Universal Asynchronous Receiver 
Transmitter CUARTl, and provide support for a 
parallel printer port. 

Although such a project is only slightly less 
complicated than a full-blown parallel printer port, 
there are certain instances where such a hardware 
device would be most useful. It certainly minimizes 
the software modifications required to support a 
change in printers. 

Before I begin the discussion of this project let 
me make one thing perfectly clear: I have NOT built 
this device; to the best of my knowledge it SHOULD 
work, but I cannot guarantee that it WILL work. If 
anyone does build it and discover that it does work, 

please let me know via a letter to POLYLETTER . · 

THEORY 

Let's begin with a brief discussion of the 8251 
UART. The 8251 is basically a serial-to-parallel 
converter, and vice verse. We do not need to 
concern ourselves with the serial side of this LC. 
to understand what is going on with this project. 
The parallel side of the 8251. however, is important 
to understand, as this is what we have to emulate. 

The parallel side of the UART is connected to the 
computer's internal data, address, and control bus . 
Cln the Poly these are contained on the CPU card; 
buffers drive the S-100 bus . ) The 8251 has 8 
bi-directional data lines, 4 interrupt lines, 4 
control lines, and of course a +5 volt line and a 
ground line. CThere are additional lines, 
particularly for voltages, that we need not concern 
ourselves with hereJ 

Internally, the 8251 has a data-output register, 
a data-input register, a control register, a status 
register, and an interrupt facility. Our parallel 
printer port must emulate these registers and 
functions if we are to fool the software into 
thinking it is still working with a serial port. 

Let's take a look at the control logic of our 
'black board' at this point. Four control lines are 
used to control the 8251 Cor our 'black board' J A 
brief aside: Signal names preceded by a '-' are 
low-true, and those preceded with a '+' are high
true . The 4 signals are -WR, -RD, +C/-D, and -CS. 
-WR goes true when the computer wishes to write, or 
output to the 8251. -RD goes true when the computer 
wishes to read, or input from the 8251. +C/-D goes 
high when the computer wishes to output to the 
command port, and low when the computer wishes to 
input from the status port. +C/-D is driven by the 
address bit 0 line. The remaining address lines are 
decoded and used to select the 8251 via the -CS 
C-Chip Select> line. A 74LS138 CU1l is used to 
decode the 4 control lines and generate strobes used 
to control the remainder of our project. 

we· do not need to worry about data INPUT, but we 
do need to support data output. the -DATA OUT 
strobe is used to load data into the 74LS374 CU2), 
which has 8 internal latches, one for each data bit. 
At the same time the strobe is passed to the printer 
to let it know that there is data being presented to 
it. 

The status byte from the 8251 has to be emulated 
quite exactly . The +Printer Busy signal can be 
inverted and presented as status bit 0, Transmit 
Buffer Empty. Whenever this bit is HIGH the 
software knows that the 8251 is ready to output 
another byte . We can use the inverted +Printer 
Error line to emulate Data Set Ready on status bit 
7. This bit should be HIGH to permit output . Bit 0 
should be tied to bit 2, and bits 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 
should be tied low. A 74LS244 CU3) is used to gate 
the status byte to computer when the -STATUS strobe 
goes low. 

Now let's provide a means for executing a 

:. 
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software initiated reset of the printer. We do this 
with another 74LS138 CUU which is connected to the 
data bus and enabled by the -CONTROL strobe. Not 
all the bits are decoded, but enough to recognize 
when OCEH is output to the 8251 control port. 

The final portion of the 'black board' we need to 
implement is some sort of an interrupt circuit. The 
signal -ACI is used to set a flip-flop CU5A-U5Bl 
whose output is called TxRdy. When the status port 
is read the flip-flop is reset. 

That takes care of emulating the 8251. Now for a 
discussion of the printer port connections. I chose 
to build the printer interface to follow the IBM 
parallel printer convention. The pinouts in the 
schematic are for such a convention. Use a 08255 
c onnector. Certain other signals need to be 
satisfied; this is done with the pull-up resistor. 

SOFTWARE 

The Poly uses interrupts, which is why the HALT 
li ght is on much of the time even while outputting 
data to the printer . Output data is placed in a 
buffer. The interrupt handler removes data from the 
buffer and outputs it to the printer port each time 
there is an interrupt due to the transmitter buffer 
1n the 8251 goes empty. This means that the 
software does not merely execute a tight loop 
checking the status of the printer. It could, but 
the Poly's designers were more far-sighted than 
that. Their use of interrupts permits the Poly's 
i nternal Real-Time-Clock to interrupt the printer 
software Cand other parts of the system software). 
This makes the software a little more complicated, 
but provides a higher level of sophistication. This 
also explains why we needed to implement an 
interrupt facility in our 'black board . ' 

C'OliSTIUCl'IOll 

Obviously this circuit will not fit into the 8251 
socket, so it needs to be constructed on a small 
piece of perf-board. If a DB25S with right-angle 
solder pins is used, the perf-board can be mounted 
to the connecter, like the Poly Printer Adapter 
Card. Use a 28-pin D.l.P. header to plug into the 
8251 socket. 

Connect the appropriate pins to the conductors in 
a fl at cable of sufficient length to reach the 
'black board' . Although not shown, 0.1 uf 
capacitors would be connected between ground and +5 
volts at each LC. I generally use sockets designed 
to be soldered in place, and connect the desired 
pins with 30-gauge wire-wrap wire. Do not 
"daisy-chain" the power and ground connections; 
instead, run a separate wire from each socket to the 
power distribution point. 

HYPERBOLE 

With a relatively minor modification the parallel 
printer and serial printer functions can be made 
switch-selectable. Place a socket for the 8251 on 
the 'black board' board and extend all 28 lines from 
the socket on the CPU card . Place a double
throw-single-pole switch in line 11. so that the 

signal is routed to either the 
board' or else to our circuit. 
lines to +5 volts through a 
resistor for the 8251, one for 

8251 on the 'black 
Tie each of the 2 

2. 71 resistor Cone 
the 'black board'). 

C'OllCLUSJON 

It IS possible to build a circuit that emulates 
the computer interface of the 8251. It is not 
overly complicated; all that is needed is the 
motivation. 

8251 Socket 

27 data 

28 .. t 

1 .. • 

2 " a 
5 .. • 
6 .. • 

Soheznatio 

bl t 0 t• t• 
t ., 1• 
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t t 
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Publia Dolrlain 

Dist PCL-t-IS •11 II filt1 ti it, I free t1trits. 
311 secttrs i1 1st, I sectors deleted, & stcttr1 fret. 
Sin 1111 . Siu 1111 . Siu 1111. 

1 llE1108T .CO ti c•ast.CO & llLIFE .DC 
3 llLIFE.CO z mu.DC l mu.co 
I STSIOY.DC l STSIOY.CO 3 SEllCB.DC 
Z SEllCl.CO Z IDllP.CO I CtlJart.CO 
1 FOlllT.DC ti FOlllT.CO l CtlJlrt.DC 
I TllSIC.CO S Tbfa.OY Z IDUIP.DC 

ti G1011s .CO 57 G1011s .lS ti G1011s .DC 
I llT .GO l SCIEEl .CO I lllSE .CO 
I DLIST .GO IS FILIS .CO Z CLEll.CO 
I CBEClSUl.CO I SZlP.CO I DllP.CO 
I USllC-DDIP .TI 3 IOllS.CO I COIYEITEl.IS 
1 ClLEIDll.15 S COIPllE.CO 3 SOIT-IOITllE .15 
I COPYlLL .IS S COIPllE.CO I DllECTOIT.IS 
l Eater.CO l Scrtta.CO l ScreeaOff.CO 
l CloctOff.CO I Clock.CO l lillEattr .CO 
S Screea .DC 3 Cleek.DC I lSIOl-DEIO.CO 

II 111101-111£.15 3 IElD-TllS.TI 

PGL-V-ZS contains Gnomus, the hot-key, 
memory-resident, macro utility. It also contains 
the programs which were on the first PolyLetter Disk 
back in February 1980 and which were released to the 
Public Domain by Bob Martin back when Poly was hot. 
Those programs are COMPARE.GO, CLEAN.GO, DLIST.GO, 
ARISE.GO, COPYALL.GO, TBASIC.GO, Tbfn.OV, 
CHECKSUM.GO, SZAP.GO, DUMP.GO, USINGDUMP.TX, and 
WORMS.GO, some of which have been upgraded since. 
BREAKOUT.GO, Chase.GO, and MIRROR-MAZE. BS are 
games. FILMS.GO operates the Poly-88 CASSETTE 
interface from the disk system. 

Abstract Systems, etc. 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 01Z67 
(413) 458-3597 

DISlS - lil>DEllS - PR~ - SOFTWARE - SPELL 

l. 1111LL diskettes: s• 11 ••rd sector -- Ill J•r b11 tf II. 
I. Bayes licrt11dt1 Ill fer oaly 115 . 

(311 b11d i• ••s direct c111tct 11dt1. Li1it1d ••••tity.l 
3. layesSys 11d11 s1ft11r1 lftr t•• licrt11d11 1111 llS. 
I. ll:SJ Spell, I tttd sptllill cltcttr ftr llS. 
S. &•strict Systt1s E1tc CE1•11ct1t1t1 I •111 ctrrecttdl 135. 
I. l•1tract Syste11 Pr111 CE1•11ce111t1 I •111 ctrrocttdl 135. 
7. PtlyClot Library Yol ... 1 1 t•r• 15, II tac• . 
!Seid II.II for a coapltlt c1t1le1--lfrtt wit• 11y orderl.l 

llalt elects J•r••I• to l1lp• lt1y11. l 

PolyMorphic Systems 
7334-H Hollister Avenue, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93117 

One source for new and reconditioned systems, hard 
disk sub-systems, parts, conversions, manuals, and 
service. We've got it all! CALL C805l 685-6Z38. 

For Sale: Multiple 8813 systems - each with 3 
drives, 6U, Monitor, and Ieyboard - Make offer . 
Robert L. Schwartz, 906 Main Street, Cincinnati, OH, 
4SZOZ, CS13l ZU-3447. 

For Sale: Video Board - 195, 8" Disk Controler -
USO, Printer Interface - SSO, Poly CPU - SlZS, 
Priam Hard Disk with Poly Interface card and Power 
Supply - UOO, Poly Keyboard/Screen enclosure -
S175. Charles Trayser, 415-651-5931. 

FOR SALE: Two 5" SSSD SHOO drives, SZS each. - ten 
Lowe, 5936 W. Zina Circle, West Valley City, UT, 
841ZO C801l 969-7736. 

FOR SALE: Poly 8810 box with power supply and mother 
board. SSO plus shipping . Charles A. Thompson, 
Z909 Rosedale Avenue, Dallas, Texas 75Z05-153Z, 
Phone: CZ 1 U-368-8ZZ3 

Annual Inde% 

11311 S-111 •oards by L1111 
1111 Cross lss11•l1r 
1111 Cross asst .. ler c1 .. 11ts 
llSTllCT STSTEIS POLICY 
lCT C<l><C><T>l ltJtrt 
HISE.CO 
ls ... CO l11sete1pi11 
l1to11tic Li11f1td Disa•l• 
llCELS.15 Prttraa Dt1cripti11 
llSE.IS Pr11r11 Dtscripti11 
l1ct 111111 ti PolyLetter, Prices 
IOlllC.15 Pr11r11 D11criJti11 
l11l1t1 Ill.I Edit e1it •11 
l11l1t1 Ill.I IDI 11it ••t 
l1tltt1 Ill.I •••t •11 
ClllOl.15 Pr11r11 D11cripti11 
ClSIFLOl.IS d11cripti11 
Custh 111 
CllSE.IS Pn1ru Dtscriplin 
C•11i1try Jrt9r11 dtlCriptitll 
CLEll-TllL.IS Jlttr11 
Clt11i19 .. ards 
COIPllE/TIO.IS Pr11r11 D11cripti11 
COIPIESS.IS Pr11raa D11criJti11 

11 Lny 

In ltlfltt 
hi•• lnyn 
11 Lny 
hip•, .. , .. 
hip• , .. , .. 
... J11t1 

hlpl , .. , .. 
hip•, .. , .. 
hi•• lnyn 

Chet Tl••••n 

Ji1 Tn•11 

COPY com1ID IELP hip• lnyn 
Cnfidnct Ttst hif1re hip• lnyn 
CP/I lalp• l11y11 
CllSI! l1lpl 111y11 
Cr111 a1111•t1r c1 .. 11t1 101 ltffatt 
Cusu C11tul i1 Edit hlJl lnyn 
Dia•I• Ill S1t1p C•1ct T•o1J101 
Disable l1t111tic Li11f11d lo• J11e1 
DIP UI Pri1t11 ltthp hip• lnyn 
East Coast Ser•ict D1•i1 lcC1r1 
ElllLE comllD IELP h Ip• lnyn 
EJ••• 1111 Dr. lri1rty 
Er1tic l111ry C•ri1 l11l1y 
Et•ics I•• ly••• 
Et•ics l1lp• le1yo1 
E11c111:s1 latp• l••r•• 
edit lalp• 111y11 
edit.CO Pr•tr•• De1criJti11 l1lpl le1y11 
FOOTllLL FOIClSTllC IODEL Earl Cilbrtadt• 
FllCTIOl-IETllC-COIY.IS Pr11r11 D11criJtio1 
Free S1b1criJli111 Ead l1lp• 111yo1 
G10111 latp• l11yo1 
GOLDI .IS Pro1r11 D11cripti11 

1711/15 
1711/11 
17H/H 
1711115 
1711 /IS 
1711/H 
17U/ll 
1711/H 
1711117 
1715111 
17U/H 
17H/ll 
1711117 
17U/U 
UH/II 
UH/17 
UU/11 
1715111 
1711117 
17U/U 
17U/ll 
17U/U 
1715111 
1715/U 
17H/ll 
1711/11 
nnm 
17H/IS 
num 
1711/U 
1715/lt 
1711/H 
1715113 
ITU/II 
1711117 
1711111 
1711111 
1711113 
1711/H 
1713/H 
1711/lt 
1715111 
num 
1715111 
1711/01 
1711111 
1715111 
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• BEL P COllllD COPY hip• hlJOI 17H/U PGL-Y-13 Listi11 1711111 
HELP COllllD ElllLE hip• (UJOI 1711117 PGL-Y-14 Li1ti11 1711111 

'f BOUIS/DEIO.IS Prograa De1criptio1 1715111 PGL-Y-15 Li1ti11 1711111 
Bot -ley hip• , .. , .. 1781/11 PGL-Y-11 Listi11 1711 Ill 
801 to Fi1 l Dea• lird C•1rle1 Stei1•a11er 1714/11 PGL-Y-17 listi11 171l/17 

't 
Bsrl .OY i1for11tio1 hip•, .. , .. 1705/U PGL-Y-11 listi11 1711111 
Ill ll Lny 1711/11 PGL-Y-lt li1ti11 1711111 
llVEITOIT Prograa 1711117 PGL-9-11 listi19 1711111 
lueatory loll lohsu 171l/ll PGL-9-11 listi11 171l/H 

• 'f hy Cap hi !tr hip• , .. , .. 1711117 PGL-9-11 li1ti11 17U/U 
ley Cap hana I hip• (OIJOI 1711117 PGL-9-13 listi19 17H/17 
leys Slicti19 hip• , .. , .. 1711/17 PGL-9-14 Li1ti11 1715111 

't ' Letter hrtley Gi lpi1 1711111 PGL-Y-15 Listi11 1711111 
Let ler lo• lybee 1711115 POOICE.IS Pro9r1a De1criptio1 17U/17 
Letter loll lybee 1711113 Poly Proble•s lob lybe• 1711111 

, Letter lob lohso1 1711111 Pely's lest lept Secret hip• (UJOI 1711111 
'f Lett tr lob lthlOI 1783/U PolyLetler lack Issie Prices 1713/U 

Letter lob Jues 1711/H Pra•hJ hip• (UJOI 1711111 
Letter Chis htley 1711/11 Prices of PolyLetter lact ls111 1713/H 

't Letter Chet Grus 1715/13 Pri1ter/U hip• (UJOI 1711113 
Letter Chet Th•pu1 1711/H Qsrl .OY i1for•1tio1 hip•, .. , .. 1715103 
Let l er Chet Thapsu 1715111 Q1ict lefere1ct Car• 17Ulll 
Let lt r Dua Gnu 17H/H la•io Sllact DIP 131 Pri1ter hip• , .. , .. 1715/13 

+' Let tu Diet lrtH 1713111 IEIEL .IS Pre1r1• Dt1eriptie1 1714111 
.Letter Dr. lriarty 1711/IZ IEIS/LllES/OIT .IS Pro9r11 De1criptit1 1715111 
Letter Earl GilllreadO 1711/U l11•er1 l••••sts 1711111 

't Letter Earl Giaredt• 1715111 l••••rs' le1po11e1 hip• turn 1713111 
Lt t t er Frnt Stuns 1711/IZ IPl-ClLClLlTOl .15 Prtgra• Deseriptita 1715111 
Letter Frnt Stuns 1715/13 IS-131 cable c1111ctio11 hip• , .. , .. 1711111 
Letter Gary Ster li11 1713/H Si•e1iy1 Screllitt by E•it lalp• .lnyu 1711111 

f Letter Gl111 lcCoab 1711/15 S•all-C 1711111 
Letter Gina lcCo•ll 1713/11 Sith Test hip• , .. , .. 1713117 
Le!tn Ji1 Traha 1713111 SOIT .GO i1for•1ti11 hip• , .. , .. 1715/U 

't .Le ti tr loh Shu 1711/H SOIT.GO Pr11r1• 411eripti11 hip• , .. , .. 17Hlll 
Let tu lose Lipna 1711111 SPELL 3.1 co .. e1t1 Frnt Stnru 1714111 
:Let hr Ln Uo11n 1713/13 SPELL 3.1 co .. e1t1 Frnt Stuns 1715/U 

'I' Letter Lu Th11n 1715/17 SPELL 3.1 co .. e1t1 hip•, .. , .. 17Wl3 
Let hr lart dt Piolnc 1713115 SPELL 3.1 c1 .. 11t1 hlpll , .. , .. 1715/IS 
Letter lichel l••iao 1715/11 Spell .GO pr11r11 ••1criptit1 hlpll , .. , .. 1713111 
Lettu licllatl Sel111rt1 1715/U Spell/ll:SI c1 .. e1t1 Frut stuns 1715/H 

't Let tu lichll Lippan 1711111 Sptll/ll:SI co .. 11t1 hlpll , .. , .. 1715/IS 
Let hr lor• ni .. tl 1711/11 STllS.IS .Pr11r1• D11criplit1 17Hll7 
Letter licllar4 ltuu 1713/13 STOClSlt.IS Prt1r1• De1cripti11 1715/U 

t' Lett er loller t Scll1u h 1711111 Sttrttlttical 111ly1i1 Dr. lriarty 1711111 
Lt t lt r lthrt Scl11arh 1711/IZ SteretlotJ Prttr•• ••1cripti11 1711111 
Letter lollert Scll1arh 17H/ll Sticti11 hys hip• lnyn 1711117 
Let tu In ltffltt 1713/13 SHllT latp• lnyn 1711111 

' Let hr ... ltfhtt 17H/H Slllll . IS Pr11r1a Dt1criplit1 17H/17 
Lett tr In ltfhtt 1711/U SIPEWl.H 1711111 
Letter llJH Dt"J 17H/H T-TEST.IS Pregr1• De1cripti11 1715111 

·r LllEll .15 Pro9111 Descripti•• 1715111 Ttrai11I prttr .. 1 - PGL-t-11 1711111 
Lo111 11311 S-111 •011•1 11 Lny 1711/IS Tiie E1111ce tf Y1perle1r Cllarles Stei1ll111er 1711/11 
LIEGIS.IS Pro9r1• Descriptitt 1715111 , •• Ot••r G•r• ()II) hip• lnyn 17U/ll 

't 
QUIEL loll lyllte 1711/13 T•e Str1i1llt lire htp• , .. , .. 1711111 
l1cilto1• lichel l••iao 1715/11 TllEl~.IS Pr11r1a De1criptit1 1711117 
••telel hip• (nJOI 1711111 T1il Sysh• hlpll , .. , .. 1711 Ill 
llDll .15 Pro9r11 De1criptio1 1715/11 1'1t lt •o tit• I ltl Dist 11 Lny 1711/U 

't' le1uy-hsidnt hip• hlJH 1711111 li1•t11 ftr lllt PtlJ 1711/11 
Otidat1 llZ Pri1ter Earl Giaredtll 1711/17 ltt•H hylltu• 1715/11 
OIEGOl .IS Pro9r11 De1criptio1 1711117 JPS-II.IS prttraa ••1criplit1 17Um 

~ OTHELLO. IS Progr11 De1criptio1 17H/17 Z-11 Cro11 11sealller c1 .. 11t1 In loffltt 17U/H 
PlJIOLL .IS Pro9r11 Dt1cripti11 1715/11 Zll Cress 1111 .. ltr 1711111 
P1r1llel 1151 Sck•••tic Joh lart11ti1 1711117 
P111l lel 1151 OllT Joh lartnli1 1711/11 Reader5 Requests 

'f Puity hip• (UJOI 1711/U 
PEElEl .IS Progra• De1eriptio1 1715/11 HELP! I have double sided REMEX 8" drives for my 
PGL-f-lD Li1ti1g 1711/11 115, but I don't know how to strap the shunts . 
PGL+ II Li st i19 1711/11 Anyone who knows how to configure these drives for 
PGL-Y-IZ Li1ti19 1711/U the Poly 115 please write Karl Thomas, US Bond 
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Street, Elk Grove, IL, 60007-1218 

Other readers have asked for articles about the 
following: Assembly language article governing the 
use of WHO, WH1, Ckdr, Msg, etc. What happens when 
a BASIC program is saved with SAVEF, or SAVEP. How 
to UNSAVEP. How would CP/M be of use. An 
explanation of the Front Panel. How does CP/M work. 
Where to get Drive Service, Ieyboard Service, etc . 
Hardware update recommendations, Source lists, 
Communication software articles, File transfer to 
other computers . More on PClones. More articles on 
Hardware CBoards, etc.) More articles on languages. 
An explanation of relocatable files . 

As time and space permits, I will try to answer 
a 11 these questions. However, our readers are 

'+' encouraged to submit their own articles on these and 
any subjects . Articles should be submitted on Poly 
5" SSSD disk . PC disk format is also acceptable. 

Bit Buolcet 

Congratulations to Ron Moffatt for coming up with 
't the correct answer . Question: "What kind of soup 

does a computer eat?" Answer: "Alphabit soup ." 
Ron, you've been a regular winner, How about com ing 
up with a new contest for us? 

How many kinds of bits can you think of? 
thought of little, tid, part, and 'o'honey. Send in 

.., your thoughts. 

.Poly Letter 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, llA 01267 

't (413) 458-3597 

Address Correction Requested 

PolyLettu Editor ind hblisher : lllph ltnyon. Sabscriptions: US $11 .00 
yr., C1ud1 $20 .00 yr. , Oursus US .DO yr., p1y1hlt in VS dollus h 
hlph hnyoa . Ed i torill Conlr ihutions : You conlrihtions lo Uis 
nnslttter ue 1lnys wtlcoae . lrliclts, nggulions, for uticles, or 
q11eslio11s yoa ' d lite 1nswued ue readily ucephd . Th is is your 
uwsleller ; plnst help support it . ldurtistants hy nbscrihers ut 
free of chugt . PolyLetter is aot lffili1ted with Polylorphic Sysleas. 

Ito Conlidttace 

When doesn't the confidence test work right? 
When the printer minicard fails in the on position. 
When clear to send is set permanently on. 

In This Issue 

Editorial 1 
Poly's Best Iept Secret 1 
Abstract Systems Pramiey Program. 1 
Letters To C& from) The Editor 3 
Abstract Systems Pol i cy 5 
A Parallel 8251 UART . 6 
Parallel 8251 Schematic 7 
In The Public Domain . 7 
Ads . 8 
Annual Index. 8 
Readers' Requests 9 
Bit Bucket 10 

Cozning Soon 

If ode ms and Communications soft.,,are, II ore BAS IC for 
Beginners, Serial Device Driver Erplained, Ho" to 
rJNSAVEP protected Programs, llore System 
Progr a-miiiers Notes, llaking your PC "ort lite a- · 
Poly , Kore Help, BugNotes, Public Domain Soft.,,are, 
etc. 

Questions 

Can you f ind and ans wer the que st ion s asked in 

th i s i ssue ? Se nd you r an swe r s an d req ues ts in . 

FIRST CLASS MAIL 

Ralph E. Kenyon, Jr. 
Abstract Systems, etc. 
191 White Oaks Road 
Williamstown, MA 

EXP : 9999 
1 8 4 

01267-2256 

Back volumes of Poly Letter are av a i 1 able at 
the same price as the prev i ous subscription 
rate . CUS S15.00 yr., Canada S18 . 00 yr., 
Overseas SZ0 . 00 yr., payable in US dollars 
to Ralph Kenyon . ) Individual issues are 
also available CS3 . 50, S4 . 00, SS . OOL 
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